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Options are financial derivative securities that are widely traded on many exchanges
around the world. Indeed options trading forms an essential component in the port-
folio management of many financial companies. In particular, American options
form the bulk of options traded on exchanges. However, due to the early-exercise fea-
ture of American options, pricing such an option involves determining an unknown
optimal exercise boundary (OEB), leading to a very nonlinear problem. Many nu-
merical methods and approximation methods have been used to approximate the
American option pricing problem. As many numerical methods often require lengthy
computational time, fast and accurate analytical approximation methods are in great
need. The motivation of this thesis is to explore analytical approximation methods
in order to achieve accurate values both efficiently and reliably.
While this thesis mainly deals with pricing American options under the Black-
Scholes framework, we begin in Chapter 2 with an appropriate approach to pricing
European-style options with the Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM). A key
challenge of applying the ADM to the valuation of European-style options is on
how to address the singularity of the payoff function for such options. We provide
a suitable approach, in which the singular point is relocated to infinity through a
coordinate transformation. Our approach is extended to a higher-dimensional option
pricing problem, in which the interest rate follows the stochastic Vasicek interest rate
model. Numerical results show that our approach overcomes the difficulty of directly
dealing with the singularity with the ADM and gives very accurate option prices.
The remainder of the thesis focuses on analytical approximation methods to
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pricing American-style options. Three popular but different approaches to analytical
approximations for American-style option pricing are discussed in Chapters 3 to 5,
respectively.
In Chapter 3, we use series approximations. In practice, many different varieties
of financial derivatives are created and traded. In this chapter, we introduce the
penalty American option, which is defined as an American option whereby on the
event of exercise before expiry, the holder pays the writer a fee, which we refer to as
a ‘penalty’. As this option allows the holder to exercise earlier than the expiry date,
mathematically an OEB needs to be determined. After specifying the payment,
we derive analytical series approximations for the value of a penalty American put
option with a short time to expiry and its OEB. We also find some useful properties
of the option, such as the put-call parity and the value of the OEB on the expiry
date. Numerical comparisons of the results obtained using our formulae with those
obtained using the original Binomial Method (see Cox, Ross & Rubinstein [16])
show that not only are our solutions accurate, they provide much faster answers.
In Chapter 4, we discuss a group of approximations for the OEB of a vanilla
American put option based on integral equation approaches. We review a number
of approximations in this category and discuss their advantages and shortcomings.
The primary goal of this chapter is to derive new non-iterative analytical approxi-
mations for the OEB. We extend the methods of Bunch and Johnson [60], Frontczak
[122] and Tung [129], and propose five new approaches (NA). Each NA deals with a
particular issue of the method, on which it is based. Comparisons with the bench-
marks obtained using the Binomial Method (BM) reveals that our NAs can give
very accurate OEBs with significantly decreased computational time. A compre-
hensive comparison of the results from using the NA with those obtained from other
well-known methods is given in this chapter as well.
In Chapter 5, we extend a well-known quadratic approximation method pro-
posed by Barone-Adesi and Whaley [26] in order to more accurately price medium
to long-term American options. We find that the term that was neglected by Barone-
vi
Adesi and Whaley in order to simplify the partial differential equation for the early
exercise premium, leads to relatively large errors in the OEB for medium to long-
term options. To overcome this issue, we propose an equation that incorporates a
correction term in the form of an integral. Solving the equation we derive a new
analytic approximate formula for the OEB. Numerical comparisons show that our
formula not only provides more accurate results than the classic method but also
compares very favourably with many published modifications of the method, found
in the literature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and background
A financial derivative (or a contingent claim) is a security whose value is dependent
upon the price of an underlying asset. Typical underlying assets include equities
(also known as shares or stocks), interest rates, bonds, and currencies. Options are
financial derivatives that have been traded for many years. Before 1973, they were
generally traded over-the-counter (OTC) between two private parties. It was not
until 26th April 1973 that options were first traded on an exchange, namely the
Chicago Board Options Exchanges (CBOE). Since then, options have been traded
on over 50 exchanges worldwide. The rapid growth of trading in option derivatives
motivates many mathematicians with an enthusiasm for establishing models and
exploring quantitative approaches to seek theoretical values (or fair values) of the
many different types of options.
In this chapter we present some preliminary background material on options
and review the development of option pricing theory. The structure and aims of the
thesis are detailed in the final section of this chapter.
1.1 Options
An option is a contract between two parties: the writer (or the seller) and the holder
(or the buyer) that gives the holder the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell
(to ‘exercise’) an underlying asset at a prescribed price (the strike price) within a
1
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given time-frame, depending on the type of option. A call option conveys upon the
holder the right (but not the obligation) to buy the underlying, and a put option
conveys upon the holder the right (but not the obligation) to sell the underlying.
Options are often used for hedging and speculation. Hedgers trade options like
insurance policies to reduce or eliminate the risk that they face associated with the
price of an asset. For example, suppose an investor who owns some shares in ABC
is concerned about a possible share price decline in the future. The investor could
buy some put options written on ABC to control the loss of the asset. Speculators
bet on the outcome of the future price of an asset, and trade options to get extra
leverage. For example, suppose an investor has a view that the price of an asset will
go up in the future. If the investor’s hunch is correct, the profits of buying some call
options may be higher than the return of investing in the underlying asset directly.
There are many different types of option contracts. In particular, we now intro-
duce two important types of options: vanilla options and exotic options.
1.1.1 Vanilla options
A vanilla option is a normal call or put option with standard features, such as a
fixed time-frame. Examples of vanilla options are
• European options: These are options that allow the holder to exercise (if he
or she wants to exercise) the option only at a prescribed time in the future,
which is called the expiry date.
• American options: These are options that allow the holder to exercise (if he
or she wants to exercise) the option at any time prior to or at expiry.
Therefore, the term ‘European-style’ and ‘American-style’ are often used to describe
the exercise type of an option. Usually, the value of an American option is higher
than that of its European counterpart, i.e. the European option that is written
on the same underlying asset and has the same strike price and expiry date. This
is because the American option offers investors more opportunities to exercise the
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contract. In the ground-breaking paper by Black and Scholes [9], the authors derived
a closed-form solution for the price of European options. However, no such analytic
solution exists for American option prices due to the complexity of incorporating
the early-exercise feature of the option. One of the main aims of this thesis is to
provide accurate and efficient approximation methods for pricing American options.
1.1.2 Exotic options
In general, exotic options are options that are not vanilla put or call options. There
are many different types of exotic options, and they are often traded OTC. One of
the simplest exotic option is known as a digital option, in which at expiry the holder
may either earn a profit of some fixed amount of cash, or nothing at all. Taking a
digital call option as an example, no matter how far the underlying asset price is
above the strike price at expiry, the holder of such an option can only receive a fixed
amount of cash; otherwise, he or she receives nothing. Due to this feature, it is often
called an ‘all-or-nothing’ option. Other types of exotic options include (but are not
limited to) Asian options, one type of which allows the holder to buy (or sell) the
underlying asset at a price based on the average price of the underlying asset over a
period, compound options which are options on options, and barrier options which
are triggered if the underlying hits a prescribed value (or barrier).
It is hard to give an exhaustive list of exotic options, as the number of new
types of options is continuing to grow rapidly. Option brokers can always bring
together both sides of a contract and construct a product which does not exist as
an exchange-traded option [45]. In this thesis we will introduce a penalty American
option and discuss the valuation of such an option in Chapter 3.
1.2 Option pricing
The valuation of options has been the subject of much research over the past 45 years.
After Black and Scholes [9] derived a theoretical valuation formula for European op-
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tions, research interest in options pricing grew rapidly both in the financial industry
and in applied mathematics. Before looking at the well-known Black-Scholes model,
we first introduce the important concepts of arbitrage, complete market, risk-neutral
measure and a useful mathematical tool: Itô’s lemma, which details how functions
of random variables can be handled.
Definition 1.2.1. An arbitrage is a self-financing trading strategy which generates
a profit with positive probability but which cannot generate a loss.
Though arbitrage opportunities do exist briefly in real life, it has been said that
any sensible market model must avoid this type of profit [45].
Definition 1.2.2. A complete market is one in which every financial derivative can
be replicated with a portfolio of existing tradable financial assets.
Definition 1.2.3. A risk-neutral measure is a probability measure such that the
current value of a financial asset is exactly equal to their discounted expected payoffs
in the future under this measure.
From the Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing (FTAP) [80], such a measure
exists if and only if the market is arbitrage-free. Risk-neutral measures have exten-
sive applications in the pricing of derivatives as the FTAP implies that in a complete
market a derivative’s price is the discounted expected value of its future payoff un-
der the unique risk-neutral measure. In a risk-neutral world, investors are assumed
to require no extra return on average for bearing risks. The valuation of an op-
tion or other derivatives assuming the world is risk-neutral is known as risk-neutral
valuation.
Lemma 1.2.1. (Itô’s Lemma). If a random variable X(= Xt) satisfies the following
stochastic differential equation (SDE)
dX = µdt+ σdW,
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 5
where W (= Wt) is a Wiener process, then any twice differentiable function f(t,X)


















Itô’s lemma is an extremely important result about the manipulation of random
variables. It shows how a time-dependent function of stochastic processes can be
differentiated. “It is to functions of random processes what Taylor’s theorem is to
functions of deterministic variables” [45].
1.2.1 The Black-Scholes (BS) model
In 1973, Fischer Black and Myron Scholes made a breakthrough with their celebrated
Black-Scholes model, in which the price of a vanilla European option was obtained
as a solution to a partial differential equation (PDE). The original Black-Scholes
model was constructed under the following assumptions [45]:
• the underlying asset price (denoted as S(= St)) follows a stochastic process,
i.e.
dS = µSdt+ σSdW, (1.2.1)
where σ is the constant volatility, µ is the drift and W (= Wt) is a Wiener
process,
• there exists a risk-free investment (such as a bank account) that gives a guar-
anteed return with no chance of default, and thus the rate of return is called
the ‘risk-free interest rate’,
• there are no arbitrage possibilities,
• there are no transaction costs associated with hedging a portfolio,
• trading of the underlying asset is continuous,
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• it is possible to buy and sell any amount (not necessarily an integer) of the
underlying asset.
The BS PDE is derived as follows:
Let the value of an option be denoted by V (S, t) that depends only on the current
value of the underlying asset S and time t. Now construct a portfolio with value Π
consisting of one option and a quantity −∆ of the underlying asset. The value of
this portfolio is Π = V −∆S. In one time-step the change in value of this portfolio
is dΠ = d V −∆dS. Applying Itô’s lemma to Π and choosing ∆ = ∂V
∂S
to eliminate













The portfolio’s value is now completely deterministic. However, an amount Π in-
vested in a bank makes a profit rΠdt in a time dt, where r is the risk-free rate.
Under the assumptions of the model, there are no arbitrage opportunities, and so












Thus, substituting Π = V − ∂V
∂S
S into the above yields the famous Black-Scholes












− rV = 0. (1.2.2)
Merton [10] extended the original BS model to value the option written on a
dividend-paying asset, which qualifies its holders to obtain a proportion of profits.
Suppose the underlying asset pays a continuous and constant dividend with yield q,
so that in a time dt, the asset pays a dividend qSdt. Thus, the random walk for the
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underlying asset (1.2.1) is modified to
dS = (µ− q)Sdt+ σSdW, (1.2.3)
where q is the constant dividend yield. Using the same method as above, the BS









+ (r − q)S∂V
∂S
− rV = 0. (1.2.4)
It should be remarked that the BS PDE (or a variant involving dividends) can be
used to value any derivative security whose price depends only on the current value
of the underlying asset S and on time t, and which is paid for up-front [45, 87].










+ (r − q)S∂V
∂S
− rV. (1.2.5)
In the following two subsections, we show how (1.2.5) can be used to value
vanilla European options and American options.
1.2.2 European options and the Black-Scholes formula
Suppose a European call option and a European put option are written on a dividend-
paying asset with price S with dividend yield q, expire at time T and have a strike
price K. Let c(S, τ) and p(S, τ) respectively be the value of such a European call
and put option. As the value of a European option only depends on the current
value of the underlying S and the time to expiry τ , its value can be found by solving
PDE (1.2.4) together with appropriate conditions. As the PDE (1.2.5) is a for-
ward parabolic PDE, we require one initial condition at τ = 0 and two boundary
conditions at S = 0 and as S →∞.
At expiry (i.e. τ = 0), if the price S of the underlying is greater than the strike
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price K, the profit from exercising such a European call option is S −K, while it is
worthless to exercise such a European put option. Otherwise, if S < K at expiry, we
should exercise the European put option to make a profit of K −S but not exercise
the European call option to avoid a loss of K − S. We plot the payoff diagram in
Figure 1.1. From an arbitrage argument, the option value at expiry is the same as
its payoff, so
c(S, 0) = max(S −K, 0), and p(S, 0) = max(K − S, 0).













Figure 1.1: The payoff function of a European call (or put) option at expiry
European call option will have zero value at expiry and so has zero value now, i.e.
c(0, τ) = 0. However if S = 0, the European put option will have a guaranteed value
of K at expiry and so now is worth the present value of K, i.e. p(0, τ) = Ke−rτ .
In the limit S → ∞, the European call option approaches the underlying asset
but without its dividend income, i.e. lim
S→∞
c(S, τ) ∼ Se−qτ . However, in the limit
S → ∞, the European put option becomes worthless, i.e. lim
S→∞
p(S, τ) = 0. Hence
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σ2S2cSS + (r − q)ScS − rc, (1.2.6)
c(S, 0) = max(S −K, 0), (1.2.7)
c(0, τ) = 0, (1.2.8)
lim
S→∞
c(S, τ) ∼ Se−qτ , (1.2.9)




σ2S2pSS + (r − q)SpS − rp, (1.2.10)
p(S, 0) = max(K − S, 0), (1.2.11)
p(0, τ) = Ke−rτ , (1.2.12)
lim
S→∞
p(S, τ) = 0. (1.2.13)
The solution to the systems (1.2.6) - (1.2.9) and (1.2.10)-(1.2.13) can be obtained in
a number of ways, e.g. using a Green’s function [45, 87], the Mellin transform [79]
or the Fourier transform [78]. The solution for the European call option value [45]
is
c(S, t) = e−qτN(d1(S,K, τ))S − e−rτKN(d2(S,K, τ)), (1.2.14)
and for the European put option value [45] is
p(S, t) = e−rτKN(−d2(S,K, τ))− e−qτN(−d1(S,K, τ))S, (1.2.15)
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and































= d1(x, y, z)− σ
√
z. (1.2.18)
The closed-form analytic formulae in (1.2.14) and (1.2.15) are generally known as
the BS formulae [45] for the European call and put option respectively. The BS
formula is of great significance in quantitative finance research. Unfortunately, such
simple and elegant solutions have not been found for the American options case.
This is discussed in Subsection 1.2.3. It should also be noted that very few stock
price models allow expressing the European option price in closed form.
The put-call parity
Although European call and put options are ostensibly different, they can be com-
bined in such a way that their values are correlated. The relationship between the
price of a European put option and European call option, which are written on the
same underlying asset, and have the same strike price and expiry date, is given by
the put-call parity [82, 87], i.e.
c(S, τ ;K,T ) +Ke−rτ = p(S, τ ;K,T ) + Se−qτ . (1.2.19)
For European options written on a non-dividend-paying underlying asset, the above
equation becomes
p(S, τ ;K,T )− c(S, τ ;K,T ) = Ke−rτ − S, (1.2.20)
which was initially discovered by Merton [10]. The put-call parity can be proven by
constructing a portfolio consisting of a European call option in the short position
and a European put option in the long position, and then determining the value of
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this portfolio at expiry [82]. With the put-call parity, once the value of the European
put option or the call option is obtained, the value of the other can be derived.
Risk-neutral valuation
Alternatively, option values can be obtained through a risk-neutral approach. As
mentioned previously, under a properly selected risk-neutral measure investors are
insensitive to risk. Hence an option is valued as the discounted expected value of
its payoff at expiry. Taking a European put option as an example, its value is given
in the following expectation form under a risk-neutral measure Q:
p(S, t) = e−r(T−t)EQ (max (K − S, 0) |Ft) , (1.2.21)
where Ft is the filtration generated by W , and EQ is the expectation under measure
Q. The idea of this expectation formula (1.2.21) is used in some numerical methods,
such as the Monte Carlo Simulation Method and the Binomial Method, which we
introduce in Section 1.3.
1.2.3 American options
As American options can be exercised at any time before expiry, the holder of the
American option has a greater chance of making a profit compared with the holder of
the corresponding European option. Therefore, the value of the American option is
generally greater than that of the European option. The early-exercise feature of the
American option is what makes its valuation so challenging. At each point in time
over the life of the option, there may be some values of the stock price for which it
is optimal for the holder to exercise the American option [45]. The optimal exercise
boundary (OEB) or the critical stock price (CSP), denoted by Sf (τ), defines the
border between two regions: a continuous holding region, where the option should
be held, and an exercise region, where the option should be immediately exercised.
As the OEB is unknown in advance, it needs to be determined as a part of the
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solution to the pricing problem. If an American option has been exercised earlier
than the expiry date, the value of the American option should be equivalent to the
difference between the strike price S and the critical stock price K, namely K − S
for a put option, and S −K for a call option. Due to the unknown time-dependent
free boundary Sf (τ), the American option pricing problem, which is believed more
complicated than the European case [45], is a free boundary problem. Such problems
are common in the research of melting and solidification problems [68, 76].
We now consider the boundary conditions for the value of an American call op-
tion (which is not exercised before expiry). Let C(S, τ) be the value of an American
call option (written on a dividend-paying asset with price S modelled by (1.2.3),
with expiry T and strike price K) and Scallf (τ) be its corresponding OEB. At ex-
piry, if the American call option is not exercised, the payoff of the option will be
equivalent to its corresponding European case, i.e. C(S, 0) = max(S−K, 0). At the
OEB, this American call option should be optimally exercised by its holder, and so
C(Scallf (τ), τ) = S
call
f (τ)−K. At the boundary S = 0, we have C(0, τ) = 0. To en-
sure the slope of C(S, τ) with respect to S (called the options’s delta) is continuous,
we require CS(S
call
f (τ), τ) = 1. Hence we have that the value of the American call




σ2S2CSS + (r − q)SCS − rC, 0 ≤ S < Scallf (τ), (1.2.22)
C(S, 0) = max(S −K, 0), (1.2.23)





f (τ), τ) = 1, (1.2.25)
C(0, τ) = 0, (1.2.26)
where Scallf (τ) is the OEB of the call option. Correspondingly, the value of the
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σ2S2PSS + (r − q)SPS − rP Sputf (τ) < S <∞, (1.2.27)
P (S, 0) = max(K − S, 0), (1.2.28)





f (τ), τ) = −1, (1.2.30)
lim
S→∞
P (S, τ) = 0, (1.2.31)
where Sputf (τ) is the OEB of the put option. Unlike the European option pricing
problem, the American option pricing problem is nonlinear. A vast number of
numerical methods and approximation approaches have been developed to solve the
the PDE systems (1.2.22) - (1.2.26) and (1.2.27) - (1.2.31). We review some of the
popular approaches in Section 1.4.
Optimal exercise boundary
There is considerable literature devoted to finding the OEB, both by analytical and
numerical means. See for example Kim [31], Barone-Adesi and Elliott [32], Barles
et al. [44], Kuske and Keller [54] and the references therein. We list here some
important properties of the OEB, including the position at expiry, the monotonicity,
upper and lower bounds, convexity and asymptotic behaviour.
• Value at expiry by Jiang [82]: When τ = 0, the OEBs Scallf (for a dividend-
paying American call option) and Sputf (for a divided-paying American put
option) are respectively located at













• Monotonicity by Jiang [82]: Scallf (τ) is monotonic non-decreasing, while
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Sputf (τ) is monotonic non-increasing, which implies




Scallf (τ) ≤ S
put
f (τ) ≤ S
put
f (0).
• Convexity by Chen [99, 119]: When q = 0, the OEB of an American put
option is convex. However, for 0 < q− r  1, the OEB is not convex, and the
non-convex region occurs near expiry.
• Asymptotic behaviour near expiry by Jiang [82]: For an American put








= σK, for q < r,
lim
τ→0






2σK, for q = r,
lim
τ→0









K, for q > r,
where C is a constant (approximately 0.9034).
While these properties provide a basic understanding of the OEB, they do not give
a closed-form expression for the OEB.
The put-call parity
The relationship (1.2.19) for European options is not applicable to American options.
Nevertheless, one relationship between an American put and call which are written
on the same underlying asset with the same expiry T and that have the same strike
price K, is given in an inequality form [82, 86] as
Se−q(T−t) −K ≤ C(S, t;K,T, r, q)− P (S, t;K,T, r, q) ≤ S −Ke−r(T−t). (1.2.32)
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This gives a lower and upper bound on the difference of the American call and put
option. Using the Binomial Method, which is discussed in Section 1.3, McDonald
and Schroder [56] obtained an equality relationship for American put and call options
with the same expiry date, namely
C(S,K; r, q, T ) = P (K,S; q, r, T ).
This relationship means the value of an American call option on an underlying with
asset price S, strike price K, interest rate r, dividend yield q and maturity T is
equivalent to the value of an American put option on an underlying with asset price
K, strike price S, interest rate q, dividend yield r and maturity T . Carr and Chesney
[48] considered a slightly more general case. Denoting Kc(Kp) and Sc(Sp) to be the
strike price and underlying asset price for an American call (put) option respectively,
they allowed Sc 6= Sp, but required ln(Sc/Kc) = ln(Kp/Sp) and the expiry date to
be the same. In that case they showed
C(Sc, Kc; r, q;T )√
ScKc
=
P (Sp, Kp; q, r;T )√
SpKp
.
This relationship is also called a ‘put-call symmetry’. Carr and Lee [104] further
extended the relationship to single/double/sequential barrier style options. Jiang
[82] presented and proved a relationship about transferring the fair value and the
optimal exercise boundary of one type (call or put) of American option to the other,
i.e.






, t;K,T, q, r), (1.2.33)
Scallf (t;K,T, r, q)S
put
f (t;K,T, q, r) = K
2. (1.2.34)
With (1.2.33) - (1.2.34), one can identify or verify the value and the optimal exercise
boundary of one type of American option, given the corresponding result for the
other. For this reason, research efforts are concentrated on solving one type of
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American option; as the other can be deduced directly from it.
Perpetual American options
A perpetual American option is a special case of an American option, where there
is no expiry date. Merton [10] was the first to find explicit formulae for the value
and the free boundary of the perpetual American option. Under the Black-Scholes
framework, the pricing model for the perpetual American option can be easily ob-
tained by omitting the partial derivative with respect to τ term in the BS PDE and
also the initial condition, as the value of the perpetual American option is indepen-
dent of time. Therefore, PDEs, (1.2.22) and (1.2.27), are in fact simplified to ODEs
[10, 82]. The value P∞(S) and the OEB S
put
∞ of the perpetual American put option












where β = − (k2/2− 1/2)−
√
(k2/2− 1/2)2 + k1, k1 = 2r/σ2 and k2 = 2 (r − q) /σ2.
Correspondingly, the value C∞(S) of a perpetual American call option and its OEB












where α = − (k2/2− 1/2)+
√
(k2/2− 1/2)2 + k1, k1 = 2r/σ2 and k2 = 2 (r − q) /σ2.
It should be noted that if the underlying asset pays no dividend, i.e. q = 0, the
formula for Scall∞ in (1.2.36) should approach infinity as α tends to 1. This indicates
that the holder of the perpetual American call option should never exercise the
option early, and thus C∞(S) = S in this case.
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1.3 Numerical methods
Many numerical schemes have been proposed for the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of the American option pricing problem. In this section, two of the most
popular numerical approaches which have been used in this thesis will be briefly
reviewed. These are the Binomial Method (BM) and the Monte Carlo simulation
approach.
The Binomial method
The Binomial Method (BM) (or the Binomial Tree Method) was introduced by Cox,
Ross and Rubinstein [16] in 1979. It is often used as a benchmark when one wants
to verify the accuracy of an approximation to the value of an American option.
The method has been developed by many other researchers, such as Tian [39] and
Rubinstein [42].
The idea of this method is to firstly construct a tree of possible values of the
underlying asset price and their probabilities and then calculate backwards the pos-
sible values of the option under the risk-neutral argument [45]. In detail, one can
divide the interval [0, T ] into N subintervals with length ∆t and assume the stock
price varies only at ∆t, 2∆t, · · · , N∆t = T . At t = i∆t, i = 1, 2, · · · , N , there
are i+ 1 possible values of the asset with corresponding probabilities. Let the m-th
possible asset price at t = i∆t be denoted as Sim, m = i, i − 2, · · · ,−i + 2,−i, and
V im denote the corresponding value of an option written on this asset. The binomial
tree of possible values of the asset is characterised by a stock price that at each
time step ti+1 can move up to the possible price uS
i
m or down dS
i
m following a fixed
probability law p, see Figure 1.2. Then, at the terminal time T , there are N + 1








2 (1−p)N−m2 . Then for each SNm , one can calculate the expected


















Figure 1.2: The tree of possible asset prices
return of the option based on a given payoff function at expiry, i.e.
V Nm = f(S
N
m |t = T ),
where f(·) is the payoff function of the option at expiry. Finally, in a risk-neutral
world the ‘fair value’ of the option is obtained by discounting the expected return
to its present value [45] using the risk-free rate, i.e.
V i−1m = e
−r∆t (pV im−1 + (1− p)V im+1) .
It should be remarked that there are many ways to form the parameterisation of the
parameters p, u and d, such as those given by Cox et al. [16] and Tian [39]. The
convergence of the method has been extensively studied in [50, 55].
Monte Carlo simulation
Monte Carlo simulations are widely used for dealing with randomness and uncer-
tainty in many fields. In mathematical finance, it is a useful tool to calculate the
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value of an option that has complicated features, such as an option on multiple
underlying assets. This technique was first applied to pricing European options by
Boyle [12] in 1977. Later, Broadie and Glasserman [46] extended to valuations of
Asian options. In 2001, Longstaff and Schwartz [64] developed a least-squares Monte
Carlo method to pricing American-style options. Theoretically, option valuation via
Monte Carlo simulations are based on the risk-neutral principle. The technique has
three steps: 1) generating a large quantity of possible underlying asset price paths
randomly via simulation; a 2) for each price path, calculating the associated payoff
of the option; 3) averaging these payoffs and then discounting, at the risk-free rate,
the value to the present time. The result obtained is the value of the option. Math-
ematically, the technique using (1.2.1) when the payoff of the option is f(ST ), can
be described as follows:
• Under the risk-neutral measure Q, the solution of the stochastic differential
equation (1.2.1) is given as









where S0 is the value of S at t = 0, and W is a normal random variable with
mean 0 and variance t. The above equation can be further represented as











where X is a standard normal random variable. This formula will be used to
generate sample paths of the stock.
• Divide the interval [0, T ] into subintervals of length ∆t and generate sample
price paths of the stock, i.e.











awhich can be achieved using many tools such as MATLAB.
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• For each price path, calculate the associated payoff of the option, i.e.
V (ST , T ) = f(ST ).
• Repeat the above two steps a sufficiently large number (N) of times to get N
option values at t = T . Taking an average of the N values gives the value of
the option at t = T , denoted as V̄ . Then the current value of an option on
the underlying is equivalent to the discounted value of V̄ at the risk-free rate
r, i.e.
V (S0, 0) = e
−rT V̄ .
It should be remarked that in the case of American-style options, which involves an
OEB, the method becomes more complicated, with dynamical programming needed
(see, for example, Broadie and Glasserman [46]). The convergence speed of the
Monte Carlo simulation is of the order O(1/
√
N), where N is the number of sample
paths [71].
1.4 Literature review
The valuation of European options has been well-documented in the research lit-
erature. Before the well-known Black-Scholes (BS) formula was derived, there was
already a 70-year history of option pricing, which started with Louis Bachelier’s
seminal work [29] in 1900. At that time, research interests were focused on valuing
warrants rather than on options, as options were only traded in the over-the-counter
market. A warrant is similar to an option but with two key differences: 1) a warrant
is issued by a company, while an option is often a contract between two parties; 2)
companies issue warrants to raise money, while options are traded mainly for spec-
ulation and hedging. Hence a warrant is basically an option issued by a company
on its own stock.
Prior to Bachelier, researchers were more concerned with expected return and
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the rate that is used to discount. Bachelier [29] however realised that how the stock
price changes was the important component in valuing an option. Paul Samuelson
[6] made an important contribution in assuming that the returns on the underlying
stock followed a lognormal distribution and then derived a formula for the price of
a warrant. Samuelson’s formula contained two unknown variables, one of which was
the rate of expected return on the stock, and the other of which was the rate of
expected return on the warrant. Also, Sprenkle [1] developed a pricing formula that
contained unknown parameters, for which the author used statistical techniques to
estimate. Another important contribution was made by Boness [3] who assumed
that investors discounted the expected proceeds from the option at the expected
rate of return on the stock [62]. Thorp and Kassouf [8] wrote a book called ‘Beat
the Market’, in which he discussed the hedging of warrants and proposed a formula
for the ratio of shares of the underlying stock to options in order to construct a
hedged position.
In 1973, a significant breakthrough made by Black and Scholes [9] and Merton
[10] opened the gate of modern option pricing theory. A major difference between the
modern option pricing theory with the previous pricing theory is: whereas previously
parameters, such as the expected return on shares, needed to be estimated in order
to price options, in modern option theory, pricing is independent of such parameters.
Using the notions of hedging and arbitrage-free pricing, Black and Scholes [9]
derived a theoretical valuation formula for a European option on an underlying
asset which follows a geometric Brownian motion. The formula is now known as
the Black-Scholes formula. Merton [10] provided many important extensions of
the Black-Scholes (BS) model, such as the valuation of an option written on a
dividends-paying asset. He also constructed a rigorous and general theory of option
pricing based on the Itô calculus, which is another important contribution to the
development of the study of financial mathematics. Since the publication of these
two papers, there has been an explosive growth in option pricing research including
new pricing and hedging technologies, new options, and new valuation models. One
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of the most well-known extensions of the BS model was proposed by Heston [38],
who developed a stochastic volatility model and derived a semi-analytic formula
for European options. This motivation in developing a stochastic volatility model
was based on the incorrect assumption by Black and Scholes that volatility remains
constant over the life of the option. If the BS formula is used to measure actual
market volatility (by numerically inverting the formula using observed market option
prices with different maturities and strike prices as inputs), these ‘implied’ volatilities
show a non-constant behaviour (often called the ‘volatility smile’).
As shown in Section 1.2.1, in the Black-Scholes model, the valuation of a Eu-
ropean option involves solving a second-order parabolic partial differential equation
(PDE) with some corresponding boundary conditions. Therefore, investigating how
various useful PDE tools can be applied to the option pricing problem attracts
many mathematicians. Panini and Srivastav [79] derived an analytical formula for
the price of a European put option by using the Mellin Transform. The authors
verified that their expression could be reduced to the BS formula. Dhawan et al.
[115] investigated the application of B-spline functions to solving advection-diffusion
equations and solved the Black-Scholes PDE using their procedure as an example.
Bohner et al. [124] tried to apply the Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM) to
the Black-Scholes PDE for European call options. However a key difficulty in using
this approach to pricing European options is the non-smooth payoff of the European
option, which they estimated with a differentiable function. Unfortunately, their ap-
proach did not address the difficulty correctly. Recently, Ke et al. [132] provided an
appropriate approach to pricing European-style options with the ADM. This forms
the main content of Chapter 2.
The valuation of American-style options has been the focus of many research
papers but as yet no fully analytic formulae for the price and the optimal exercise
boundary of such options has been found. As options are heavily traded on over 50
exchanges worldwide, seeking an efficient and accurate approximation to price the
options is an important problem. An American option can be exercised at any time
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at or before its maturity, which leads to the issue of when and if the option should be
exercised. Therefore, the valuation of an American option is very challenging as it is
always associated with determining an optimal exercise boundary that varies with
time. Mathematically, the problem becomes highly non-linear as the domain of the
solution changes with time, and is thus called a ‘free boundary problem’. McKean
[5] is believed to be the earliest person to treat the valuation of American options as
a Stefan problem, i.e. a typical free boundary problem generated from the study of
ice melting in mathematical physics. He wrote the American option price explicitly
up to knowing the optimal exercise boundary. Moerbeke [11] further extended the
analysis and investigated the properties of the optimal exercise boundary.
For a long time it was believed that no analytical formula for the value of the
American option and its optimal exercise boundary were possible except for some
special cases [113]. One of these cases was studied by Merton [10], who showed that
the price of an American call option written on a non-dividend paying stock was
the same as that of the corresponding European call option. This implied that the
only optimal time to exercise such an American call option was at the expiry time.
Another special case was when the option was perpetual, and so could be exercised
at any time with no expiration date. Merton [10] derived a closed-form solution
for the value of the perpetual American put option under the Black-Scholes frame-
work. For other general cases where closed-form solutions are not known, it is often
straightforward to solve the problem numerically or find analytical approximations
for the value of the American option and its optimal exercise boundary. Zhu [90]
discovered an exact and explicit solution for the valuation of American options in
an infinite series form by using the Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM). However,
Zhu [90] left the convergence of the series solution as a conjecture and provided only
numerical evidence.
With analytic solutions being so elusive, most researchers have resorted to nu-
merical methods and analytical approximation methods. Numerical pricing method-
ologies can be classified into two subcategories. The first set of methods focus on
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solving the Black-Scholes PDE directly, with time and the underlying asset price
being discretized. The second set of methods express the price of the option as the
expected value of the payoff discounted to the present time under the risk-neutral
argument. The most well-known method in the first subcategory is probably the fi-
nite difference method (FDM), which was first applied to the valuation of American
options by Schwartz [13], and Brennan and Schwartz [15]. The FDM is straight-
forward and converges quickly, but the computational cost increases exponentially
for the multi-dimensional options cases. Jaillet et al. [30] further made some justi-
fications to the method developed by Brennan and Schwartz [15] using variational
inequalities. Some other results on the relations of the free boundary problem to the
variational inequality formulation were discussed by Bensoussan and Lions [22] and
Friedman [18]. Variational inequalities are believed to be superior for understanding
the discretization of the American option problem but lack the explicitness of the
other methods [36]. Some other techniques, such as the front-fixing technique (Wu
and Kwok [51]), the penalty method (Nielsen et al. [69]) and the moving boundary
approach (Muthuraman [102]), were introduced in order to accelerate computational
speed.
The second subcategory includes Monte Carlo simulations and tree approaches.
Generally, the standard Monte Carlo simulation technique (see Grant et al. [49],
Longstaff and Schwartz [64], Moreno and Navas [73]) is difficult to apply to the
American option pricing problem. One challenge is to check if early exercise is appro-
priate, given that a huge number of simulations need to be calculated to achieve an
accurate result. Longstaff and Schwartz [64] proposed a more practical Monte Carlo
method, known as the least squares Monte Carlo method, for pricing American-style
options. Although this method is robust and reliable, it is too slow to be competi-
tive for someone concerned with computational speed. One of the most well-known
tree approaches is the Binomial Tree Method proposed by Cox et al. [16] in 1979.
This method has been developed by many other researchers. For example, Zhu and
Francis [81] proposed a modification that enhanced the efficiency of the calculation
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and provided a much smoother curve for the optimal exercise boundary.
It should be noted that numerical methods are generally much slower at finding
solutions compared with an analytic formula (if available). However, due to their
reliability, numerical results are often used as benchmarks and are treated as true
values, to check the accuracy of approximations for American option values and
their optimal exercise boundaries.
As well as numerical methods, a vast number of analytical approximation meth-
ods to the problem of pricing American options have been proposed and developed,
including the maturity randomization method by Carr [52], and the quadratic ap-
proximation by Barone-Adesi and Whaley [26]. A key idea behind these analytical
approximations is to simplify computational efforts. Practitioners and other in-
vestors are increasingly concerned about the computational speed in calculating
prices as thousands of transactions take place in just a few seconds in the real finan-
cial market. However reducing the complexity of computation is often accompanied
by sacrificing accuracy, and the question on how to balance efficiency and accuracy
of an analytical approximation is a very important issue.
In the existing literature on analytical approximations for American options, a
large number of researchers seek approximations for the optimal exercise boundary
(also known as the critical stock prices). The optimal exercise boundaries of Amer-
ican options attract theorists’ attention mainly for two reasons: 1) financially, the
holders of American options need to know the optimal time to exercise the options
to maximise their profit; 2) mathematically, the option prices can be computed
easily if the optimal exercise boundaries are known, as then the American options
pricing problem reduces to a fixed boundary problem. It is for these reasons that
in this thesis we focus on various approximation methods for the optimal exercise
boundary.
We break down the approximation methods into three groups that are of interest
to this thesis. The first group of methods are based on the quadratic approximation
method proposed by MacMillan [25] and Barone-Adesi and Whaley [26] in the 1980s.
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The authors derived a formula for the price of an American option by assuming
a specific form for the early exercise premium, and substituting this form into the
Black-Schole PDE. Barone-Adesi and Whaley [26] claimed that their approximations
were good for options with short-term maturity (up to one year). Ju and Zhong [59]
found that the errors tend to be large for longer-term options, and thus proposed
a modification by adding a small term to the original formula for the early exercise
premium. Ju and Zhong’s approximation [59] was numerically shown to be more
accurate than the original quadratic approximation by Barone-Adesi and Whaley
[26] for options with up to 3-year maturities. Li [105] reviewed several modifications
on the classic quadratic approximation proposed before 2009 and proposed two
further possible improvements. More recent research works on this topic were found
in Andricopoulos [91, 118] and Fatone et al. [127]. A comprehensive comparison
is given in Chapter 5, where we also provide a new modification to the original
quadratic approximation for longer-term American options.
The second group of widely researched approximation methods is based on an
integral expression of the early exercise premium. This was first proposed by Kim
[31] in 1990. He gave an economic interpretation of the early exercise premium for
a dividend-paying American call option: the early exercise premium was equivalent
to the value of a contingent claim that allowed interest earned on the exercise price
to be exchanged for dividends paid by the asset whenever the asset price was above
the optimal exercise boundary [31]. Using appropriate boundary conditions, the
optimal exercise boundary of an American option should be determined by solving
particular integral equations, which are generally Fredholm integral equations of the
2nd kind. One of the most well-known of the approaches in this category is that
by Bunch and Johnson [60], who derived a simple and non-iterative analytical for-
mula for the critical stock prices of American put options. Their formula involved
an unknown mean value α that needed to be approximated. It was a remarkable
attempt to adopt the mean value theorem to solve the integral equation for the
optimal exercise boundary of American put options. However, it was pointed out by
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Zhu and He [97] that Bunch and Johnson oversimplified the problem. Zhu and He
[97] further proposed an improvement to the original approximation. Later using a
similar approach to Bunch and Johnson [60] but using Mellin transforms, Frontczak
[122] derived his own approximate formula for the optimal exercise boundary. More
recently, Tung [129] further explored Bunch and Johnson’s method to propose an
approximation for the optimal exercise boundary, in which two integral equations
needed to be solved simultaneously. The author isolated the path-dependent feature
of the problem through a small term and demonstrated through numerical examples
that his approximation provided more accurate results compared with Bunch and
Johnson’s formula, especially for long-term American put options. However, Tung’s
method lacks the non-iterative feature of Bunch and Johnson’s method and is com-
putationally intensive. An in-depth analysis of these approaches is given in Chapter
4.
The third group of approximation methods focuses on short-term American op-
tions and analyses the asymptotic behaviour of the optimal exercise boundary near
expiry. Generally, most traded options in the financial market have no longer than
1-year maturities. Chen and Chadam [94] derived high-order asymptotic expansions
for the optimal exercise boundary near expiry and further provided four approxi-
mations for the boundary, which are valid for very short periods of time: from a
few weeks to 3 months before expiry. Zhang and Li [108] derived a series-form ap-
proximation for the critical stock price using a perturbation method. Mallier [68]
presented an alternative series approximation for the optimal exercise boundary
near expiry and found the approximation performed poorly for some American-put-
option cases. Mallier and Alobaidi [76] dealt with the issue in Mallier [68] and
proposed approximation formulae for the optimal exercise boundary of the Amer-
ican put option near expiry for the cases where the dividend yield is less than or
equal to the risk-free interest rate.
There are many other analytical approximations to the American option pricing
problem that do not fall into the 3 groups of methods mentioned above. These
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include the compound-option approximation method by Geske and Johnson [23],
the capped option approximation by Broadie and Detemple [47], the randomisation
approach by Carr [52], an approximation formula derived via the Laplace transform
by Zhu [89, 112] and an approximation derived using a multi-piece exponential
function by Ju [53]. It should be noted that all of these approximation methods need
a certain degree of computation. However, unlike the numerical methods mentioned
earlier, analytical approximations generally require less computational effort.
Although the focus of this thesis is the valuation of options under the Black-
Scholes framework, it is worth reviewing some remarkable breakthroughs on the
pricing of American options under other frameworks, such as stochastic volatility
models and other multi-factor models. Under a stochastic volatility model, the pric-
ing problem of American options can be approached as a corresponding linear com-
plementarity problem (LCP). For example, considering a square-root mean-reverting
stochastic volatility model, Zhu and Chen [114] solved the LCP by using a predictor-
corrector scheme based on the alternating direction implicit (ADI) method. Other
techniques include the operator splitting method (Ikonen and Toivanen [101]), the
penalty method (Zvan et al. [57]) and the multigrid procedure (Clarke and Par-
rott [58]). Alternatively, simulation techniques can be applied to the valuation of
American options under stochastic volatility models. Rambharat and Brockwell
[107] explored a sequential Monte Carlo method to the pricing problem. Stochastic
volatility models introduce an extra source of randomness so that the stock price
model becomes incomplete. This adds a layer of complication to the problem, with
option pricing dependent on risk preferences of investors. We recommend readers
to the paper by Broto and Ruiz [74] for a comprehensive survey on methods for
stochastic volatility models.
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1.5 Structure and aims of thesis
In this thesis, new and improved analytical approximation methods have been de-
rived to price options. Further, many current approximation methods applied to
option pricing have been reviewed and refined to achieve more accurate values with
less computation time.
While this thesis mainly deals with pricing American-style options, we begin in
Chapter 2 with an appropriate approach to pricing the European-style options with
the Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM). This has recently been published in
the ANZIAM Journal. Although the valuation of European-style options is more
straightforward than that of American-style options, the question of how to ap-
propriately apply the ADM to the well-known BS PDE problem which involves a
singularity in the payoff function has not been solved previously. Our approach is
to relocate the singular point to ±∞ through a variable transformation. We then
apply our technique to pricing digital options, which also have a non-smooth payoff
function with a singularity at which the price is not continuous. We also apply our
approach to pricing a European option under the stochastic Vasicek interest rate
model, and show how the higher-dimensional option pricing problem can still be
dealt with using the ADM through an appropriately constructed transform of inde-
pendent variables. The results from various numerical experiments show that this
new approach is accurate and efficient. The method can also be easily extended to
other types of European-style financial derivatives.
The remainder of the thesis focuses on analytical approximation methods to
pricing American-style options. In Chapter 3, a new American-style option, called
a penalty American option, is introduced and valued. The early-exercise feature of
these options implies mathematically the existence of an optimal exercise bound-
ary (OEB) (or a free boundary). The optimal exercise boundary of such options
is discussed, and some properties of the options, such as the put-call parity are
investigated. We further derive analytical approximations for the optimal exercise
boundary and the value of a penalty American put option. The valuation of a
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penalty American call option can be analysed similarly using the put-call parity.
As the form of the OEB differs depending on a relationship between (1− γ)r and q
(where r is the risk-free rate, q is the dividend yield, and γ is the constant proportion
in the extra payment), we value the penalty American put option in all the different
cases. Series solutions for the penalty American put option that are valid for short
times to expiry are obtained in all cases. Results from numerical experiments suggest
that our analytical series formulae for both the optimal exercise boundary and the
value of the penalty American put option are good approximations for short-term
options.
In Chapter 4, the focus is on the valuation of vanilla American options based
on solving integral equations. After Kim [31] showed that the value of an American
option is equal to that of the corresponding European option plus an early exercise
premium, the amount of which satisfies a Fredholm integral equation of the 2nd
kind [113], various authors have formulated expressions for the optimal exercise
boundary as integral equations. However, solving these integral equations is not
straightforward. Current research works on dealing with these integral equations can
be divided into two categories: one that solves the integral equations numerically
and the other that makes some approximations to the integrand so that the integral
equations can be reduced to algebraic equations. Upon reviewing and analysing
some current approaches in the latter category, it is shown that these approaches to
approximating the OEB of an American put option have a number of drawbacks.
Driven by the non-iterative feature of the method of Bunch and Johnson [60] and
the ideas of Frontczak [122] and Tung [129], we propose five new approaches, each of
which is designed to deal with a particular issue of its original approach. Numerical
results show that our new approaches not only provide accurate OEBs but also
significantly decrease the computation time.
In Chapter 5, we present a new improvement to the well-known quadratic ap-
proximation method proposed by MacMillan [25] and Barone-Adesi and Whaley
[26]. The premise of this approximation was on the reduction of the PDE for the
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early exercise premium to a simple differential equation (DE) by making some as-
sumptions. Solving the resultant DE led to an approximate solution for the optimal
exercise price. Researchers, such as Ju and Zhong [59], have shown that the clas-
sic quadratic approximation approach leads to relatively large errors especially for
medium- and long-term options. Our new improvement of the classic method focuses
on improving results for the optimal exercise prices for options with medium-to-long
times to expiry. With the addition of a correction term, in the form of an integral,
a new analytic formula for the optimal exercise price is derived. A comparison of
the results obtained from the newly-derived analytical approximation with the clas-
sic quadratic approximation (as well as other published modifications) for options
with both short and medium-to-long times to expiry, shows that our formula not
only provides more accurate results than the classic method but also most of the
published modifications to the method.
Chapter 2
Applying the ADM to pricing the
European-style options
The Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM) is a powerful numerical method for
solving linear and non-linear differential equations (DEs). It has been used in many
different subject areas, such as in physics, where the ADM has been applied to solve
the moving boundary problem arising from the diffusion of oxygen in absorbing
tissue by Bougoffa [125]. In finance, it has been used to solve the bond pricing
problem by Deeba et al. [66]. There have also been attempted at applying the
ADM to solving the European option pricing problem. However, to the best of
our knowledge, all these attempts have some shortcomings and limitations. In this
chapter, we address the application of the ADM to solving the BS model for the
European-style option. For this type of option, the holder has the right but not
the obligation to exercise the option only at expiry time; therefore, the payoff to
the holder at expiry is max (K − S, 0) for a put option, and max (S −K, 0) for a
call option. These non-smooth payoff functions at expiry make it unclear on how to
apply the ADM to solving the BS model for option prices. This issues is resolved in
this chapter.
32
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2.1 Introduction
Since the BS formula for European options is in a closed form, one may argue that
there is no need to find an approximation to the solution using the ADM. However,
we believe that it is an essential step to apply the method to a well-known system
in order to gain insight to more complicated option pricing problems. It is also
important to investigate how to apply the ADM to this very special PDE problem
that is characterized by the presence of singularities in the initial (or terminal)
condition but has a wide application in mathematical finance.
Although some authors have already attempted to apply the ADM to solving
the BS model, their methods have some shortcomings and limitations. Bohner and
Zheng [103] obtained an explicit price formula for both European puts and calls,
which required the terminal condition to have derivatives of all orders. However,
as the terminal conditions of the European put and call respectively are (1.2.11)
and (1.2.7), both of which are non-differentiable at S = K, their formula is not
appropriate to price these options. Bohner et al. [124] tried to deal with the non-
smooth condition (1.2.7), and found an approximation for the condition. Using
Theorem 2.1 of [103], they obtain the price for European call options. While they
gave several numerical examples, they only considered the situation where S  K.
Although the approximation of the condition (1.2.7) was differentiable, there existed
a singular point at S = K in the derivatives of the approximation. In Section 2.3,
we take a closer look at this approach. The other works in the literature considered
some differentiable, possibly contrived, payoff functions. For example, González-
Gaxiola et al. [128] used S + 10(
√
S + 1/4) and S + 200
√
S + 100; El-Wakil et al.
[85] used S + 1/S7/5, and Eric et al. [121] only considered the linear payoff, i.e.
K − S for the puts and S −K for the calls. Unfortunately, for a standard option,
the payoff functions (1.2.7) and (1.2.11) are invariable. Mathematically, this means
we need to deal with the singularity at S = K in (1.2.11) or (1.2.7) if the ADM is
to be used to price options. Therefore, how to resolve the incompatibility between
the suitability of the ADM and the financial reality is a key challenge we face.
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With the ADM, one can use Fourier series expansions to deal with the non-
differentiability in the boundary or initial conditions of a problem defined on a finite
domain (see, for example, Example 4.1 of Zhu [130] and Section 1 of Adomian
[34]), or one can, instead, develop a rapidly convergent decomposition series of such
conditions [34]. Unfortunately, in our problem, the stock price S is defined in a half-
infinity domain, and thus the condition (1.2.11) (or (1.2.7)) cannot be expanded into
Fourier series. Therefore, for our specific problem, we are required to find another
way to deal with the singularity at S = K in the payoff function.
In this chapter, we provide an appropriate way to apply the ADM to the BS
model for European options (i.e. the PDE system (1.2.10)-(1.2.13)), which can deal
with the singularity problem without requiring a differentiable approximation of
the terminal condition. We relocate the singular point to ±∞ through a variable
transformation. Through our approach, the solution to the BS model ((1.2.10)-
(1.2.13)) for European put options is obtained, and is in fact equivalent to the BS
formula. Moreover, we apply our technique to pricing digital options, which also
have a non-smooth payoff condition at expiry, as well as to the two-dimensional
problem of pricing a European option under the stochastic Vasicek interest rate
model [14, 45, 77]. In both cases, the payoff functions still display singularities:
the first example focuses on a payoff function that has a singularity which behaves
even worse than in the case of a vanilla European option, while the second one
focuses on a particular case, in which a higher-dimensional option pricing problem
can still be dealt with by the ADM through an intuitively-constructed transform
on independent variables. Numerical results shows that in all of these examples our
method is efficient and accurate.
This chapter is organised as follows. We first review the standard ADM in Sec-
tion 2.2 and the approach proposed by Bohner et al. [103] in Section 2.3, pointing
out the limitations in their approach. Our new approach is presented in Section 2.4,
where we explain how we deal with the non-smoothness of the payoff function at
expiry for vanilla European options (in Subsection 2.4.1), digital options (in Sub-
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section 2.4.2) and European options under a stochastic interest rate (in Subsection
2.4.3). Numerical examples are given and results discussed in Section 2.5. The
conclusion is given in Section 2.6.
2.2 The Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM)
The Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM) was developed by George Adomian
in the 1970s to yield approximate series solutions to ordinary differential equations
(ODEs). Since then, the method has been used to determine approximate analytic
solutions not only to linear ODEs [27], but also a wide class of nonlinear ODEs [21,
75, 98] and even partial differential equations (PDEs) [24, 85, 88, 95], which arise
from many fields, such as physics, engineering as well as finance. The algorithm of
the ADM is briefly explained below. Consider the general differential equation
Fu = g,
where F is a general differential operator involving both linear and nonlinear terms,
then the above equation can be decomposed as
Lu+Ru+Nu = g, (2.2.1)
where L represents a linear invertible operator, R represents the remainder of the
linear operator, and N represents the nonlinear operator. As L is invertible, the
equivalent expression is
L−1Lu = L−1g − L−1Ru− L−1Nu. (2.2.2)
Solving (2.2.2) for u yields
u = φ+ L−1g − L−1Ru− L−1Nu, (2.2.3)
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where φ is the integration constant and satisfies Lφ = 0. The ADM [27] consists






















i)|λ=0, n = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (2.2.6)
A simple algorithm for calculating the Adomian polynomials is researched in [92].
In practice, An ( n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) can be calculated both in MATLAB [111] and
MAPLE [84]. Substituting (2.2.4) and (2.2.5) into (2.2.3), we obtain
∞∑
n=0








u0 = φ+ L−1g,
u1 = −L−1Ru0 − L−1A0,
...
un+1 = −L−1Run − L−1An.
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The decomposition of the solution series converges in general very quickly. In par-
ticular, for the case of Ru = 0, Cherruault and Adomian [37] proved that the error
between the complete series and the truncated series involving (p+1) terms is equal
to kMp/p!, where M is a bound of the norm of U =
∑∞
i=0 |ui| and k is a bound of






i)|λ=0. Convergence results for solutions of ordinary dif-
ferential equations and non-linear functional equations can be found in [28, 37, 40].
Mavoungou [41] proved convergence for the ADM on partial differential equations.
More recently, Abdelrazec and Pelinovsky [109] proved convergence for the ADM on
an abstract initial-value problem and investigated convergence rates of the ADM on
non-linear Schrödinger equations.
2.3 Analysis of previous research
Bohner et al. [124] applied the ADM directly to the BS model for a European call





(S −K) + 1
2
√
(S −K)2 + (2
√
2− 1)/n2, (2.3.1)
where n is a parameter. It is easy to verify that the above function has the property,
i.e. lim
n→∞
g(S) = max(S −K, 0), as shown in Figure 2.1. With the standard ADM,
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Figure 2.1: g(S) with n = 1, 10, 100 and the payoff of a European call option
with K = 1







+ (r − q)S ∂
∂S
− r.
So equation (1.2.6) can be writen as
Ltc = −LSc.
Then, they applied the inverse operator L−1t =
∫ T
t
(·)dt and substituted c =
∑∞
i=0 ui
to both sides of the above equation to find














u0 + u1 + u2 + · · · = g(S) +
∫ T
t
(LSu0 + LSu1 + LSu2 + · · · ) dt,
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where ρm = (
1
2
σ2m+ r) (m− 1)− q m for all m ∈ N0.
As larger values of n make g(S) closer to max(S−K, 0), the larger n values will
essentially give more accurate option values. However, as n gets larger, there is a
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also have a singularity at S = K, as n goes to infinity. From (2.3.3), this singularity
leads to a large error in the value of the European call option near S = K. Moreover,
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2
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(S −K) = 0,
and all the derivatives of g(S) approach zero as n approaches infinity. In other
words, from (2.3.3), as n→∞,
∑∞
k=0 uk gives the value zero for the European call
option pricing for all S less than the strike price K. If S > K, Bohner et al’s result
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∼Se−q (T−t) −Ke−r (T−t).
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We use the same parameter values as used by Bohner et al. [124] in Tables
4.1 - 4.2 to give some numerical examples for various S/K values. Bohner et al.
[124] demonstrated excellent results only when S  K. However, as from the above
analysis, their results are in fact approximately
V ∗ = Se−q (T−t) −Ke−r (T−t). (2.3.8)
The comparison of the results ( 5 terms of (2.3.3), equivalent to the equation below
Eq. (2.4) in Bohner et al. [124]) with the corresponding BS values and V ∗ values
(i.e. Eq. (2.3.8)) is shown in Table 2.1. From the table, one can see that as time to
maturity T becomes smaller, the European call option values obtained by using the
method in [124] become more accurate. By comparing the relative errors in the last
two columns in Table 2.1, it is worth noting that the results obtained by Bohner et
al. [124] are much closer to V ∗ than to the BS values.
Table 2.1: Comparison of the values of European call options on a non-dividend
paying asset and a dividend paying asset (denoted by ‘BMR’ [124]) with corre-
sponding V ∗ and the BS values when S > K. Model settings are K = 40, S = 65,
σ = 0.324366, r = 0.05, q = 0, q = 0.02, n = 100 and T = 1/4, 1/6, 1/12. Rela-
tive errors of the results in Bohner et al. [124] are respectively measured against










1/4 0 25.49685 25.49689 25.49932 1.66E-06 9.71E-05
1/4 0.02 25.17260 25.17270 25.17541 3.79E-06 1.12E-04
1/6 0 25.33195 25.33195 25.33210 6.36E-08 6.14E-06
1/6 0.02 25.11564 25.11564 25.11581 1.09E-07 6.90E-06
1/12 0 25.16632 25.16632 25.16632 8.30E-08 8.19E-08
1/12 0.02 25.05808 25.05808 25.05808 3.63E-08 3.47E-08
In Table 2.2, we let S = 40 (= K) and S = 30 (< K) and keep the other
parameters the same. The results obtained using the method in [124] are significantly
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different from the BS values. When S = K, the results obtained by using the method
in [124] approach infinity, while when S < K, they are very close to zero.
Table 2.2: Comparison of the values of European call options on a non-dividend
paying asset and a dividend paying asset (denoted by ‘BMR’ [124]) with the
corresponding BS values when S = K and S < K. Model settings are K = 40,
σ = 0.324366, r = 0.05, q = 0, q = 0.02, n = 100 and T = 1/4, 1/6, 1/12.
(T, q) S = 40 = K S = 30 < K
BMR’s [124] value BS value BMR’s [124] value BS value
1/4 0 -1.167E+31 2.82523 5.34E-04 0.10266
1/4 0.02 -1.98E+35 2.71416 3.77E-04 0.09497
1/6 0 3.694E+36 2.27297 -9.37E-04 0.02873
1/6 0.02 1.082E+41 2.20024 -1.32E-03 0.02674
1/12 0 -4.787E+40 1.57520 -7.58E-05 0.00112
1/12 0.02 -1.082E+40 1.53971 5.63E-05 0.00105
From both the theoretical analysis and the numerical examples, we have shown
that the method in [124] fails to appropriately apply the ADM to solve the BS model
for European options. It is natural to ask whether the ADM can be used to suc-
cessfully solve the pricing problem. With the ADM, the main issue is to be able to
implement all the boundary conditions as well as the non-differentiable final condi-
tion. If one takes the invertible linear operator to be with respect to the S variable,
how is the final condition, which is non-differentiable to be incorporated? If one
takes the invertible linear operator to be with respect to the t variable, how are the
boundary conditions with respect to S incorporated and how does one get over the
issue of non-differentiability of the final condition? From the above analysis, a key
challenge is thus to find a way to deal with the singularity at expiry at S = K in the
payoff function. As we mentioned in Section 2.1, the method that combines Fourier
series [34, 130] is not suitable for the problem on an infinite domain. In the following
section we introduce an appropriate approach with the singularity being shifted to
infinity through a variable transformation. Our new approach incorporates some
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of the features of the ADM but instead of each successive term being algebraically
found by using preceding ones, an ODE needs to be solved involving previous terms.
This way all conditions are incorporated.
2.4 Our solution procedure
In this section, we propose an appropriate approach with the ADM to price vanilla
European options, digital options and European options under a stochastic Vasicek
interest rate model. In all of the option pricing problems, the payoff functions
at expiry are singular which makes the application of the original ADM to these
problem not straightforward. The digital option case has a payoff function that has
a singularity which behaves even worse than in a vanilla European option case. As
the values of European options and digital options obey put-call parities, we only
consider the valuation of put options in both cases.
2.4.1 Formulation for the vanilla European options
As shown in the previous section, the key point in applying the ADM to the Euro-
pean option pricing problem is to deal with the singularity at S = K in the pay-off
function at maturity. To simplify the system (1.2.10) - (1.2.13) and convert it to a
forward problem, we apply the transformation
τ = (T − t)σ2/2, x = ln(S/K), ψeuro = P/K (2.4.1)










ψeuro(x, 0) = max (1− ex, 0) , (2.4.3)
ψeuro(−∞, τ) = e−k2 τ , (2.4.4)
ψeuro (∞, τ) = 0, (2.4.5)







. The condition (2.4.3) is non-differentiable at x = 0,
which implies that we cannot directly apply the ADM to the above PDE system.










and show that through this transformation, the singularity in (2.4.3) will be shifted
to infinity.
Indeed, with the above variable transformation, it is clear that the singular
point at x = 0 in (2.4.3), where the variable τ = 0, has been shifted to infinity,
as limτ→0 y = ±∞. By doing this, the difficulty that has been discussed in the
previous section can be overcome without the need to approximate or simplify the
payoff function, and thus apply the ADM properly.







, for y → −∞;
0, for y → +∞,









z2 − · · · − yn
n!
zn−1 − · · · , for y → −∞;
0, for y → +∞.
(2.4.7)








2uyy + y uy + 2 (k1 − 1) z uy − 2 k2 z2u
)
. (2.4.8)
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We now apply L−1z to both sides of (2.4.8) and let u(y, z) =
∑∞
i=0 ui(y, z) to get






2u0yy + y u0y + 2 (k1 − 1) z u0y − 2 k2 z2 u0
+ 2u1yy + y u1y + 2 (k1 − 1) z u1y − 2 k2 z2 u1
+ · · ·
)
dz. (2.4.10)
In the standard ADM, u0 is typically chosen to be the initial (or terminal)
condition or a boundary condition [27]. However no such obvious terms appear in
(2.4.10). To satisfy the conditions at infinity (2.4.7), we want to find each ui such
that the limit of ui is equal to the i-th term in (2.4.7) when y tends to −∞ and 0












f0(y) = 2 f
′′
0 (y) + y f
′
0(y). (2.4.12)
As (2.4.12) is a linear homogeneous second-order ODE, we can find the general
solution easily as














where C1 and C2 are two arbitrary constants and erf(·) is the error function [2].
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From (2.4.7), u0 should satisfy
u0 =

−y, as y → −∞,
0, as y → +∞.
Therefore, we find

















In our approach, each successive term (u1, u2, · · · ) is recursively found by solving
an ODE involving previous terms, instead of finding each term algebraically by using
the preceding ones in the standard ADM. From (2.4.10), we assume ui(y, z) = fi(y)z
i







2u1yy + y u1y + 2 (k1 − 1) z u0y
)
dz, (2.4.15)







2unyy + y uny + 2 (k1 − 1) z un−1y − 2 k2 z2 un−2
)
dz. (2.4.16)
Thus the ODEs to solve for u1, u2, · · ·ui are formed by equating terms of O(zi), and
from (2.4.7) should be solved subject to

limy→∞ fi(y) = 0,





Solving for the first several orders gives us:
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2 y2 + 3 (k1 + 1)





















































k41 − 5 k31 +
15
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k41 + 30 k
3
1 + (−60 k2 + 45) k12 + (−120 k2 − 10) k1














y5 + (20 k1 − 20 k2) y3 + 60 (−k2 + k1)2 y
)
.
We denote the n-term solution as Φn, and limn→∞Φn as Φ∞. It is easy to verify
that Φ∞ also satisfies boundary conditions (2.4.4)-(2.4.5). In fact, Φ∞ is equivalent
to the BS formula for European put option, which is in the scaled variables through
(2.4.1) and (2.4.6). In practice, we only use a finite number of terms to approximate
the exact solution to the original problem (see e.g. [27, 88, 95]).
2.4.2 Formulation for the digital options
A digital option is often referred to as an ‘all-or-nothing option’ as its payoff is
predetermined and fixed (e.g. either a constant amount B or nothing). The value
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of the digital option at expiry can be mathematically represented as
for Call : Vc(S, T ) =

B, S > K,
0, otherwise,
(2.4.22)
for Put: Vp(S, T ) =

B, S < K,
0, otherwise.
(2.4.23)
Solving PDE (1.2.10) together with (2.4.23) gives us the value of the digital put
option, and solving PDE (1.2.6) together with (2.4.22) gives us the value of the
digital call option. We now give details of the valuation of a digital put option. The
call option case can be derived similarly.
Adjusting the transformations (2.4.1) to
τ = (T − t)σ2/2, x = ln(S/K), ϕ = Vp/B, (2.4.24)










ϕ(x, 0) = H(1− ex), (2.4.26)
whereH is a Heaviside step function, k1 and k2 are defined as in (2.4.2). Again, there
is a singularity in (2.4.26) when x = 0. In order to shift this singularity to infinity,
we apply the transformation y = x/
√
τ , z =
√
τ to (2.4.25) and (2.4.26). Then,
define the linear differentiable operator as in (2.4.9) and let ϕ =
∑∞
n=0 ϕn. After
applying the same procedures as in the European option case, (2.4.25) - (2.4.26) can
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be written as






2ϕ0yy + y ϕ0y + ϕ0 + 2 (k1 − 1) z ϕ0y − 2 k2 z2 ϕ0
+ 2ϕ1yy + y ϕ1y + ϕ1 + 2 (k1 − 1) z ϕ1y − 2 k2 z2 ϕ1










1, y → −∞,
0, y →∞.
(2.4.28)
Equating terms of order O(zn) gives ϕn(y, z) = fn(y)z
n as the solution to







2ϕ0yy + y ϕ0y + ϕ0
)
dz;






2ϕ1yy + y ϕ1y + ϕ1 + 2 (k1 − 1) z ϕ0y
)
dz;









together with the conditions




1, y → −∞;
0, y →∞,
(2.4.30)




0, y → −∞;
0, y →∞.
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It should be noted that the series solutions for digital options in this subsection
and European options in the previous subsection can be used to derive solutions for
other options that can be replicated in terms of these options. For example, consider
an asset-or-nothing digital put option, whose payoff is:
paon(S, T ) =

S, if S < K,
0, otherwise.
(2.4.36)
Construct a portfolio of i) short one European put option with strike price K
and ii) long K lots of cash-or-nothing digital puts with fixed B = 1 payout at expiry.
Then this portfolio has a payoff (value at expiry)
v̂(S, T ) = KH(K − S)−max(K − S, 0), (2.4.37)
=

K − (K − S) = S, if S < K,
0, otherwise.
Therefore paon(S, t) = v̂(S, t), so by arbitrage the value of an asset-or-nothing put
option is simply equivalent to K times the value of the corresponding digital put
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option minus the value of the corresponding European put option. Also, the value
of asset-or-nothing digital call options can be obtained through the put-call parity
paon + caon = Se
−qτ , (2.4.38)
where paon and caon are the values of the asset-or-nothing digital put and call option,
respectively.
2.4.3 Formulation for the European option price under the
Vasicek stochastic interest rate model
As in the Black-Scholes framework, we again assume that the risk-neutral model for
the stock price is of the form
dS = rSdt+ σ1SdW1, (2.4.39)
where W1 is a Brownian motion. Unlike the vanilla European option case where the
interest rate is treated as a constant, we now suppose the interest rate is stochastic
and that the risk-neutral rate follows the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
dr = a(b− r)dt+ σ2dW2, (2.4.40)
r(0) = r0, (2.4.41)
where a is a constant speed of reversion, b is a constant long-term mean level, σ2 is
constant volatility and W2 is a Brownian motion. This model is commonly known
as the Vasicek model [14, 45]. Under this model, the zero-coupon bond, denoted
B(r, t), can be shown to follow the stochastic differential equation
dB(r, t)
B(r, t)
= rdt+ σBdW2, (2.4.42)
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where σB = σB(t) is the time-dependent volatility. From Eq. (9) and Eq. (27) of
Vasicek [14], σB is given by σB = σ2 (1− exp (−a (T − t))) /a. Since the bond is a
traded security, the drift rate of the bond price under the risk neutral measure is
simply given by the risk-free rate r. We suppose that the changes in W1 and W2
are correlated with coefficient ρ, i.e. dW1dW2 = ρdt. It can be shown that when
the underlying asset and interest rate follow (2.4.39) and (2.4.40) respectively, the









2VBB + rSVS + rBVB + ρσ1σBSBVSB − rV = 0, (2.4.43)
where V (S,B, t) represents the value of the European option [116], and B is the
value of a zero-coupon bond that matures at the same time T as the option and
pays one dollar at expiry (i.e. B(r, T ) = 1). The derivation of (2.4.43) can be
obtained by considering a riskless portfolio containing one aforementioned option
V (S,B, t), selling some underlying stock and selling zero-coupon bonds, and assum-
ing the portfolio earns the risk free interest rate. For more details on the derivation,
we refer the reader to Fang [116]. At expiry, we have
V (S,B, T ) =
{
max(KB − S, 0), for a put; (2.4.44)
max(S −KB, 0), for a call. (2.4.45)
The put-call parity for the aforementioned European options is given by Abudy
and Izhakian [117]. Therefore, it suffices to give details of the derivation for the put




, τ = T − t, ϕ = V
KB
, w = lnB, (2.4.46)







σ2Bϕww + (r −
σ21
2
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and
ϕ(x,w, 0) = max(1− ex−w, 0). (2.4.48)













































, ξ → −∞;
0, ξ → +∞.
(2.4.51)
In the following, we make use of the fact (see [14]) that the term σ21 + σ
2
B − 2ρσ1σB









and thus treated as a constant. From Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) of Vasicek [14], we have










− 2ρσ1 (τ − A)σ2
aτ
,
where A = (1− exp (−aτ)) /a. Following the ADM, we use the the linear differen-
tiable operator Lz(·) as in (2.4.9) and let u =
∑∞
n=0 un. Applying the inverse linear
differentiable operator L−1z (·) to (2.4.50), equating terms of order O(zn) and letting
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un(y, v, z) = fn(y, v)z
n, we get equations for each fn(n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ). For example,
for n = 0, f0 = σ̄
2f ′′0 + ξf
′
0;



















































































































































In this section, we compare our results for vanilla European options, digital options
and European options under stochastic interest rates, with those obtained using
other numerical methods. Firstly, for the vanilla European option, we plot a five-
term solution Φ5 obtained through our approach and the difference between our Φ5
and the BS formula in the scaled variables (x, τ and ϕ) in Figure 2.2(a) and Figure
2.2(b) respectively using the parameter values r = 0.05, q = 0, σ = 0.3. Figure 2.2
gives us an indication of the accuracy of our method. The figure is showing that our
approach converges quickly and gives highly accurate results.
(a) Φ5 for European put option (b) The difference between Φ5 and the
BS formula
Figure 2.2: Comparison of our result and the BS formula for the European put
option
Moreover, as high computational efficiency together with high accuracy is crucial
in the financial industry, we compare our results with a 5-term solution (Φ5) and a
10-term solution (Φ10) for the European put option prices with those obtained via
the BS formula, the Binomial method (BM) with 3000 time steps, and the Monte
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Carlo method (MC) with 106 samples, with regards to accuracy and efficiency. The
95% confidence intervals of the Monte Carlo simulations (N = 106) in Tables 2.3,
2.4 and 2.5 are small compared to the reported values. Table 2.3 shows the results
for short times to expiry (1, 3, 6 months), while Table 2.4 gives the results for longer
times to expiry (1, 3, 5 years). Taking the BS solution as the true solution, we give
the average absolute error (AAE) for each method. The significantly small absolute
errors indicate that our 5-term solution gives very accurate approximate results in
all cases: S > K, S = K and S < K. All the experiments were performed using
Matlab R2014a on an Intel Core(TM) 2, 3.16 GHz machine.
Table 2.3: Comparison of our approach with other solutions for short-term
European put options: K = 40, r = 0.05, σ = 0.324336












0.02 9.74770 9.74771 9.60577 9.60163
0 9.60578 9.60582 9.74770 9.74691
1/6
0.02 9.79463 9.79463 9.69677 9.70032
0 9.69678 9.69681 9.79462 9.79115
1/12
0.02 9.88469 9.88470 9.83480 9.83300
0 9.83480 9.83483 9.88469 9.88469
40
1/4
0.02 2.41677 2.41678 2.32814 2.33022
0 2.32834 2.32835 2.41656 2.41958
1/6
0.02 2.00140 2.00141 1.94086 1.93713
0 1.94102 1.94103 2.00123 1.99854
1/12
0.02 1.44000 1.44000 1.40876 1.41109
0 1.40888 1.40888 1.43988 1.44284
50
1/4
0.02 0.25047 0.25047 0.23442 0.23371
0 0.23440 0.23440 0.25049 0.25066
1/6
0.02 0.10165 0.10165 0.09566 0.09623
0 0.09569 0.09569 0.10161 0.10278
1/12
0.02 0.01102 0.01102 0.01044 0.01071
0 0.01045 0.01045 0.01101 0.01085
AAE 0.00001 0.05469 0.05479
CPU (second) 0.053 4.641 7.078
For short-term options, the numerical examples show that our approach gives the
most accurate results (with an AAE 10−5) of the numerical methods tested. With
regards to the speed in calculating the 18 different option values given in Table 2.3,
our approach took 0.053 seconds, which is approx 100 times faster than the BM with
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Table 2.4: Comparison of our approach with other solutions for long-term Eu-
ropean put options: K = 40, r = 0.05, σ = 0.324336
















0 9.5188 9.5196 9.5188 9.5190 9.5224
0.02 9.9502 9.9511 9.9502 9.9503 9.9536
3
0 9.5476 9.5642 9.5476 9.5473 9.5463
0.02 10.4329 10.4543 10.4329 10.4327 10.4386
5
0 9.2443 9.3159 9.2443 9.2449 9.2441
0.02 10.3980 10.4895 10.3981 10.3984 10.3974
40
1
0 4.1115 4.1120 4.1115 4.1112 4.1140
0.02 4.4185 4.4190 4.4185 4.4182 4.4124
3
0 5.7301 5.7418 5.7301 5.7299 5.7342
0.02 6.4531 6.4655 6.4531 6.4527 6.4460
5
0 6.2122 6.2659 6.2122 6.2122 6.2214
0.02 7.2072 7.2662 7.2072 7.2070 7.2067
50
1
0 1.5657 1.5659 1.5657 1.5658 1.5618
0.02 1.7293 1.7294 1.7293 1.7293 1.7283
3
0 3.4607 3.4682 3.4607 3.4610 3.4638
0.02 4.0031 4.0091 4.0031 4.0032 3.9968
5
0 4.2728 4.3117 4.2728 4.2742 4.2728
0.02 5.0910 5.1265 5.0910 5.0923 5.0871
AAE 0.02381 0.000005 0.00036 0.02460
CPU (second) 0.053 0.171 4.726 6.671
3000 steps and 150 times faster than the MC with 106 samples. Comparison of our
results with those in [124], which are listed in Table 2.1 of Section 2.3, demonstrates
that our approach proposed in this paper successfully deals with the singularity at
S = K in the payoff of European options.
For long-term options, the results are given in Table 2.4. Our 5-term solution
provides more accurate option values (with an AAE of the order of 10−2) compared
with those obtained via the MC with 106 samples. Our 10-term solution provides
the most accurate results (with an AAE of the order of 10−6) compared with the
BM and MC. This suggests that the more terms that are added into our solution,
the more accurate the option values will be. With regards to efficiency, comparison
of the CPU times for each method shows that our method takes the shortest time
to calculate the 18 different option values: 0.053 seconds for Φ5 and 0.171 seconds
for Φ10.
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Table 2.5 shows the results of a comparison of digital put option values obtained
using the explicit solution [45], our method with Φ5, Φ10, as well as the MC with
106 samples. In these examples, both the long-term and short-term options depend
on a non-dividend paying stock, i.e. q = 0. Comparison of our results (Φ5) with the
MC with 106 samples demonstrates that although they give the same accurate level
of option values (with an AAE of the order of 10−4), our approach (Φ5) is much
faster than the MC, only 0.063 seconds to calculate 18 option values compared with
65.148 seconds by the MC. In addition, the AAE of our 10-term solution (of the
order of 10−8) shows the accuracy that can be achieved with our method.
Table 2.5: Comparison of our approach with other solutions for digital put
options: K = 40, q = 0












0.25 0.05 0.30 0.9598 0.9598 0.9598 0.9598
0.50 0.05 0.30 0.8881 0.8881 0.8881 0.8879
0.75 0.05 0.30 0.8310 0.8310 0.8310 0.8315
0.25 0.10 0.20 0.9717 0.9717 0.9717 0.9716
0.50 0.10 0.20 0.9132 0.9132 0.9132 0.9130
0.75 0.10 0.20 0.8402 0.8403 0.8402 0.8402
1.00 0.05 0.20 0.8572 0.8573 0.8572 0.8571
3.00 0.05 0.20 0.6162 0.6175 0.6162 0.6166
40
0.25 0.05 0.30 0.4905 0.4905 0.4905 0.4913
0.50 0.05 0.30 0.4831 0.4831 0.4831 0.4832
0.75 0.05 0.30 0.4761 0.4761 0.4761 0.4756
1.00 0.05 0.20 0.4189 0.4190 0.4189 0.4190
3.00 0.05 0.20 0.3421 0.3437 0.3421 0.3414
50
0.25 0.05 0.30 0.0665 0.0665 0.0665 0.0666
0.50 0.05 0.30 0.1402 0.1402 0.1402 0.1397
0.75 0.05 0.30 0.1842 0.1842 0.1842 0.1836
1.00 0.05 0.20 0.0978 0.0978 0.0978 0.0976
3.00 0.05 0.20 0.1575 0.1585 0.1575 0.1577
AAE 0.0002 1.33E-08 0.0003
CPU (second) 0.063 0.203 65.148
The numerical examples for the European options under the Vasicek interest
rate model are listed in Table 2.6. The true values are calculated using the analytic
formula [116, 117]. Our 7-term solution (Φ7) gives option values with an AAE of
the order of 10−7. Further, it only takes 0.203 seconds to calculate the 24 option
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Table 2.6: Comparison of our approach with other solutions for European put
options under the Vasicek interest rate model: K = 40, b = 0.1, q = 0













0.05 0.1 0.2 0.03 0 9.50018 9.4996 9.5002 9.4998
0.05 0.4 0.2 0.03 -0.8 9.48202 9.4814 9.4820 9.4809
40
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.03 0 1.34664 1.3466 1.3466 1.3515
0.1 0.4 0.3 0.05 -0.8 1.86371 1.8637 1.8637 1.8495
50
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.03 0 0.01372 0.0137 0.0137 0.0132
0.05 0.4 0.2 0.03 -0.8 0.01201 0.0120 0.0120 0.0123
T = 0.5
30
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.05 0 8.52307 8.5224 8.5231 8.5188
0.05 0.4 0.2 0.03 -0.8 8.97454 8.9739 8.9745 8.9768
40
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.05 0 2.41619 2.4162 2.4162 2.4201
0.15 0.4 0.4 0.1 -0.8 2.89367 2.8936 2.8937 2.8887
50
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.03 0 0.09909 0.0991 0.0991 0.1001
0.15 0.4 0.4 0.1 -0.8 0.80181 0.8018 0.8018 0.7983
T = 1
30
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.05 0 7.80747 7.8069 7.8075 7.7987
0.1 0.4 0.3 0.05 -0.8 7.61176 7.6112 7.6118 7.6016
40
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.03 0 2.20185 2.2018 2.2018 2.2111
0.15 0.4 0.4 0.1 -0.8 3.21130 3.2112 3.2113 3.2238
50
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.05 0 0.92397 0.9240 0.9240 0.9365
0.1 0.4 0.3 0.05 -0.8 0.75658 0.7566 0.7566 0.7483
T = 3
30
0.05 0.1 0.2 0.03 0.5 7.07033 7.0700 7.0703 7.0745
0.15 0.4 0.3 0.1 -0.8 3.51237 3.5119 3.5124 3.5024
40
0.15 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.5 3.80184 3.8019 3.8018 3.7965
0.05 0.4 0.2 0.03 -0.8 1.59110 1.5911 1.5911 1.5952
50
0.15 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.5 2.40757 2.4061 2.4076 2.4294
0.05 0.4 0.2 0.03 -0.8 0.42926 0.4292 0.4293 0.4307
AAE 0.00026 3.20E-07 0.00599
CPU (second) 0.052 0.203 24.328
values listed in Table 2.6. Comparison of the AAEs and CPU times of our solution
(Φ5,Φ7) with the MC with 10
6 samples shows that for the short and long terms
options considered our approach is superior with regards to accuracy and efficiency.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we first highlighted errors in some of the current literature on the
application of the ADM to solving the BS model for European options, then provided
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a practicable way to solve the BS model for European options using ADM. Through
our analysis of the method, we found that the singularity at S = K in the payoff
function at expiry and its non-differentiability to be the major issue with the use of
ADM. We were able to resolve this issue by adopting a different approach, in which
the singularity was shifted to infinity through a variable transformation. In such
a way, the ADM could be successfully applied not only to solving the BS model
for European options, but also to pricing digital options with a non-differentiable
payoff and European options with a stochastic interest rate (a (2 + 1)-dimensional
problem). For all these options, numerical tests in Section 2.5 showed that our Φ5,
Φ7, and Φ10 series solution outperformed the Binomial method with 3000 time steps
and the Monte Carlo simulation with 106 samples, indicating that our solution is
extremely accurate and efficient. It should be noted that our series solution can be
truncated at any order and so can achieve higher order of accuracy if necessary.
Chapter 3
Pricing penalty American options
The financial derivatives market has seen an emergence of a variety of alternative
options, called exotic options, that differ in at least one aspect from vanilla options.
These exotic options are often tailored to suit the investors’ needs and expectations.
Their development has meant that almost any payoff profile can be realized. In
this chapter we introduce a new option, which we call the penalty American option,
which is similar to the American option but involves a payment by the holder to the
writer upon early exercise. We will derive analytic approximations for such options
based on particular price structures for the payment.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.1, the definition of the new
penalty American option and the mathematical model for the valuation of such
options are given. As the newly-defined options have an early-exercise feature,
in Section 3.2 the optimal exercise boundary for the options are analysed. Some
properties of the options, such as the put-call parity, are discussed in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, analytical approximations for the value of the option and its the free
boundary are derived. Comparisons of our analytical approximation values with
numerical results are discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, we present our conclusions
in Section 3.6.
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3.1 Introduction
The diversity of investors’ needs and expectations requires the development of var-
ious exotic options. Exotic products are developed for many reasons, such as those
reasons that given by Hull [87]: sometimes they meet a genuine hedging need in the
market; sometimes there are the tax, accounting, legal, or regulatory reasons why
corporate treasurers, fund managers, and financial institutions find exotic products
attractive; sometimes the products are designed to reflect a view on potential future
movements in particular market variables; occasionally an exotic product is designed
by a derivatives dealer to appear more attractive than it is to an unwary corporate
treasurer or fund manager.
One category of exotic options is known as the ‘non-standard American options’
(see Section 25.2 of Hull [87]). As the phrase ‘non-standard American options’, these
exotic options, which are often traded in the over-the-counter market, are similar
to the vanilla American options but have non-standard features. One well-known
type of option in this category is known as the Bermuda option (or the Mid-Atlantic
option), which can be exercised only at prespecified discretely-spaced time points
before the maturity of the option. Another kind of option in this category is the
Boston option (also known as the deferred premium option) in which payment of
the premium is deferred until the expiration of the option. Yet another example
of non-standard American options are the warrants issued by corporations on their
own stocks with the feature that the strike price may differ during the life of the
option [87, 131]. In this chapter, we discuss a new option in this category, which is
defined below:
Definition 3.1.1. A penalty American option is an American option whereby on
the event of exercise before expiry, the holder pays the writer a fee (which will be
referred to as a ‘penalty’).
Assuming a fee structure whereby it could be optimal to exercise the penalty
option before expiry, a penalty American option can be thought of as an option with
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a value between that of a vanilla European option and of a vanilla American option.
As there is an extra payment upon early exercise, the holder of this option will not
have as much freedom as the holder of a vanilla American option. However, the new
option has more flexibility than the vanilla European option, as the holder of the
penalty American option can exercise earlier than the expiry date. How these extra
payments affect the value and the optimal exercise boundary of this new option is
interesting to investigate.
From a mathematical point of view, let Hput and Hcall be the payment made by
the holder on early exercise of a penalty American put and call option, respectively.
We consider
Hput(t) = γ K (e
r(T−t) − 1), (3.1.1)
and
Hcall(t, S) = γ S (e
q (T−t) − 1), (3.1.2)
where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a proportionality constant, K is the strike price, S is the stock
price, T is the expiry, r is the risk-free rate and q is the dividend yield. The
penalty for a put option is proportional to the bank interest of the strike price for
the remaining time to expiry of the option, and for a call option, the penalty is
proportional to the dividend yield of the underlying stock for the remaining time
to expiry. In the event of early exercise of a penalty American put, the writer must
buy the underlying asset from the holder for the strike price K and so will lose any
interest on the amount K for the remaining time to expiry. Eq. (3.1.1) represents
a proportion of this interest. On the other hand, in the event of early exercise of a
penalty American call option, the writer must sell the underlying asset to the holder
and so will lose any dividend payment from the underlying asset with price S. Eq.
(3.1.2) represents a proportion of the dividend loss over the time left to expiry. It
is clear that the payment functions (3.1.1), (3.1.2) have the following properties:
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iii) 0 ≤ Hput ≤ K
(
er (T−t) − 1
)
, 0 ≤ Hcall ≤ S
(
eq (T−t) − 1
)
.
Property i) indicates that at expiry the payments by the holder to the writer upon
early exercise vanish as there is no early exercise. Property ii) indicates that the
payments are decreasing functions with respect to time t so that the earlier the
holder exercises the option, the more he or she should pay. The final property iii)
indicates that Hput and Hcall are bounded with the upper bound by (3.1.1) and
(3.1.2) when γ = 1.
The valuation of the penalty American option is discussed under the Black-










+ (r − q)S ∂
∂S
− rI,
be the Black-Scholes operator, P
H
(S, t) and S∗
H
(t) respectively denote the value and
the optimal exercise boundary of a newly-defined put option with the penalty given
in Eq. (3.1.1), while C
H
(S, t) and S̃∗
H
(t) respectively represent the value and the
optimal exercise boundary of the corresponding call option with the penalty given




(t)) satisfies the following boundary value problem




























LBSCH (S, t) = 0 for S < S̃∗H (t), (3.1.8)






















(S, t) =∞. (3.1.12)
We note that the model for the penalty American put option (i.e. Eq. (3.1.3) -
Eq. (3.1.7)) is the same as that for the corresponding vanilla American put option
except for the boundary condition (Eq. (3.1.5)), in which the penalty Hput is sub-
tracted. For the penalty American call option, there are two boundary conditions
(Eq. (3.1.10) and (3.1.11)) that differ from the American call valuation problem. In
condition (3.1.10), the penalty Hcall is subtracted. Condition (3.1.11) is the smooth-
pasting condition that ensures the value of the call option crosses the free boundary
smoothly. It should be noted that when γ = 0, the penalty American option model
becomes that of the corresponding vanilla American option model.
3.2 Optimal exercise boundary at expiry
Determining the optimal exercise boundary (OEB), also known as the critical stock
price (CSP), of an American-style option forms part of the solution process in the
free boundary problem. While it can be hard to find a closed-form (not considering
an infinite series) solution for the CSP for American options, many of its useful
properties have been discovered by researchers. For example, the non-decreasing
feature of Sf (t) of an American put option has been found by Merton [10] in 1973 ,
and the convexity of the CSP of an American put option on a non-dividend paying
asset is discussed by Chen et al. [99]. At expiration t = T , the value of the CSP
is given by min(rK/q,K) for a vanilla American put option and max(rK/q,K) for
a vanilla American call option [82]. For the penalty American option, some of its
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free boundary properties will differ from that of the corresponding vanilla American
option. In this section, we present results of the free boundary for penalty American
options at expiry. We begin with the penalty American put option and then present
results for the penalty American call option.
Penalty American put option
As the penalty American put option with penalty (3.1.1) can be exercised early, the
holder constantly needs to decide whether to retain or exercise it, and mathemati-
cally this leads to a free boundary problem. The free boundary S∗
H
(t) separates the
(S, t) domain, {0 ≤ S ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ T} into two parts, the continuation region Σp1
and the stopping region Σp2:
Σp1 = {(S, t)|S∗H (t) < S <∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ T},
Σp2 = {(S, t)|0 ≤ S ≤ S∗H (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T}.
In region Σp1, the holder of the put option will hold the option as the value of the
put is greater than that of the payoff, and the value of the put option satisfies Eq.
(3.1.3), i.e.
LBSPH = 0, PH > K − S −Hput.
In region Σp2, the holder will exercise the put optimally, leading to an inequality, i.e.
LBSPH < 0 and PH = K − S −Hput.
The ‘inequality’ can be derived by constructing a delta-hedged portfolio, which is
the same as that used in deriving the BS PDE for European options. However, in
the penalty American case it is not necessarily advantageous for the option to be
held for the whole life of the option, as there are times when it can be optimally
exercised. Therefore the return from the portfolio cannot be greater than the return
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from a bank deposit [45]. It should be noted that S∗
H
(t) has an upper bound,
S∗
H
≤ K for 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
as the profit that the holder makes by optimally exercising the option should be at
least greater than zero, K − S∗
H
(t) − Hput ≥ 0 or S∗H (t) ≤ K − Hput. As Hput is a
positive decreasing function of time with Hput|t=T = 0, we have S∗H (t) ≤ K for all
time t. We now state and prove a theorem on the value of the optimal exercise price
at expiry.
Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose Γ : {S = S∗
H
(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T} is the optimal exercise
boundary for the penalty American put option with penalty Hput(t) = γ K (e
r(T−t) −
1), 0 < γ ≤ 1. Then at expiry
S∗
H
(T ) = min
(
K,




where r is the risk-free rate and q is the dividend yield.
Proof. Let Dp(S, t) denote a difference between the value of a penalty American put
option and the value on exercise, i.e.
Dp(S, t) = P
H
(S, t)− (K − S −Hput(t)) , (3.2.2)




. Then ∀(S, t) ∈ Σp1, Dp(S, t) ≥ 0, and ∀(S, t) ∈ Σ
p
2,
Dp(S, t) = 0.
We first consider the case (1 − γ)r < q to prove S∗
H
(T ) = (1 − γ)rK/q by
contradiction. Suppose S∗
H
(T ) < (1− γ)rK/q, so there would exist a small region
Ωε : {S∗H (T ) < S <
(1− γ)rK
q
, T − ε ≤ t ≤ T},
for sufficiently small ε, such that the penalty American option should be held. As
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ε→ 0, we have lim
ε→0
Dp(S, T − ε) = Dp(S, T−) = 0 and
∂Dp
∂t
(S, T−) =(r − q)S + r(K − S −Hput(T )) +H ′put(T ),
=rK(1− γ)− qS > 0,
where we have used LBSPH (S, T−) = 0 if the penalty American put option is not
exercised. This contradicts Dp(S, t) ≥ 0 for (S, t) ∈ Ωε. Suppose S∗H (T ) > (1 −




< S < S∗
H
(T ), T − ε ≤ t ≤ T},
for sufficiently small ε, such that the penalty American put option should be exer-
cised. As ε→ 0 we have
∂Dp
∂t
(S, T−) <(r − q)S + r(K − S −Hput(T )) +H ′put(T ),
=rK(1− γ)− qS < 0,
where we have used LBSPH (S, T−) < 0 if the penalty American put option is exer-
cised. This contradicts Dp(S, t) = 0 for (S, t) ∈ Ωε′ .
We now consider the case (1 − γ)r ≥ q to prove S∗
H
(T ) = K by contradiction.
Suppose S∗
H
(T ) 6= K, so there would exist a small region
Ωε∗ : {S∗H (T ) < S < K, T − ε ≤ t ≤ T},
for sufficiently small ε, such that the penalty American put option should be held.
As ε→ 0, we have lim
ε→0
Dp(S, T − ε) = Dp(S, T−) = 0 and
∂Dp
∂t
(S, T−) =(r − q)S + r(K − S −Hput(T )) +H ′put(T ),
=rK(1− γ)− qS > 0.
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This contradicts Dp(S, t) ≥ 0 for (S, t) ∈ Ωε∗ .
Combining the results for the cases (1− γ)r < q and (1− γ)r ≥ q, we obtain
S∗
H







Remark. For a general given payment function Gput(t) that satisfies properties (i)-
(iii), then Theorem 3.2.1 can be modified to
Sf (T ) = min
{







Penalty American call option
We now derive results for penalty American call options. For the penalty American
call option with penalty (3.1.2), the free boundary S̃∗
H
(t) separates the (S, t) domain,
{0 ≤ S ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ T} into two parts, the continuation region Σc1 and the stopping
region Σc2:
Σc1 = {(S, t)|0 ≤ S < S̃∗H (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T},
Σc2 = {(S, t)|S̃∗H (t) ≤ S <∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ T}.
In region Σc1, the penalty American call option should be held and its value satisfies
Eq. (3.1.8),
LBSCH = 0, and CH > S −K −Hcall.
In region Σ2, the holder will exercise the call optimally which implies
LBSCH < 0, and CH = K − S −Hcall.
It should be noted that Sf (t) has a lower bound K, i.e. S̃
∗
H
(t) ≥ K for 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
as the profit that the holder makes by optimally exercising the option should be at
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least greater than zero, i.e. S̃∗
H
(t) −K −Hcall(t) ≥ 0 and so S̃∗H (t) ≥ K + Hcall(t).
As Hcall(t) is a decreasing function and Hcall(T ) = 0, we have S̃
∗
H
(t) ≥ K. We now
state and prove a theorem on the value of the optimal exercise boundary at expiry.
Theorem 3.2.2. Suppose Γ : {S = S̃∗
H
(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T} is the optimal exercise
boundary for the penalty American call option with penalty Hcall(t, S) = γ S (e
q(T−t)−
1), 0 < γ ≤ 1, then
S̃∗
H







where r is the risk-free rate and q is the dividend yield.
Proof. Let Dc(S, t) denote the difference between the value of a penalty American
call option and the value on exercise, i.e.
Dc(S, t) = C
H
(S, t)− (S −K −Hcall(t, S)), (3.2.5)
where Hcall(t, S) = γS(e
q(T−t)− 1). For ∀(S, t) ∈ Σc1, Dc(S, t) ≥ 0, and ∀(S, t) ∈ Σc2,
Dc(S, t) = 0.
We first consider the case (1 − γ)q < r to prove S∗
H
(T ) = rK/[(1 − γ)q] by
contradiction. Suppose S̃∗
H




< S < S̃∗
H
(T ), T − ε ≤ t ≤ T},
for sufficiently small ε, such that the penalty American call option should be held.
It is found that lim
ε→0






























= qS(1− γ)− rK > 0.
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This contradicts Dc(S, t) ≥ 0 for (S, t) ∈ Ωcε. Suppose S̃∗H (T ) < rK/[(1 − γ)q], so
there exists a small region
Ωcε′ = {S̃∗H (T ) < S <
rK
(1− γ)q
, T − ε ≤ t ≤ T},
for sufficiently small ε, such that the penalty American call option should be exer-





















=qS(1− γ)− rK < 0,
where we have used LBSCH (S, T−) < 0 if the penalty American call option is exer-
cised. This contradicts Dc(S, t) = 0 for (S, t) ∈ Ωε′ .
We now consider the case (1 − γ)q ≥ r to prove S̃∗
H
(T ) = K by contradiction.
Suppose S̃∗
H
(T ) 6= K, so there would exist a small region
Ωcε∗ = {K < S < S̃∗H (T ), T − ε ≤ t ≤ T},
for sufficiently small ε, such that the penalty American call option should be held.
As ε→ 0, we have lim
ε→0





















=qS(1− γ)− rK > 0.
This contradicts Dc(S, t) ≥ 0 for (S, t) ∈ Ωcε∗ .
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Combining the results for the cases (1− γ)q < r and (1− γ)q ≥ r, we obtain
S̃∗
H







Remark. For a general given payment function Gcall(t, S) that satisfies the properties
given in (i)-(iii), then Theorem 3.2.2 can be modified to
S̃∗
H
(T ) = max
{
r (K +Gcall(T, S))− ∂Gcall(T,S)∂t





We have discussed the value of the optimal exercise boundary of the penalty
American options when t = T . In the next section, some other useful properties are
explored.
3.3 Properties of the penalty American options
To a certain extent, the penalty American option gives the writer some protection
from early exercise with the introduction of a ‘fee’ to be paid to the writer, while
making the early exercise feature less desirable to the holder. Intuitively, the value of
the new option should be less than that of the corresponding American option with
the same expiry and strike price, but still greater than the European option that has
no early exercise feature. This, of course, assumes that the fee structure can allow
for the early exercise of the penalty option. In fact, the penalty American put option
can be viewed as an American option with a smaller strike price, as the payment
effectively reduces the strike price from K to K−Hput , while the penalty American
call option can be treated as an American call with a larger strike price, as the
payment increases from K to K+Hcall. Understanding such behaviours will help to
validate numerical results in Section 3.5. We state formally a relationship between
the American option and the penalty American option with the same underlying
asset, expiry and strike price in Theorem 3.3.2 below. Firstly, however, we need to
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state and prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3.1. If u(x, t) is continuous on D = {−∞ < x < ∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ T} and









+ βu = f(x, t), (3.3.1)
where η > 0, β ≥ 0 are constants, then when f(x, t) ≥ 0, the minimum of u(x, t)
can only be obtained on the parabolic boundary of D. Further, when f(x, t) ≤ 0, the
maximum of u(x, t) can only be obtained on the parabolic boundary of D. That is to
say, if Γt = {−∞ ≤ x <∞, t = 0},
minu(x, t) = min
Γt
u(x, t), maxu(x, t) = max
Γt
u(x, t).
Proof. We prove by contradiction that when f(x, t) ≥ 0 then minu(x, t) = minΓt u(x, t).
The proof for the maximum value can be obtained similarly.
For simplicity, we let v(x, t) = eβ t u(x, t) so that from (3.3.1) we have
vt − ηvxx + αvx = eβtf(x, t).
Let m denote the minimum value of v(x, t) on Γt. We need to show v(x, t) ≥ m on
D. It should be noted that for f(x, t) ≥ 0, eβ t f(x, t) ≥ 0. Let w(x, t) = v(x, t) + εt
for ε a positive constant. Our goal is to prove that w(x, t) ≥ m on D. Once this
is established, we have v(x, t) ≥ m− εt, which is true for any positive ε. Therefore
v(x, t) ≥ m on D.
Now from the definition of w, it is clear that w(x, t) ≥ m on Γt. Further, we
have
wt − ηwxx + αwx = vt − ηvxx + αvx + ε > 0. (3.3.2)
Now suppose that w(x, t) reaches its minimum value at an interior point (x∗, t∗),
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so −∞ < x∗ < ∞, 0 < t∗ < T . From calculus, we know that wt(x∗, t∗) = 0,
wx(x
∗, t∗) = 0 and wxx(x
∗, t∗) ≥ 0. This contradicts the inequality (3.3.2) implying
there cannot be an interior minimum. Now suppose that w(x, t) has a minimum
at a point (x∗, T ) in ΓT = {−∞ < x < ∞, t = T}. Then wx(x∗, T ) = 0 and
wxx(x
∗, T ) ≥ 0. As w(x∗, T ) is smaller than w(x∗, T − δ), where δ is positive, we
have
wt(x
∗, T ) = lim
δ→0
w(x∗, T )− w(x∗, T − δ)
δ
≤ 0.
It should be noted that the above is not an equality because the minimum is only
‘one-sided’ in the variable t. Again, this leads a contradiction to (3.3.2). Therefore
w(x, t) ≥ m on D. This completes the proof.
Now we state and prove a theorem on the relationship between the penalty
American options and the corresponding vanilla American options.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let P
H
(S, t;Hput(t), K, T ), CH (S, t;Hcall(t, S), K, T ) be the value
of the penalty American put and call respectively, and let S∗H(t;Hput(t), K, T ),
S̃∗H(t;Hcall(t, S), K, T ) be the value of the optimal exercise boundary of the penalty
American put and call respectively, where Hput(t) are Hcall(t, S) are the payments of
the penalty American put and call given in (3.1.1) and (3.1.2). Analogously define
P (S, t;K,T ), C(S, t;K,T ) and S∗(t;K,T ), S̃∗(t;K,T ) for American options. Here
we assume all options are written on the same underlying stock with price S, with
the same expiry date T and the same strike price K. Then ∀(S, t) ∈ {0 ≤ S <
∞, 0 ≤ t ≤ T} we have
P
H




(S, t;Hcall(t, S), K, T ) ≤ C(S, t;K,T ) ≤ CH (S, t;Hcall(t, S), K, T ) +Hcall(t, S)
(3.3.4)
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and
S∗H(t;Hput(t), K, T ) ≤ S∗(t;K,T ), (3.3.5)
S̃∗H(t;Hcall(t, S), K, T ) ≥ S̃∗(t;K,T ). (3.3.6)
Stock price



















Vanilla American and Penalty American Put Option
vanilla American
penalty American
penalty American + H
put
Figure 3.1: Comparison of three option values given in Eq. (3.3.3) with r = 0.02,
σ = 0.2, q = 0, γ = 0.5, K = 1, T = 3
We note that (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) are intuitively true, as one would pay less for
the penalty American options that involve payments upon early exercise. Here we
prove (3.3.3) and (3.3.5) for put options. The proof of (3.3.4) and (3.3.6) for call
options can be derived similarly. We first validate (3.3.3) numerically by using the
Binomial Method with parameters: r = 0.02, σ = 0.2, q = 0, γ = 0.5, K = 1,
T = 3. The results are shown in Figure 3.1 and clearly agree with (3.3.3). We now
show the mathematical proof of (3.3.3) and (3.3.5) below.
Proof of (3.3.3). In the case γ = 0 the payments given in Eq. (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are
zero, so the penalty American options are actually the same as the corresponding
vanilla American options. Hence we get equality in (3.3.3) and (3.3.5).
Next, we discuss the case γ 6= 0. To prove the left hand inequality in (3.3.3) we
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consider
W = P − P
H
, (3.3.7)










− (r − q) ∂
∂x
+ rI. (3.3.8)
We now show that LbsW ≥ 0 and then will apply the minimum principle Lemma
3.3.1. We separate the domain (−∞,∞)× [0, T ] as follows:
Σ1 = {(x, τ)|x ∈ (−∞, xf ), τ ∈ [0, T ]},
Σ2 = {(x, τ)|x ∈ [xf , xf ), τ ∈ [0, T ]},
Σ3 = {(x, τ)|x ∈ [xf ,∞), τ ∈ [0, T ]},
where xf and xf are the transformed optimal exercise boundary of the penalty and
vanilla American put option, respectively. In Σ1, both puts will be exercised, hence
LbsW =LbsP − LbsPH
=Lbs ((K − ex)− (K − ex −Hput (τ))) = LbsHput(τ) = Lbs (γK(erτ − 1))
=rγK (2erτ − 1) > 0. (3.3.9)
In Σ2, only the American put will be exercised, while the penalty American put will
be held. As the penalty American put will not be exercised, then LbsPH will be
zero. Hence, we have
LbsW =LbsP − LbsPH = LbsP (3.3.10)
=Lbs(K − ex) = (r − q)ex + r(K − ex) = rK − qex,
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Now if r ≥ q, then xf ≤ ln(K), and so x < xf ≤ ln(K), and if r < q, then
xf ≤ ln(rK/q), and so x < xf ≤ ln(rK/q). Hence from (3.3.10), LbsW ≥ 0. In Σ3,
neither of the put options will be exercised and so
LbsW = LbsP − LbsPH = 0. (3.3.11)
From (3.3.9) - (3.3.11), we have LbsW ≥ 0. Now comparing (3.3.8) with (3.3.1),
we have η = σ
2
2
> 0, β = r ≥ 0, and so from Lemma 3.3.1, W can only attain the
minimum value on Γτ , i.e. τ = 0. However, when τ = 0, we have
W0 = Pτ=0 − PHτ=0 = (K − ex)+ − (K − ex)+ ≡ 0, (3.3.12)
so that
W ≥ W0 or W ≥ 0⇒ P ≥ PH .
In Appendix A.1, we offer an alternative proof of the left inequality of (3.3.3) based
on arbitrage arguments.
To prove the right hand inequality of (3.3.3), we consider two portfolios: port-
folio A, which contains a vanilla American put option together with the underlying
asset, and portfolio B, which contains a penalty American put option, the underly-
ing asset and amount Hput(τ0) = γK(e
rτ0 − 1) (τ0 ∈ [0, T ]) invested at the risk-free
rate r, i.e.
Portfolio A: P + S and
Portfolio B: P
H
+ S + γK(erτ0 − 1).
At time τ1 ≤ τ0, if both the options are exercised, the values of these two portfo-
lios are respectively: VA = K and VB = K + γK
[
(erτ0 − 1) er(τ0−τ1) − (erτ1 − 1)
]
.
Letting f(τ) = (erτ0 − 1) er(τ0−τ) − (erτ − 1), where 0 < τ ≤ τ0, we find that
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f(τ) ≥ f(τ0). Indeed, from the first order derivative
f ′(τ) = −r
(
er(2τ0−τ) − er(τ0−τ) + erτ
)
< 0,
we find f(τ) is a decreasing function of τ , so that





Thus, we obtain f(τ1) = (e
rτ0 − 1) er(τ0−τ1) − (erτ1 − 1) ≥ 0 and VA < VB. At time
τ1 ≤ τ0, if the vanilla American put option is exercised and the penalty option is
held, the values of the two portfolios are respectively: VA = K and VB > K +
γK
[
(erτ0 − 1) er(τ0−τ1) − (erτ1 − 1)
]
, so VA < VB. In the last case if the two options
are held until expiry, then at expiry, if S < K, the values of the two portfolios are
respectively:
VA = K and VB = K + e
rτ0Hput(τ0),
and if S ≥ K, the values of the two portfolios are respectively:
VA = S and VB = S + e
rτ0Hput(τ0),
so for all S, VA < VB. Clearly, to avoid risk-free arbitrage opportunities, the current
value of portfolio A should be no greater than the value of portfolio B. Thus, P+S ≤
P
H
+ S + Hput(τ0). As the underlying asset has a non-negative value, we obtain
P ≤ P
H
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Proof of Eq. (3.3.5). At expiry, from Theorem 3.2.1 we have













where 0 < γ ≤ 1. When t 6= T , we prove (3.3.5) by contradiction. We construct
a portfolio of one long American put option and one short penalty American put
option. Suppose (3.3.5) is not true, and then ∃t∗ < T such that S∗H(t∗) > S∗(t∗).
There must exist some S∗H(t
∗) > S > S∗(t∗) such that the vanilla American put
option should be held and the penalty one should be exercised, so P > K − S and
P
H
= K − S −Hput(t∗). The value of our portfolio at time t∗ becomes
P − (K − S −Hput(t∗)) > Hput(t∗).
This contradicts the right part of (3.3.3), i.e. P ≤ P
H
+Hput(t) or P −PH ≤ Hput(t)
for t ∈ [0, T ]. 
Intuitively, we have shown that the value of the penalty American put option
is no greater than that of the corresponding vanilla American put option, as the
former option imposes a penalty on early exercise. If the exercise region of a penalty
American put option is bigger than that of the corresponding vanilla American put,
i.e. (0, S∗(t∗)] ∈ (0, S∗H(t∗)], this means the holder of the penalty American option
has more chance to make a profit than that of a vanilla American option. This
contradicts the left part of (3.3.3). Therefore, we must have S∗H ≤ S∗, ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
The relationship between the value of penalty American options and the corre-
sponding European options is also interesting to investigate. We now present such
a relationship in Theorem 3.3.3 and show the proof.
Theorem 3.3.3. Let P
H
(S, t;Hput(t), K, T ), CH (S, t;Hcall(t), K, T ) be the value of
the penalty American put and call option respectively, where Hput(t) are Hcall(t) are
the payments of the penalty American put and call given in (3.1.1) and (3.1.2).
Analogously define p(S, t;K,T ), c(S, t;K,T ) for European options. Here we assume
all options are written on the same underlying stock with price S, with the same
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expiry date T and the same strike price K. Then we have
P
H
(S, t;Hput(t), K, T ) ≥ p(S, t;K,T ), (3.3.13)
C
H
(S, t;Hcall(t, S), K, T ) ≥ c(S, t;K,T ) (3.3.14)
Proof. Let Q denote the difference between the value of a penalty American option
(denoted as V
H




Our goal is to show that Q ≥ 0. We define






If the penalty American option is not exercised early, then at expiry, i.e. τ = 0, we
have
Q|τ=0 = φK (max(1− ex, 0)−max(1− ex, 0)) = 0,
where φ = 1 for put options and φ = −1 for call options. Otherwise, applying the
Black-Scholes operator to Q we get
LBSQ = LBS(VH − v) = LBSVH ≥ 0,
for 0 < τ ≤ T . Then using Lemma 3.3.1, we have that the minimum value of Q is
obtained on the parabolic boundary τ = 0. Therefore, it can be found that
V
H
− v ≥ Q|τ=0 =⇒ VH ≥ v.
Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between the value of the penalty American
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put option and the corresponding European put option with particular values for
the parameters: r = 0.02, q = 0, γ = 0.5, σ = 0.2, K = 1, T = 3. The relationship
agrees with Eq. (3.3.13) for put options.
Stock price























Figure 3.2: Comparison of the option values between the penalty American put
and European put option with parameters: r = 0.02, q = 0, γ = 0.5, σ = 0.2,
K = 1, T = 3
Put-Call Parity
A relationship between the value of a put option and a corresponding call option
is very useful, as a problem of pricing options can be simplified to valuing only
one of put or call options. Such a relationship is called a ‘Put-Call Parity’ (PCP).
Merton [10] initially discovered the relationship that related the prices of European
call and put options that were written on the same underlying asset and had the
same exercise price and expiry date. McDonald and Schroder [56] obtained the PCP
between vanilla American put and call options using a binomial approximation of the
lognormal model. Carr and Chesney [48] developed the PCP for vanilla American
options in a diffusion model, in which the drift was an arbitrary function of the
asset price but the volatility was a symmetric function of the price [63]. Guo and
Su [86] derived another PCP which was given in the form of an inequality. For the
penalty American options, it is then natural to ask whether any such relationship
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exists. In this section, we state and prove Theorems 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, in which PCPs
for the penalty American options are given. Finally at the end of this section some
numerical experiments are used to demonstrate the validity of Theorem 3.3.5.
We firstly present an inequality relationship for the penalty American put and
call options in Theorem 3.3.4 below.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let C
H
(S, t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, S), T ) and PH (S, t;K, r, q,Hput(t), T )
be the value of the penalty American call and put option respectively, where T is the
expiry date, K is the strike price, r is the risk-free rate, q is the continuous dividend
yield, and Hput(t) and Hcall(t, S) (given in Eq. (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) respectively) are
the early-exercise penalty payments of the put and call respectively. Then
Se−qT −K ≤ C
H
(S, t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, S), T )− PH (S, t;K, r, q,Hput(t), T ) ≤ S −Ke−rT
(3.3.16)





(S, t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, S), T ) and PH = PH (S, t;K, r, q,Hput(t), T ). Construct two
portfolios:
• A: one European call and an amount of cash K invested, value now VA = c+K.
• B: one penalty American put and an amount of shares e−q T with dividends
being reinvested in the same share, value now VB = PH + e
−q TS.
We now compare the values of the two portfolios. If the penalty American option
is exercised early at time 0 < t < T , then the value of the two portfolios are
VA = c+K e
r t ≥ K er t ≥ K,
and
VB = K − St − γ K (er (T−t) − 1) + e−q (T−t) St
= K − St (1− e−q (T−t))− γ K(er(T−t) − 1) ≤ K.
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If the penalty American put option is held till maturity, then at t = T
VA = max(ST −K, 0) +K er T =

ST +K (e
r T − 1) > ST , ST > K,
K er T > K, ST ≤ K,
VB = max(K − ST ) + ST =

ST , ST > K,
K − ST + ST = K, ST ≤ K.
So for 0 < t ≤ T , we have
VA ≥ VB.
Under a no-arbitrage-opportunity assumption, at t = 0, the value of portfolio A
should be bigger than or equal to the value of portfolio B, that is
c+K ≥ P
H
+ e−q T S.
However, from Theorem 3.3.3 we have that the value of European option is less than
or equal to the penalty American option, so we have
C
H
+K ≥ c+K ≥ P
H




≥ e−q T S −K.
For the right inequality in (3.3.16), we construct another two portfolios:
• C: one penalty American call and an amount of cash K e−r T , value now VC =
C
H
+K e−r T .
• D: one European put and one share with dividends being continuously rein-
vested in the same share, value now VD = p+ S.
If the penalty American call option is exercised at time 0 < t < T , the value of the
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portfolios C and D are
VC = St −K − γ St (eq (T−t) − 1) +K e−r (T−t)
= St − γ St (eq (T−t) − 1)−K(1− e−r (T−t)) < St,
VD = p+ St e
q t > St,
and if the call option is held till maturity, we have at t = T
VC = max(ST −K, 0) +K =

ST −K +K = ST , ST > K,
0 +K = K, ST ≤ K,
VD = max(K − ST ) + ST eq T =

ST e
q T > ST , ST > K,
K + ST (e
q T − 1) > K, ST ≤ K.
Combining the two situations, we find
VC ≤ VD,




+K e−r T ≤ p+ S.
From Theorem 3.3.3 we have
C
H
+K e−r T ≤ p+ S ≤ P
H




≤ S −K e−r T .
Another version of a PCP for the penalty American options is given in the
theorem below.
Theorem 3.3.5. Let C
H
(S, t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, S)) and S̃
∗
H(t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, S)) be the
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price and the optimal exercise boundary of penalty American call options where
Hcall(t, S) is given in Eq.(3.1.2). Define PH (S, t;K, r, q,Hput(t)) and S
∗
H(t;K, r, q,Hput(t))
analogously for penalty American put options, where Hput(t) is given in Eq.(3.1.1)
with r replaced by q. Then we have the relationship :
C
H








, t;K, q, r,Hput(t)), (3.3.17)
and
S̃∗H(t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, S))S
∗




(S, t;K, q, r,Hput(t)) and S
∗
H(t;K, q, r,Hput(t)) are the solutions
for the penalty American put option and free boundary respectively, where q is the




(S, t;K, q, r,Hput(t)), S
∗















= 0, (S∗H(t) < S <∞), (3.3.19)
P
H
(S, T ) = max(K − S, 0), (3.3.20)
P
H









(S, t) = 0. (3.3.23)










(S, t;K, q, r,Hput(t)),
























































+ (r − q)χ ∂Ψ
∂χ
− rΨ = 0, (0 < χ < χ∗) (3.3.25)
Ψ(χ∗, t) = χ∗ −K − γ χ∗ (eq (T−t) − 1), (3.3.26)
∂Ψ
∂χ
|χ=χ∗ = 1− γ (eq (T−t) − 1). (3.3.27)
Ψ(χ, T ) = max(χ−K, 0), (3.3.28)
lim
χ→0
Ψ(χ, t) = 0. (3.3.29)
Comparing the above problem with the problem of pricing the penalty American call
option, (3.1.8)-(3.1.2), we find that the above system is exactly the PDE system for
pricing the penalty American call option, with Ψ the value of the penalty American
call option and χ the underlying asset price. So supposing {Ψ(χ, t), χ∗} solves the
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above system, then it will solve (3.1.8)-(3.1.2),
Ψ(χ, t) = C
H
(χ, t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, χ)),
χ∗ = Bc(t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, χ)),
where the risk-free rate is r, the continuous dividend yield is q and the early exercise
payment
Hcall(t, χ) = γχ(e
q(T−t) − 1).






















= γχ(eq(T−t) − 1) = Hcall(t, χ).
This gives the relationships (3.3.17) and (3.3.18).
We now demonstrate the accuracy of (3.3.17) and (3.3.18) numerically. We
set the parameters in the problem as follows: strike price K = 100, time to ex-
piry T − t = 0.1, risk-free rate r = 0.1, volatility σ = 0.3, continuous dividend
rate q = 0.05 and the proportion in the penalty payments γ = 0.1. In Table
3.1, we list the values of the penalty American call. Using the Binomial method






, t;K, q, r,Hput(t)) with Hput(t) = γK(e
q(T−t) − 1) in the second col-
umn (the column ‘Put(BM)’), and the value of the penalty American call option,
C
H
(S, t;K, r, q,Hcall(t, S)) with Hcall(t, S) = γS(e
q(T−t)−1) in the third column (the
column ‘Call(BM)’). We also compute the value of the call option by using Theorem
3.3.5 in the column ‘Call(SM)’. The last column (the column ‘Error’) shows the
absolute errors between two values of the call option. It is clear that the values of
the American call options obtained by using Eq. (3.3.17) are very accurate with
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all errors being at least of the order of 10−5. It can be concluded that the values
of the penalty American put and call options satisfy Eq. (3.3.17). In other words,
pricing the penalty American options can be reduced to the problem of pricing ei-
ther a penalty American call or a penalty American put option only. In Table 3.2,
Table 3.1: The value of the penalty American put and call options
S Put(BM) Call(BM) Call(SM) Error
84.03 0.118 0.099 0.099 2.90E-06
87.22 0.301 0.262 0.262 5.91E-06
90.42 0.663 0.600 0.600 9.81E-06
93.61 1.286 1.204 1.204 1.36E-05
96.81 2.238 2.167 2.167 1.71E-05
100.00 3.542 3.542 3.542 1.87E-05
103.19 5.185 5.350 5.350 1.81E-05
106.39 7.103 7.557 7.557 1.56E-05
109.58 9.218 10.101 10.101 1.19E-05
112.78 11.446 12.909 12.909 7.69E-06
115.97 13.719 15.909 15.909 3.91E-06
Table 3.2: The free boundaries of the penalty American call and put options





0.05 114.056 87.676 100.0000 100 0.00
0.1 119.006 84.030 99.9999 100 4.35E-05
0.15 121.946 82.003 99.9999 100 7.44E-05
0.2 124.685 80.202 99.9999 100 1.10E-04
0.25 127.369 78.512 99.9998 100 1.51E-04
0.3 128.996 77.521 99.9998 100 1.91E-04
0.35 130.918 76.383 99.9998 100 2.36E-04
0.4 132.578 75.427 99.9997 100 2.82E-04
0.45 134.010 74.621 99.9997 100 3.29E-04
0.5 135.239 73.943 99.9996 100 3.77E-04
we calculate the free boundaries of the penalty American call and put options by
using the Binomial Method with 1000 steps, listed in the second and third columns




H , and the last column









H and K are sufficiently small for all the T − t values.
The results in Table 3.2 numerically demonstrate that the free boundaries of the
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penalty American put and call options satisfy the relationship (3.3.18). In the next
section we focus on finding series solutions for penalty American put options and
their optimal exercise boundaries.
3.4 Series solutions for penalty American put op-
tions
Many researchers have studied the optimal exercise boundary for vanilla Ameri-





(1− α0σ2 τ 1/2), q > r,
Sf (τ) ∼ K −K σ
√
2 (T − t) ln [1/(4
√
π q (T − t))], q = r,
Sf (τ) ∼ K −K σ
√
(T − t) ln [σ2 /(8 π (r − q)2 (T − t))], 0 < q < r.
Zhang and Li [108] used an integral equation approach to analyse the behaviour of
free boundary for American options and obtained a similar series solution. Mallier
and Alobaidi [76] considered the vanilla American put options and solved its valu-
ation problem by solving a series of PDEs, based on the work by Tao [17, 20] on
Stefan problems. Inspired by these works, we seek series solutions for the penalty
American option value and the optimal exercise boundary for short times to expiry.
As shown in Section 3.2 for the penalty American options, the value of the
free boundary at expiry depends on the relationship between the risk-free rate r,
the dividend yield q and the proportionality constant γ of the penalty payment
function; in particular, whether (1 − γ)r < q, (1 − γ)r > q or (1 − γ)r = q. As
the value of the free boundary has direct implications on the value of the option,
we consider the three different cases separately and find analytic approximations for
the value of the option in each case, for short times to expiry. In Subsections 3.4.1,
3.4.2 and 3.4.3 below, we discuss the valuation of the penalty American put option
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where the penalty payment function Hput(t) is given in Eq. (3.1.1).
3.4.1 The case (1− γ)r < q





















(τ) be the optimal exercise boundary (or critical stock prices) under the above






















(x, τ) = (k1 − k2)ex + 2γk1ek1τ − (1 + γ)k1,
and conditions (3.1.4) - (3.1.7) become
ϕ
H
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At expiry, the value of the optimal exercise boundary for the American penalty put


















As the penalty American options are very similar to the vanilla American options,
we use a similar approach that was used by Mallier and Alobaidi [76] to find series
solutions for both the free boundary and option value. When r < q, the free bound-
ary of vanilla American put options can be expanded in a power series in τ 1/2 near
expiry [76]. Inspired by this, we write x∗
H








where xn are constants to be determined. To perform a local analysis, valid near
x = x0 and τ = 0, we introduce a small parameter ε > 0 and rescale our variables
by
x− x0 = εx̄, τ = εy τ̄ , ϕH (x, τ) = εzρ(x̄, τ̄). (3.4.9)







+ (k2 − 1)εz−1
∂ρ
∂x̄
− k1εzρ+ f(x̄, τ̄), (x̄∗H (τ̄) < x̄ <∞)
(3.4.10)
where
f(x̄, τ̄) = (1− γ) k1 (eεx̄ − 1) + 2γ k1
(
ek1ε
y τ̄ − 1
)
.
To balance the leading order terms on both sides of the above equation, we find that






+ (k2 − 1)ε
∂ρ
∂x̄
− k1ε2ρ+ ε−1 f(x̄, τ̄), (x̄∗H (τ̄) < x̄ <∞) (3.4.11)
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where f(x̄, τ̄) = (1− γ) k1 (eεx̄ − 1) + 2γ k1
(
eε
2 k1τ̄ − 1
)
. Now we assume ρ can be





From (3.4.8) and (3.4.9) the free boundary x̄∗
H


















Substituting equations (3.4.12) and (3.4.13) into PDE (3.4.11) and equating the
coefficient of powers of ε on both sides of (3.4.11), we obtain PDEs for ρn, n =










































+ (k2 − 1)
∂ρ2
∂x̄




4 + γ k31 τ̄
2. (3.4.17)
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Substituting (3.4.12), (3.4.13) into the initial and boundary conditions (i.e. (3.4.3)-
(3.4.5)) and equating coefficients of powers of ε, we find that for n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,
ρn(x̄, τ̄)|τ̄=0 = 0, (3.4.18)
ρn (x̄f (τ̄) , τ̄) = 0, (3.4.19)
∂
∂x̄
ρn (x̄f (τ̄) , τ̄) = 0. (3.4.20)
To solve PDEs (3.4.14) -(3.4.17), a popular technique known as the similarity
reduction method is used. This technique enables us to reduce a PDE into an ODE
by using a special combination of variables. The key task of this method is to find
a transformation under which the PDE is invariant (or unchanged). Here we take
(3.4.14) as an example to illustrate the method. Assuming that


























































+ (1− γ) k1θ−ar,
or
θbwz = θ
2awrr + (1− γ)k1θc−ar.
For invariance, comparing with (3.4.14) we require b = 2a and c = 3a. Without loss
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of generality (WLOG) we take a = 1 to get
r = θx̄, z = θ2τ̄ , w = θ3ρ0.
















Substitution of F0(ξ) into Eq. (3.4.14) results in an ODE for F0(ξ). For general n,
we find the transformation
ρn(x̄, τ̄) = τ̄
n+3
2 Fn(ξ), (3.4.21)
leaves the O(εn) equation invariant.














From (3.4.14) to (3.4.17), we have


























4 − γ k31, (3.4.26)








n−1 + k1 Fn−2 − 2
n+1
(n+1)!





n−1 + k1 Fn−2 − 2
n+1
(n+1)!







, which need to be solved, subject to the appropriate initial
condition and boundary conditions.
Solving for F0(ξ) :The solution to (3.4.23) is
F0(ξ) =
(





























τ̄ 3/2 F0(ξ) = 0, (3.4.29)























+ (−2 γ k1 + 2 k1) ξ,
where C
(1)
0 is still to be determined. Finally, the conditions (3.4.19) and (3.4.20) at
the free boundary imply that
F0(x1) = 0, and F
′
0(x1) = 0, (3.4.31)
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which give us two equations for two variables C
(1)
0 and x1. Solving them gives
x1 = −0.9034465979, and C(1)0 = (0.3014433485 (1− γ)) k1.
Hence we obtain the first term for ρ and the first term for x̄∗
H
. To solve (3.4.24) -
(3.4.26), we assume the solutions can be written in the form
Fn(ξ) = Un(ξ) + erf(ξ)Qn(ξ) + e−ξ
2Rn(ξ), (3.4.32)
where Un,Qn,Rn are polynomials of order n+ 3, n+ 3 and n+ 2 respectively.
Solving for F1(ξ): Equating coefficients of ε in Eq. (3.4.15) gives the problem




(1− k2) F ′0 − 2 (1− γ) k1 ξ2 − 2 γ k21, (3.4.33a)
lim
τ̄→0
τ̄ 2 F1(ξ) = 0, (3.4.33b)
x2 F
′
0(x1) + F1(x1) = 0, (3.4.33c)
x2 F
′′
0 (x1) + F
′
1(x1) = 0. (3.4.33d)















Substituting this form into ODE (3.4.33a) and equating coefficients of ξ, we find:
A11 = A13 = B11 = B13 = C10 = C12 = 0,















0 (1− k2) +
2
3









































Hence all coefficients are in terms of A10 and C13. Using the initial condition













0 (k2 − 1)−
1
2
k1k2 (γ − 1) + γk21.
Simplifying F1 and letting C13 = C
(1)















π (erf (ξ) + 1)
(





















(k2 − 1) ξe−ξ
2
}
+ 2k2 (1− γ) ξ2 +
1
2
k1k2 (1− γ) + k21γ.
where C
(1)
1 is to be determined. Using the boundary conditions (3.4.33c)-(3.4.33d),
we get
x2 =








0.1070384426k2k1 − 0.3014433484k1 + 0.2140768851k21
)
γ
− 0.1070384426k2k1 + 0.3014433484k1.
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F ′′0 (x1) + x2 F
′






F ′′′0 (x1) + x2 F
′′
1 (x1) + F
′
2(x1) = 0. (3.4.35d)
Substituting the specific form of F2(ξ) into (3.4.35a) and using the initial condition
(3.4.35b) gives A2i, B2i (i = 0, · · · , 5) and C2i (i = 0, · · · , 4) as follows:


































































































C24 − k1C(1)0 + 2C
(1)
1 (k2 − 1) ,






















1 (k2 − 1)+k1 (k1 − k2) (γ − 1) .


























































π (erf (ξ) + 1)
(








k1 (1− γ) ξ3 + k1 (k1 − k2) (γ − 1) ξ,
where we let C14 = C
(1)




















2 − 0.1670541009k1 + 0.08352705104k2 − 0.01960251742,




1 + 0.1186372880k2k1 + 0.02965932196k
2
2 − 0.3341082006k1
+ 0.08352705104k2 − 0.01960251742,






1 − 0.1349080187k2k1 + 0.1823825149k1,









− 0.1349080187k2k1 + 0.1823825149k1.








4 − γk31, (3.4.37a)
lim
τ̄→0
τ̄ 3F3(ξ) = 0, (3.4.37b)
x32
6
F ′′′0 (x1) +
x22
2
F ′′1 (x1) + x2 (x3F
′′







0(x1) + F3(x1) = 0, (3.4.37c)
x32
6
F ′′′′0 (x1) +
x22
2
F ′′′1 (x1) + x2 (x3F
′′′
0 (x1) + F
′′





0 (x1) + F
′
3(x1) = 0. (3.4.37d)















to the solution of the ODE system (3.4.37) and substitute it into (3.4.37a). On
equating coefficients of ξ we find A3i, B3i (i = 1, · · · , 6) and C3i (i = 0, · · · , 4) in













0 (k2 − 1)
[




















2 (k2 − 1) +
k1k2
6
(2k1 − k2) (γ − 1) .
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(k2 − 1) ξ4 +
15
2










(k2 − 1) ξ3 +
25
4





























k1 (1− γ) ξ4 + k1(k1 − k2)(γ − 1)ξ2 +
1
6
k2k1(2k1 − k2)(γ − 1),
where C
(1)
3 = C35 needs to be determined. Applying the free boundary condition
(3.4.37c) -(3.4.37d) gives us the value of x4 and C
(1)
3 . For convenience, let











m42 = −0.006314581896k32 + 0.09402207559k22 − 0.01252035264k2
− 0.3760882894k21 − 0.01669379564k1 − 0.1880441465k2k1
− 0.02525832586k1k22 − 0.02525832504k2k21,
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m43 = 0.01683888304k
3
1 − 0.3340845719k21 + 0.008346898234k1







n30 = −0.09368369967k2k1 + 0.05573915224k21 − 0.02871882686k2k21
+ 0.04247120360k1k
2








− 0.02629068008k2k21 − 0.09132836183k21 + 0.2810510990k2k1
+ 0.07916886635k31 − 0.2457041961k1,
n32 = −0.01748302348k1k32 − 0.06993209397k22k21 − 0.06993209393k2k31
+ 0.01543926701k21 + 0.2457041961k1 − 0.2810510990k2k1










− 0.01930306599k31 + 0.02014994269k21 − 0.08190139874k1
− 0.08372833379k2k21 − 0.04247120360k1k22 + 0.09368369967k2k1
+ 0.04662139591k41.
Thus x4 and C
(1)
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Using the same technique, we can obtain as many Fn(ξ) and xn terms as we
desire for the level of accuracy required. Finally, inverting the variables back to the
original variables, we obtain P
H
(S, t) and S∗
H
(t) for the case (1− γ)r < q as
S∗
H








2 (T − t)
σ2





























+ (−2γk1 + 2k1) ξ
]











2 (2(T − t)/σ2)1/2
)
. Plots of the OEB (3.4.38) are given in
Figure 3.3 in Section 3.5 for various proportionality constants γ. Values of the
OEBs of the penalty American put options and vanilla American put options are
given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, and in Table 3.5 their corresponding option values are
listed. We present a comprehensive discussion of these results in Section 3.5.
3.4.2 The case (1− γ)r > q
To solve our PDE problem (3.4.2)-(3.4.6) in the case (1 − γ)r > q, we could try a
similar method to the previous case, i.e. assuming the free boundary as a series of












as (1− γ)r > q. We only impose the initial condition (3.4.3) on x > 0 as for x < 0,
it is assumed that the option has been exercised. Thus, the initial condition (3.4.3)
can be reduced to
ϕ
H
(x, 0) = ex − 1. (3.4.40)
We would like to expand the free boundary and the transformed option price in
a series as in the previous case; however in this case, the expressions (3.4.8) and
(3.4.21) actually lead to inconsistencies. We firstly discuss the issues that arise in
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using (3.4.8) and (3.4.21) and then provide new expansions to address the problem.
Near expiry, suppose we assume the free boundary and the transformed option


















is a similarity variable. It should be noted that x0 is omitted as in
this case x0 = x
∗
H
(0) = 0. Substituting the above expansion for ϕ
H
(x, τ) into the
PDE (3.4.2) and grouping terms in common powers of τ gives us ODEs for each














The resulting ODEs can be written as
O(τ 1/2) : L1F1 = 0,
O(τ) : L2F2 =
1
2
(1− k2)F ′1 + k2 − γ k1, (3.4.43)
O(τ 3/2) : L3F3 =
1
2
(1− k2)F ′2 + k1F1 + 2 (k2 − k1) ξ,











(1− k2)F ′n−1 + k1Fn−2 + (k2 − k1) 2
n−2
(n−2)!ξ





−1)! , n even,
(3.4.44)
where k1 and k2 are defined in (3.4.2), i.e. k1 = 2r/σ
2, k2 = 2(r−q)/σ2. These ODEs
need to be solved subject to initial and boundary conditions. As in the previous
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where an,i, bn,i and cn,i are constants that need to be determined. Substituting the
above form into the corresponding ODE and equating both sides of the ODE will
give expressions for the coefficients an,i, bn,i and cn,i. The initial condition (3.4.40)
can be expanded in a series as
∑∞
n=1 x










Also, the boundary conditions (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) should be expanded in series near
τ = 0.
Solving for F1(ξ): At order τ
1/2, we have L1F1 = 0 to solve. Substituting








c10) into the ODE and
comparing the two sides of the equation, we find that a10 = b10 = 0 and b11 =
√
πc10.
Then applying the initial condition lim
τ→0























































The solution to the above is c10 = 2/
√
π and x1 → −∞ (positive infinity is omitted as
the free boundary is a decreasing function). However, our solution for x1 indicates





(τ) need to be modified. For completeness and interest, we discuss the next step
in the solution process.
Solving for F2(ξ): From (3.4.43), it can be found that F2(ξ) satisfies the ODE



















and substituting this particular form into the ODE for F2 and then equating both















πc10 (k2 − 1) + 2 (1 + a20 − γk1) .
It should be noted that the expressions for b20 and a22 include c10 which is determined
in F1(ξ), as the ODE for F2 involves a derivative of F1. Applying the initial condition
for F2, i.e. lim
τ→0
τF2(ξ) = x
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With e−x
2
1/4 = 0 and c10 = 2/
√





















If we set c21 = 2/
√
π, then the second equation is satisfied. However, the first
equation leads to k2 = γk1 or (1 − γ)r = q, which contradicts (1 − γ)r > q. This
indicates that the case (1−γ)r = q should be discussed as a special case and so will
be analysed in the next subsection.
Now we show how to modify the series (i.e. Eq.(3.4.41)) for ϕ
H
(x, τ) and x∗
H
(τ).
From research work by other authors on the behaviour of optimal exercise boundary
of American-style option [44, 67, 83, 108], we know that the asymptotic behaviour
of the free boundary for the vanilla American options in the case r ≥ q involves
logarithms (i.e. ln(τ)). This inspires us to expand the free boundary and price
for our penalty American options to include functions of ln τ . Therefore, the free
boundary x∗
H






τn/2hn (− ln τ) , (3.4.51)
where hn, n = 1, 2, · · · , are functions of − ln τ of the order of (− ln τ)αn , with αn to
be determined. We use (− ln τ) with a minus sign as ln τ is negative for 0 < τ < 1.
In particular, hn is assumed to be a series of the form
hn (− ln τ) = (− ln τ)αn
∞∑
m=0
x(m)n (− ln τ)−m, (3.4.52)
where the coefficients, denoted as x
(m)
n , need to be determined. Further, the expan-
sion for the transformed option price ϕ
H
(x, τ) is assumed to take the form
ϕ
H







τn/2(− ln τ)−mH(m)n (ξ), (3.4.53)
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is a similarity variable and the functions H
(m)
n (·) need to be de-
termined. The leading term τ 1/2H
(0)
1 (ξ) does not involve logarithms. As from the
previous analysis (in particular from Eq. (3.4.47) and (3.4.48)), it was found that
the equations for the leading order do not need to be modified but the equations
for higher orders, if we require e−x
2




, that means for all higher order
τn/2(n ≥ 1) terms, e−x21/4 can be omitted.
We now investigate the procedure to calculate each H
(m)
n (n = 1, 2, · · · ,m =
0, 1, · · · ). It is worth noting that H(0)1 is actually equivalent to F1 from (3.4.46).





,n = 1, 2, · · · , we obtain
L1H
(0)












(1− k2)H(0)′2 + k1H
(0)
1 + 2 (k2 − k1) ξ, (3.4.56)







(1− k2)H(0)′n−1 + k1H
(0)






(1− k2)H(0)′n−1 + k1H
(0)
n−2 + (k2 − k1) 2
n−2
(n−2)!ξ





−1)! , n even.
(3.4.57)
where the operator Ln is defined in (3.4.42).
Similarly collecting terms of O
(
τn/2 (− ln τ)−1
)
, n = 2, 3, · · · , we find
L2H
(1)
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These ODEs need to be solved subject to appropriate initial and boundary condi-









and for n = 2, 3, · · · ,
lim
τ→0
τn/2(− ln τ)−1H(1)n (ξ) = 0. (3.4.62)
We next expand the boundary conditions (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) as series in powers of
τ . Substituting (3.4.51) for the free boundary into such boundary conditions and




























































































































































































1 is straightforward as the ODE (3.4.54) is simply a homogeneous





















10 is a constant that is still to be determined. In general, in order to solve
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i, n = 2, 3, · · · ; m = 0, 1, · · · ,
(3.4.67)






n,i need to be determined. For a specific
term, after substituting (3.4.67) into the corresponding ODE, it is straightforward
to find the relationships between the coefficients by comparing both sides of the



























































































































































































π (k2 − 1) + 32
√




























43 are still to be determined. It should be noted that the initial
condition (3.4.62) is used when we solve for H
(1)
n (n = 2, 3, · · · ). To determine the
constants λ
(m)
n,n−1 (n = 1, 2, · · · , m = 0, 1, · · · ) as well as the coefficients x
(m)
n in
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(3.4.52), boundary conditions (3.4.63) - (3.4.65) are used. Substituting (3.4.66) into











































where erfc(z) = 1 − erf(z) is the complementary error function [2]. In order to
solve the above equations, we require e−h
2





π. As erfc (−h1/2) ∼ O(τ 1/2), the leading order of erfc (−h1/2)










∼ τ 1/2, (3.4.75)



























































+ · · ·
}
, (3.4.77)




n for higher orders. After
substitution of (3.4.66), (3.4.68) and (3.4.71), from (3.4.64), we obtain










21 − 1) (3.4.78)









































































Hence we find λ
(0)
21 = 1, λ
(1)















/4 − 2x(1)1 . Putting all the results together we find the asymptotic





2τ (− ln τ)
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+ . . .
}
+ . . . ,
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+ τ (− ln (τ))−1 k
(













k1 + k2 + 2 ξ
2/3
)








−1/3 + k22 + 2k2 − 4k1 + 8 ξ2/3
))
+ · · ·
+ . . . ,
where k = −γ k1 + k2. Plots of the optimal exercise boundary (3.4.80) are given in
Figure 3.4 in Section 3.5 for various proportionality constants γ. Values of the opti-
mal exercise boundaries of the penalty American put options and vanilla American
put options are given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, and in Table 3.8 their corresponding
option values are listed. A discussion of these results is given in Section 3.5.
3.4.3 The case (1− γ)r = q
From the analysis of the previous subsection, it is known that when (1 − γ)r = q






π (k2 − γ k1)), and this
will lead to an inconsistency. Therefore the case (1−γ)r = q needs to be considered
separately although the analysis is similar to the previous case.
Using the transformations (3.4.1), the pricing problem (i.e. the PDE system
(3.1.3) - (3.1.7)) is converted into the PDE system ((3.4.2)-(3.4.6)). We now analyse
the solution to (3.4.2)-(3.4.6) near expiry (i.e. τ = 0) when q = (1 − γ)r. From










= 0 as (1 − γ)r = q. We suppose the free boundary
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and the option value
ϕ
H








where the form of ln(τ) and g(τ) need to be determined. As in the previous section
we let ξ = x/(2
√
τ) and the functions H
(m)
n are to be determined. It is clear
that to solve for H
(0)
n , n = 1, 2, · · · , we can follow the same procedure as in the






3 are given in (3.4.66), (3.4.68) and (3.4.69)







in such equations, boundary conditions are applied, i.e. substituting the expansions
(3.4.82)-(3.4.83) into the boundary conditions (3.4.4)-(3.4.5) and grouping the same






































− 1 + k1 − k2
)
l1 = 0, (3.4.84)
From (3.4.84) we get an inconsistency for λ
(0)
32 if l1 6= 0. It should be noted that
e−l1
2/4 is assumed to be of O(τ 1/2) in deriving the above equations. From (3.4.84),
if we set λ
(0)
32 = 2/3, this leads to l1 = 0, which contradicts the requirement that
e−l1
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balance the term (k1−k2)l1 in Eq. (3.4.84). To achieve this, we require e−l1
2/4 ∼ τ l1









where ω = ( l1
2
)2. This implies that the leading order of l1 includes the Lambert W
function [2], which is denoted as WLam. The Lambert W function has the property
that
a = b eb ⇐⇒ a = WLam(b).
Thus we have 2ω ∼ WLam( 12τ2 ) or l1 ∼
√
2WLam (1/ (2 τ 2)) at leading order, which
suggests that l1(τ) can be expanded in a series of the following form
l1(τ) ∼
√

































where αn and x
(m)
n are constants to be determined. Correspondingly, the series for
ϕ
H
(x, τ) should also include the WLam term from O(τ




(x, τ) = τ 1/2H
(0)








where g(τ) = 2WLam (1/ (2τ
2)). The reason why the O(τ 1/2) and O(τ) terms do not
involve the WLam function is that the first two orders do not need to be balanced




21 . We now proceed to investigate how
each H
(m)
n , n = 3, 4, · · · , m = 1, 2, · · · , can be found. Substituting the expansion
for ϕH(x, τ) into the PDE (3.4.2) (i.e. (3.4.87)) and grouping terms with common
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powers of τ , at O
(




, n = 3, 4, · · · , we find
L3H
(1)

















n−2(ξ) + k1 F
(1)
n−2(ξ), (3.4.90)
where Ln(·) is the operator defined in (3.4.42). The above ODEs need to be solved










H(1)n = 0, (3.4.91)


























































































































































































































































































i, n = 2, 3, · · · , (3.4.94)
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where λ
(1)
32 is still to be determined. Before the boundary conditions are imposed,
we need the leading order of e−l
2










































































Substituting the expressions for H
(0)
n (n = 1, 2, 3) and H
(1)
3 (i.e. (3.4.66), (3.4.68),























































































































From the above equations, it is straightforward to find that λ
(0)
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− 1 + 2 ln
(









2 (k1 − γk1)
√
π
)2 − 16 ln (2 (k1 − γk1)√π)+ 6) I−2
+ · · ·
)
+ · · · ,











































+ k1 (γ + 1)
))



















. Plots of the OEB (3.4.98) are given in Figure 3.5
in Section 3.5 for various proportionality constants γ. Values of the OEBs of the
penalty American put options and vanilla American put options are given in Tables
3.9 and 3.10, and in Table 3.11 their corresponding option values are listed. A
comprehensive discussion of these results is given in Section 3.5.
In this section, we have derived expressions for both the free boundary and the
option value for the penalty American put options for short times to expiry in the
three cases (1 − γ)r < q, (1 − γ)r > q and (1 − γ)r = q. In the next section, we
compare our series solutions with Zhang & Li’s [108] approximation and with the
values obtained by the Binomial Method.
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3.5 Numerical results
We now provide some numerical comparisons between our approximation for the
optimal exercise boundary (or critical stock price) and the penalty American option
values with those obtained via the Binomial method. Further in the case γ = 0, the
penalty American put option reduces to the vanilla American put option, and we
compare our series solutions in this case with Zhang and Li’s [108] approximations
for vanilla American put options.
The case (1− γ)r < q
From the derivation of Subsection 3.4.1, the OEB and option value are given by
(3.4.38) and (3.4.39) respectively. As our approximations focus on pricing options
with short times to expiry, we let τ = T − t = 0.25. Other parameters’ values used
are: K = 100, the risk-free rate r = 0.1, the dividend yield q = 0.3, the volatility
σ = 0.3 and the proportion of the penalty γ = {0, 0.1, 0.3}, each of which satisfy
(1− γ)r < q. Figure 3.3 plots the optimal exercise boundary as a function of time t
as given in (3.4.38) using 5 terms. The results agree with Theorem 3.2.1 that states
the value of the OEB at expiry, i.e. S∗
H
(T ) = min{K,K(1− γ)r/q} = K(1− γ)r/q.
We then get S∗
H
(T ) = 100/3, 30, 70/3 for γ = 0, 0.1 and 0.3 respectively. It is clear
that the optimal exercise boundary is a non-decreasing function of time t. Figure 3.3
also shows that the OEB of the penalty American put option is less than that of the
corresponding vanilla American put option. It should be remarked that the larger
the proportion of the extra payment, the lower the OEB for the penalty American
put option.
In Table 3.3, we compare our analytical approximation for the OEB in the case
of γ = 0 with those obtained using four approximations by Zhang & Li [108]. We
use the results obtained from the Binomial Method (BM) with 3000 steps as a proxy
to the true solution. The parameters used are: K = 100, r = 0.1, q = 0.3, σ = 0.3,
and various τ increasing from 1/52 to 1/4. The columns ‘BM’, ‘NEW’, ‘ZL1’, ‘ZL2’,
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Time t


















The free boundary for penalty American put options
γ =0 γ =0.1 γ=0.3
Figure 3.3: The optimal exercise boundary for penalty American put options:
r = 0.1, q = 0.3, σ = 0.3, T = 0.25, K = 100
‘ZL3’ and ‘ZL4’ respectively list the results obtained from the BM, our analytical
approximation and Zhang & Li’s [108] one-term, two-term, three-term and four-term
expressions. Relative percentage errors are shown in the bracket below each result.
The row ‘APE(%)’ in Table 3.3 shows average percentage errors. From the APEs for
this example, it is clear that our analytical approximation provides more accurate
results for the OEB than all of ZL’s expressions for the vanilla American option
case. When γ 6= 0, would our approximations show the same level of accuracy? We
now examine our analytical approximations with more examples.
Table 3.4 lists the results of the optimal exercise boundary for penalty Amer-
ican put options with short times to expiry (γ 6= 0). The parameters used are: τ
varying from 1/52 to 1/4, r varying from 0.02 to 0.14, q = 0.08, 0.1, σ = 0.2, 0.3,
γ = 0.1, 0.5 and K = 100. From the relative errors (‘RE’) with the BM, it is clear
that our solution provides accurate results. In particular, the APE of our approxi-
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Table 3.3: Comparison of the results for the free boundary of the vanilla Amer-
ican options (i.e. γ = 0)
τ BM NEW ZL1 ZL2 ZL3 ZL4
1/52 32.7160 32.4956 32.4591 32.4953 32.4954 32.4954
(0.674%) (0.785%) (0.675%) (0.674%) (0.674%)
1/26 32.3718 32.1762 32.1037 32.1754 32.1758 32.1757
(0.604%) (0.828%) (0.607%) (0.605%) (0.606%)
3/52 32.1308 31.9418 31.8337 31.9403 31.9411 31.9408
(0.588%) (0.925%) (0.593%) (0.591%) (0.592%)
1/13 31.9546 31.7513 31.6078 31.7490 31.7502 31.7496
(0.636%) (1.085%) (0.643%) (0.640%) (0.641%)
1/6 31.2621 31.1311 30.8247 31.1240 31.1275 31.1250
(0.419%) (1.399%) (0.442%) (0.430%) (0.438%)
1/4 30.8856 30.7425 30.2874 30.7295 30.7360 30.7304
(0.463%) (1.937%) (0.505%) (0.485%) (0.503%)
APE(%) 0.564 1.160 0.577 0.571 0.576
mations is 0.580%, which is similar to that of the case γ = 0. Moreover, it should
be remarked the row ‘CPU(sec)’ shows that our approximation is computationally
efficient. While the BM took almost 16 seconds, our approximation took less than
0.02 seconds. With speed being crucial in the investment world, our formula has
definite advantages over any grid-based numerical method.
Table 3.4: Comparison of the optimal exercise boundary for penalty American
put options (γ 6= 0) in the case (1− γ)r < q
τ r q σ γ BM NEW RE(%)
1/52 0.02 0.08 0.2 0.1 22.3066 22.1109 0.877
1/26 0.04 0.08 0.2 0.1 44.0743 43.8958 0.405
3/52 0.08 0.08 0.2 0.1 86.1172 87.2195 1.280
1/13 0.10 0.1 0.3 0.5 47.0911 46.8928 0.421
1/6 0.12 0.1 0.3 0.5 54.0706 53.8604 0.389
1/4 0.14 0.1 0.3 0.5 60.2302 60.2966 0.110
APE (%) 0.580
CPU (sec) 15.959 0.016
Table 3.5 lists the results for penalty American put option values in the cases
γ = 0, 0.1 and 0.5. Other parameters are: r = 0.1, q = 0.3, σ = 0.3, K = 100
and τ = 0.25. The results obtained from the BM with 3000 steps are taken as the
true values. It is known that when the stock price S < S∗
H
, the penalty American
put option should be exercised so that the value of the option P
H
(S, t) = K −
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S − γK(er(T−t) − 1). In Table 3.5, we validate the accuracy of our approximation
for the value of unexercised penalty American put options. It is clear that our
approximation provides accurate option values. For all the examples, the minimum
RE of our approximation is only 0.005%, and the maximum RE is only 0.732%,
which is reasonably small. From the results, it is found that as the stock price S
increases, the RE of our approximation also increases slightly. Moreover, the errors
in the case γ = 0.5 are greater than that of the case γ = 0.1.
Table 3.5: Option value comparisons: r = 0.1, q = 0.3, σ = 0.3, τ = 0.25,
K = 100.
γ = 0 γ = 0.1 γ = 0.5
S BM NEW RE(%) BM NEW RE(%) BM NEW RE(%)
35 65.1252 65.1222 0.005% 65.0745 65.0673 0.011% 65.0600 64.8952 0.253%
36 64.1787 64.1746 0.006% 64.1418 64.1326 0.014% 64.1322 63.9475 0.288%
37 63.2372 63.2320 0.008% 63.2107 63.1992 0.018% 63.2045 62.9987 0.326%
38 62.2996 62.2931 0.010% 62.2808 62.2664 0.023% 62.2767 62.0490 0.366%
39 61.3648 61.3566 0.013% 61.3516 61.3337 0.029% 61.3490 61.0982 0.409%
40 60.4321 60.4219 0.017% 60.4229 60.4011 0.036% 60.4213 60.1464 0.455%
45 55.7840 55.7573 0.048% 55.7827 55.7314 0.092% 55.7825 55.3740 0.732%
The case (1− γ)r > q
To investigate our approximations for varied parameter settings, in the case (1 −
γ)r > q we set the parameters as: r = 0.15, q = 0.01, σ = 0.2, K = 100 and
γ = {0, 0.1, 0.3}, which satisfy (1− γ)r > q. Considering short times to expiry (i.e.
less than 3 months), the optimal exercise boundary and the value of the penalty
American put options can be respectively calculated through (3.4.80) and (3.4.81)
with the transformation (3.4.1). Figure 3.4 plots the optimal exercise boundary
of penalty American put options as a function of time t with different payment
proportions. In the case (1 − γ)r > q, at expiry the free boundary is S∗
H
(T ) =
min{K,K(1 − γ)r/q} = K. From the numerical results, it is clear that the free
boundaries are monotonic increasing to the strike priceK = 100 as time t approaches
the expiry date T = 0.25. It should be remarked that the larger the γ is, the smaller
the free boundary will be.
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Time t




















The free boundary for penalty American put options
γ =0 γ =0.1 γ=0.3
Figure 3.4: The optimal exercise boundary for penalty American put options:
r = 0.15, q = 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 0.25, K = 100
We now compare the results for the optimal exercise boundary obtained from
our approximation formula only using 3 terms with the values obtained using ZL’s
method. The values with σ = 0.2, r = 0.15, q = 0.01 and K = 100 are listed in
Table 3.6 as are the values obtained from the BM (with 3000 steps) which we take
as our true values. From the APEs, it is clear that our method can provide very
accurate results. Comparing the APE of our approximation (‘NEW’) in Table 3.3
and Table 3.6, we find that the APE of ‘NEW’ in this case is slightly higher than
that of the previous case. This is perhaps not surprising as we used a 4-term series
solution in the previous case, while a 3-term series solution is used in this case. This
indicates to some extent that our series solution can provide more accurate results
by using more terms. It is interesting to note that in this case, the APE of ‘ZL4’ is
greater than that of ‘ZL1’, which implies that by adding more terms, ZL’s method
might not be able to improve accuracy.
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Table 3.6: Comparison of the optimal exercise boundary of the vanilla American
put options (γ = 0)
τ BM NEW ZL1 ZL2 ZL3 ZL4
1/52 88.691 88.425 88.318 88.181 88.174 88.180
(0.300%) (0.420%) (0.575%) (0.583%) (0.576%)
1/26 85.027 84.631 84.475 84.266 84.254 84.265
(0.465%) (0.649%) (0.895%) (0.909%) (0.896%)
3/52 82.524 81.945 81.753 81.486 81.469 81.485
(0.702%) (0.935%) (1.258%) (1.279%) (1.259%)
1/13 80.474 79.808 79.587 79.270 79.250 79.270
(0.828%) (1.102%) (1.496%) (1.522%) (1.497%)
1/6 74.109 73.041 72.735 72.235 72.199 72.238
(1.441%) (1.854%) (2.529%) (2.578%) (2.524%)
1/4 70.431 68.868 68.522 67.891 67.842 67.898
(2.219%) (2.710%) (3.606%) (3.676%) (3.595%)
APE(%) 0.992 1.278 1.726 1.758 1.725
Table 3.7 lists the results for the optimal exercise boundary for penalty American
options when γ = 0.1 and 0.5. We varied the parameter values in order to validate
our approximations under different cases. From the results, we find that our solution
not only provides accurate results for the OEB but is also computationally efficient.
The APE of our method is only 0.290%. The CPU time for our method to calculate
the OEB values as shown in Table 3.7 is only 0.031 seconds, while it took 16.131
seconds for the Binomial method with 3000 steps to calculate the results.
Table 3.7: Comparison of the optimal exercise boundary for penalty American
put options (γ 6= 0) in the case (1− γ)r > q
τ r q σ γ BM NEW RE(%)
1/52 0.02 0.01 0.2 0.1 92.8913 92.8058 0.092
1/26 0.04 0.02 0.2 0.1 91.4565 91.3072 0.163
3/52 0.08 0.03 0.2 0.1 91.6092 91.5161 0.102
1/13 0.1 0.04 0.25 0.5 84.9781 84.6035 0.441
1/6 0.12 0.05 0.25 0.5 80.0691 79.5126 0.695
1/4 0.14 0.06 0.25 0.5 76.8436 76.3884 0.250
APE(%) 0.290
CPU (sec) 16.131 0.031
Table 3.8 lists the penalty American put option values obtained using our ap-
proximation formula and those obtained using the BM with 3000 steps. The pa-
rameters used are: r = 0.15, q = 0.01, σ = 0.2, K = 100 and τ = 0.25. From the
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results, we see again that our analytical approximation can provide accurate option
values in the cases γ = 0, γ = 0.1 and γ = 0.3, in which the maximum RE was
0.233%, 0.202% and 0.211% respectively.
Table 3.8: Option value comparisons: r = 0.15, q = 0.01, σ = 0.2, τ = 0.25,
K = 100.
γ = 0 γ = 0.1 γ = 0.3
S BM NEW RE(%) BM NEW RE(%) BM NEW RE(%)
95 8.5781 8.5702 0.092 8.5741 8.5631 0.129 8.5670 8.5490 0.211
96 7.9896 7.9832 0.080 7.9860 7.9768 0.115 7.9796 7.9640 0.195
97 7.4283 7.4239 0.059 7.4250 7.4181 0.093 7.4193 7.4065 0.172
98 6.8941 6.8923 0.026 6.8912 6.8871 0.060 6.8860 6.8766 0.137
99 6.3869 6.3882 0.020 6.3843 6.3835 0.013 6.3797 6.3741 0.088
100 5.9064 5.9115 0.086 5.9041 5.9072 0.053 5.8999 5.8987 0.020
101 5.4535 5.4616 0.148 5.4514 5.4578 0.116 5.4477 5.4501 0.045
102 5.0265 5.0382 0.233 5.0246 5.0347 0.202 5.0213 5.0279 0.132
The case (1− γ)r = q
In the case (1 − γ)r = q, the optimal exercise boundary and value of the penalty
American put option are given in (3.4.98) and (3.4.99) respectively. Taking the
parameter values as: K = 100, σ = 0.3, T = 1/12, r = 0.05 and q = (1 − γ)r,
where γ = {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5}, we plot the optimal exercise boundary as a function of
time t in Figure 3.5. It is clear that the optimal exercise boundaries of the penalty
American put options are smaller than that of the corresponding vanilla American
put option (i.e. γ = 0). The figure also shows that increasing the penalty proportion
γ, decreases the optimal exercise boundary of the penalty American put option.
Table 3.9 lists the values of the optimal exercise boundary of vanilla American
put options using our formula and those of ZL. Again the values obtained using the
BM with 3000 steps are taken as our true values. The parameters used are: r = 0.05,
q = (1 − γ)r, σ = 0.2, K = 100 and γ = 0. Similar to the previous case, a 3-term
series solution of our approximation is applied to produce the results in the column
‘NEW’. The APE of our method is 0.124%, while that of ZL4 is 0.210%. Moreover,
the maximum error of our method is only 0.330% and that of ZL4 is 0.573%.
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Time t
















The free boundary for penalty American put options
γ =0 γ =0.1 γ=0.3 γ=0.5
Figure 3.5: The optimal exercise boundary for penalty American put options:
r = 0.05, q = (1− γ)r, σ = 0.3, T = 1/12, K = 100
Table 3.10 lists the results for the critical stock prices of penalty American put
options with γ = 0.1 and 0.5. The APE of our method for the tested examples
is only 0.315%. Further, our method is much faster than the Binomial Method in
calculating the critical stock prices, with the CPU time 1.342 seconds for our method
and 16.146 seconds for the Binomial method.
Table 3.11 lists the value for penalty American put options using our approxi-
mation formula and the BM with 3000 steps. The parameters used are: r = 0.05,
σ = 0.2, K = 100, τ = 1/12, and q = (1 − γ)r, where γ = 0, 0.1, 0.5. From the
results, it is clear that our solution (3.4.99) provides very accurate option values in
all the cases we tested. For the vanilla American put option case (i.e. γ = 0), the
minimum RE with our method is only 0.002% and the maximum RE is 0.091%. The
maximum RE with our approximation formula in the case γ = 0.1 is only 0.075%,
while in the case γ = 0.3 is 0.049%.
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Table 3.9: Comparison of the free boundary of the vanilla American put options
(γ = 0)
τ BM NEW ZL1 ZL2 ZL3 ZL4
1/52 92.129 92.008 91.612 92.290 92.219 92.131
(0.132%) (0.561%) (0.174%) (0.097%) (0.002%)
1/26 89.698 89.618 89.140 90.055 89.943 89.792
(0.090%) (0.622%) (0.397%) (0.273%) (0.105%)
3/52 88.070 87.975 87.460 88.539 88.393 88.183
(0.107%) (0.692%) (0.533%) (0.368%) (0.128%)
1/13 86.763 86.697 86.167 87.372 87.197 86.927
(0.076%) (0.687%) (0.702%) (0.499%) (0.189%)
1/12 86.332 86.326 85.793 87.035 86.850 86.561
(0.008%) (0.624%) (0.814%) (0.599%) (0.265%)
1/4 80.316 80.581 80.240 81.952 81.581 80.776
(0.330%) (0.095%) (2.037%) (1.575%) (0.573%)
APE(%) 0.124 0.547 0.776 0.569 0.210
Table 3.10: Comparison of the optimal exercise boundary for penalty American
put options (γ 6= 0) in the case (1− γ)r = q
τ r q σ γ BM NEW RE(%)
1/52 0.14 0.126 0.2 0.1 92.7797 92.7168 0.068
1/26 0.12 0.108 0.2 0.1 90.5254 90.4814 0.049
3/52 0.1 0.09 0.2 0.1 88.7559 88.7873 0.035
1/13 0.08 0.04 0.15 0.5 89.2995 89.5578 0.289
1/6 0.06 0.03 0.15 0.5 85.2699 85.8737 0.708
1/4 0.04 0.02 0.15 0.5 82.4449 83.0573 0.743
APE(%) 0.315
CPU (sec) 16.146 1.342
Table 3.11: Option value comparisons: r = 0.05, q = (1−γ)r, σ = 0.2, τ = 1/12,
K = 100.
γ = 0 γ = 0.1 γ = 0.3
S BM NEW RE(%) BM NEW RE(%) BM NEW RE(%)
95 6.4202 6.4203 0.002 6.3915 6.3919 0.005 6.3345 6.3350 0.008
96 5.7345 5.7342 0.005 5.7075 5.7074 0.001 5.6535 5.6538 0.004
97 5.0931 5.0920 0.022 5.0677 5.0668 0.016 5.0170 5.0166 0.008
98 4.4966 4.4950 0.035 4.4728 4.4716 0.027 4.4256 4.4248 0.017
99 3.9459 3.9442 0.043 3.9239 3.9225 0.033 3.8801 3.8793 0.020
100 3.4413 3.4397 0.047 3.4211 3.4198 0.035 3.3808 3.3802 0.018
101 2.9832 2.9811 0.070 2.9647 2.9631 0.055 2.9280 2.9270 0.034
102 2.5699 2.5676 0.091 2.5531 2.5513 0.074 2.5199 2.5186 0.049
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced and discussed a new American-style type of option,
which we called the penalty American option. With this option, the holder must
pay a ‘penalty’ or fee to the writer, should the holder exercise the option before
expiration. The payment functions we considered are given in Eq. (3.1.1) for put
options and Eq. (3.1.2) for call options. From a financial point of view, the penalty
American option is not as attractive to the holder as the corresponding vanilla
American option, but offers the writer compensation from loss due to early exercise.
Mathematically, we proved that the value of the penalty American option is smaller
than that of the corresponding vanilla American option but greater than that of the
corresponding vanilla European option (see Theorem 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). As penalty
American options can be exercised at any time before the expiry date, there is
an optimal exercise boundary to determine, and thus the valuation of the penalty
American option is a free boundary problem. We have also proven that the free
boundary of the penalty American option is smaller than that of the corresponding
vanilla American option (see Theorem 3.3.2). The optimal exercise boundary of
the penalty American option at expiry was shown to be min{K, (1− γ) rK/q} for
put options (see Theorem 3.2.1) and max{K, rK/ (q (1− γ))} for call options (see
Theorem 3.2.2). Two types of put-call parity relationships were derived for the
penalty American options, one in the form of an inequality (see Theorem 3.3.4) and
another in which the call and put options have different stock prices (see Theorem
3.3.5).
As most options in the traded markets have short maturities, accurate and
fast valuations of such options are important. In Section 3.4, analytical series ap-
proximations both for the option value and the optimal exercise boundary for the
penalty American put option are derived. The series solutions differ in the three
cases (1 − γ)r < q, (1 − γ)r > q and (1 − γ)r = q, where r is the risk-free rate, q
is the dividend yield and γ is the proportionality constant of the penalty payment
function. In the case (1 − γ)r < q, the optimal exercise boundary and the option
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value are given by (3.4.38) and (3.4.39) respectively. In the case (1 − γ)r > q, the
series solutions are more involved and contain logarithm terms. The optimal exer-
cise boundary and the option value in the transformed variable are then given in
(3.4.80) and (3.4.81) respectively. In the case (1 − γ)r = q, the series solution not
only contains logarithms but also the Lambert W function. The optimal exercise
boundary and the option value in the transformed variable are given in (3.4.98) and
(3.4.99) respectively. Series solution for the corresponding penalty American call
option can be derived through the put-call parity in Theorem 3.3.5.
To validate our series solutions, numerical examples were discussed in Section
3.5. In the case when γ = 0 in the payment function, the penalty American option
is equivalent to the corresponding vanilla American option. Using values obtained
from the Binomial Method with 3000 steps as the true values, numerical experiments
on a wide range of parameter values suggest that our approximations both for the
optimal exercise boundary and option value provide very accurate results for penalty
American options with small times to expiry. Moreover, the formulae are efficient
as they provide very fast answers as compared to the Binomial Method.
Chapter 4
Approximations based on integral
equation approaches
Amongst the various approaches to determining the optimal exercise boundary (or
the critical stock prices) of an American option, the integral equation approach has
been one of the most utilised and developed over the past three decades. In this
chapter, we investigate the use of integral equations in determining the optimal
exercise boundary (OEB) of vanilla American options. Once the optimal exercise
boundary is obtained, the valuation of American options is reduced to a fixed-domain
problem so that the problem of solving for the option value is markedly simplified.
This chapter is organised as follows. We start with a literature review in Section
4.1 on the use of integral equations for finding the OEB of American options. In
Section 4.2, some current well-known analytical approximations are reviewed and
their asymptotic behaviours are analysed in Section 4.3. Then in Section 4.4, based
on the approximations examined, we propose some new improvements that may
lead to better numerical results. Numerical examples are provided and discussed in
Section 4.5. A short conclusion is given in Section 4.6.
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4.1 Introduction
From Kim [31], it is known that the price of an American option can be written as
a sum of the price of the corresponding European option and an early-exercise pre-
mium which can be represented in an integral form. Many researchers have derived
various forms of integral equations for the optimal exercise boundaries (OEB) of
American options. However, solving such integral equations is not usually straight-
forward. The method of solution for the integral equations typically fall into two
main classes: one is to calculate the integrand numerically at some chosen grid
points, and the other is to approximate the integrand analytically to obtain an al-
gebraic equation, which then needs to be solved numerically. It is worth noting
that analytically solving integral equations for the OEB, as per the second class,
ultimately still requires a certain degree of computation. However unlike the first
class, algebraic equations derived after various approximations, reduce the intensity
of the final numerical computation. This is the main reason why we are interested
in the second class.
An analytical integral representation for the price of an American option was
first introduced in the economics literature by McKean [5] in 1965. It was then
restudied by Kim [31], Jacka [33] and Carr et al. [35] in order to gain financial
insights in the context of American option pricing [108]. The integral formula for
the price of an unexercised American put option that is written on a non-dividend-
paying asset with price S and strike price K is given by







d2 (S, Sf (τ − s), s)√
2
)
ds, for S > Sf (τ)
(4.1.1)
where p(S, τ) is the B-S formula for the corresponding European put option, erfc(·) is
the complementary error function [2], Sf (τ) is the OEB (to be determined), τ = T−t
is the time to expiry, r is the risk-free rate, σ is the volatility, and d2(x, y, z) is defined
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as in (1.2.18), i.e.
d2(x, y, z) =







More recently, Frontczak and Schöbel [100] used the Mellin transformation to give
an alternative integral expression as:

















where Q(w) = w2 +w(1− k1)− k1, and k1 = 2r/σ2. The equivalence of Eq. (4.1.1)
and (4.1.2) was discussed by Frontczak and Schöbel [100]. Before (4.1.1) and (4.1.2)
can be used to calculate the price of an American put option, the free boundary Sf (τ)
on the right hand side of the two equations needs to be determined. Generally, the
integral equations for Sf (τ) are constructed by substituting (4.1.1) (or (4.1.2)) into
the boundary condition P (Sf (τ), τ) = K − Sf (τ). However, the resultant equation
to find the OEB Sf (τ) is not straightforward. From the integrands on the right
hand side of Eq. (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), it is clear that to determine Sf at τ requires
the information of the critical prices at all 0 < x < τ . One idea is to approximate
the integrand at some chosen grid points so that the optimal exercise boundary can
be solved recursively at such points. Some typical numerical approaches to solve
for the OEB using the integral equation Eq. (4.1.1) are investigated by Aitsahia
and Lai [61], Kallast and Kivinukk [72], Kim et al. [123], Cortazar et al. [120], and
Anderson et al. [126], while Frontczak [106] explored an approach to solve for the
OEB using the integral equation Eq. (4.1.2).
There have been many efforts made to solve the integral equations for the OEB
Sf (τ) analytically. A well-known and much cited analytical approximation was
proposed by Bunch and Johnson (B & J) [60], who derived a very simple algebraic
equation to calculate Sf (τ). Their derivation was based on the argument that the
value of Sf (τ) for an American put option is the highest value of the stock price at
which the put value is independent of times to maturity [60]. This implied that the
time derivative of the price of an American put option at S = Sf (τ) should vanish.
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Having noticed a small error in B & J [60], Zhu and He (Z & H) [97] provided an
improved formula and showed that their results were more accurate compared with
that of B & J’s, especially for longer-term options. They used the results obtained
from Carr [52] as a benchmark. Frontczak [122] derived an approximation from
(4.1.2), but his derivation was oversimplified as a result of misprising for medium-
term options.
Recently, Tung [129] showed that B & J’s approximation did not provide the
correct perpetual asymptotic behaviour of Sf (τ), and proposed an approximation
for Sf (τ) based on solving two algebraic equations simultaneously. Tung showed
that his method outperformed B & J’s method in terms of accuracy. However, it is
worth noting that Tung’s method is time-consuming as the determination of Sf (τ)
at a later point requires knowledge of Sf (τ) at an earlier point. This means that for
a given τ ∗, to determine Sf (τ
∗) one needs to calculate Sf (τ), τ < τ
∗. We provide a
comprehensive discussion of the methods of B & J [60], Z & H [97], Frontczak [122]
and Tung [129] in Section 4.2.
A common feature of the methods mentioned above is the use of the mean value
theorem to deal with path-dependent integrals. Although the integrals are simplified
so that they result in a final algebraic equation or system of equations to calculate
Sf (τ), it is important to mention that the equation or system of equations is not
closed due to an introduced mean value, an unknown that needs to determined.
Hence, one key issue in their approaches is to determine how to approximate the
mean value.
We recall from Chapter 1, that when τ approaches infinity, the OEB of a
non-dividend-paying American put option tends to a constant, i.e. lim
τ→∞
Sf (τ) =
(k1/(1 + k1))K, where K is the strike price and k1 = 2r/σ
2. Approximations of Sf
for large-tenured options should satisfy this asymptotic behaviour, and so this is one
of the criteria we have used to compare the approximations we studied. We provide
an analysis of the asymptotic behaviours of approximations for Sf given by B & J
[60], Z & H [97], Frontczak [122] and Tung [129] in Section 4.3.
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4.2 A review of integral equation approaches
The value of a vanilla American put option is given by (4.1.1) or (4.1.2). Therefore,
the two integral expressions should satisfy the boundary conditions for American
put options. For vanilla American put options, when the price of the underlying
asset hits the optimal exercise boundary, it is believed that the holder will exercise
the option to make profits. Also, it is required that the value of an American put
option transits smoothly across its optimal exercise boundary. Mathematically, the
value of a vanilla American put option satisfies the boundary conditions:
P (Sf (τ), τ) = K − Sf (τ), (4.2.1)
∂
∂S
P (Sf (τ), τ) = −1. (4.2.2)











and using (4.2.2), we obtain
∂
∂τ
P (Sf (τ), τ) = 0. (4.2.3)
Indeed, if it is optimal to exercise an American put option immediately, its value
cannot depend on how much time remains to expiry. The three conditions (4.2.1) -
(4.2.3) play very important roles in constructing integral equations to find Sf (τ).
We now review the approaches proposed by B & J [60], Z & H [97], Frontczak
[122] and Tung [129].
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4.2.1 Bunch & Johnson’s approach
B & J [60] proposed an approximation based on the integral representation (4.1.1)
and the condition (4.2.3). They substituted Eq. (4.1.1) into (4.2.3) to obtain























S ′f (τ − s)
Sf (τ − s)
ds = 0,
in which the prime denotes the derivative of the function with respect to its ar-
gument. Evaluating the partial derivative with respect to τ of the BS formula for



































S ′f (τ − s)
Sf (τ − s)
ds = 0. (4.2.6)
It should be noted that in deriving (4.2.6) the fact Sf (0) = K has been used.
Observing that the integrand in (4.2.6) can be split into the product of continuous
positive functions, B & J used the mean value theorem (MVT) to estimate the
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It is clear that the above equation is no longer an integral equation but an algebraic
equation, which can simplify the calculation of the unknown Sf (τ). B & J’s idea was
to solve for the critical stock price Sf (τ) as a root of Eq.(4.2.7) using root-finding
algorithms such as Newton’s Method [7]. From (4.2.7), it should be remarked that
the new introduced parameter α leads to another unknown Sf (τ(1−α)). To address
this issue, B & J made the assumption Sf (τ) = Sf (τ(1−α)), which led to the term
ln (Sf (τ)/Sf (τ (1− α))) in d2 of the exponential term being cancelled. Thus, from

















and x = K/Sf (τ). As there were still two unknowns in Eq. (4.2.8), i.e. the new
introduced mean value α and the free boundary Sf (τ), determining Sf (τ) required
more information. In fact, there were two issues that needed to be dealt with: one
was to determine the point τ = τ ∗ where g in Eq. (4.2.9) changed sign, and the
other was to find a way to approximate the mean value α.














− (k1 + 1)σ2τ ∗/2
)
. (4.2.11)
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(1+k1)(1−α4 (1+k1))τ∗ , (4.2.12)
from which τ ∗ could be determined numerically. Once τ ∗ was found, the sign of g(τ)
could be determined: g > 0 for τ < τ ∗; g = 0 for τ = τ ∗; g < 0 for τ > τ ∗. An








After multiple approximations, α was given by
α = 1− Abj









. Thus, Sf (τ) can be found by solving Eq. (4.2.8) together
with (4.2.9) and (4.2.13) for a given fixed τ .
B & J’s approach is attractive as it provides a non-iterative formula for Sf (τ),
which is obviously more computationally efficient than needing to solve an iterative
system. However, it was pointed out by other researchers, such as Z & H [97]
and Tung [129], that through numerical comparisons B & J’s approximation gave
inaccurate critical stock prices for medium-term and long-term options. Indeed,
we show in Section 4.3 that B & J’s approximation for Sf (τ) as τ tends to infinity
approaches a constant and not k1
1+k1
K as required. A very interesting question which
then naturally arises is, Why does B & J’s formula provide inaccurate results for
Sf (τ) for large τ when the formula was derived with consideration for large τ? The
answer to this question is that the formula for α (4.2.13) is oversimplified and this is
discussed in Section 4.3.1. In Section 4.4, we propose a new implicit approximation
for α that incorporates the large τ value for Sf . We call this new approximation
our first new approach and its full derivation is given in Section 4.4.
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4.2.2 Zhu & He’s approach
A modification of B & J’s method was provided by Z & H [97] in 2007. Z & H [97]
commented that the assumption, Sf (τ) = Sf (τ(1 − α)), made by B & J [60] was
inappropriate as this eliminated the path-dependent feature of American options.































and x = K/Sf (τ). Comparing (4.2.14) with (4.2.8), we see that Z & H’s formula
is similar to B & J’s but their function g(τ) is replaced by g(zh)(τ), which accounts
for the term Sf (τ(1 − α)) omitted by B & J. However this term still needed to
be approximated. Instead of assuming Sf (τ(1 − α)) = Sf (τ), which might only
be justified for American put options with either very long or very short times to
expiry, Z & H expanded lnSf (τ(1− α(zh))) as
lnSf (τ − α(zh)τ) = lnSf (τ)−
S ′f (τ)
Sf (τ)
α(zh)τ +O(τ 2). (4.2.16)
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Following B & J’s arguments, Z & H proposed a similar approximation for α(zh),
namely
















), and provided an estimate for τ ∗(zh) where g








It should be noted that both the formulae for g(zh) given in (4.2.17) and α(zh) given
in (4.2.18) involve an unknown term S ′f (τ), which in fact makes Eq.(4.2.14) a non-
linear differential equation (DE). While solving this DE numerically is possible, it
would lose the attractiveness of B & J’s initial intention to derive a non-iterative
formula. Therefore, in order to maintain the spirit of B & J’s original formula, Z
& H made a further approximation. They proposed approximating the term S ′f (τ)
with a function that satisfies the following properties of Sf (τ): a) Sf (0) = K, b)
Sf (+∞) = k11+k1K, c) S
′










































where m is a constant to be determined. Through numerical tests, they found that
(4.2.22) with m = 0 outperformed (4.2.20), (4.2.21) and (4.2.22) with other tested
m values such as m = 1, 2, · · · [97]. They also found that their formula significantly
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improved the accuracy of the approximation for Sf (τ) of American put options
derived by B & J, when compared with the true values of Sf (τ) obtained from Carr
[52].
It should be remarked that the key modifications made by Z & H [97] were to
expand lnSf (τ(1−α)) in a series and use (4.2.22) with m = 0 to approximate S ′f (τ).
It is thus interesting to ask whether a better approximation could be provided by
simply using (4.2.22) to approximate the term S ′f (τ − s) in the original integral
equation (4.2.6). Unfortunately, this could not be achieved as it oversimplified the
original problem. It should also be noted that although the estimate of α, i.e.
(4.2.18), is different from that of B & J’s, the ideas of their derivation are the
same, i.e. using the properties of Sf (τ) at large τ . Interestingly, we find that the
approximation for Sf (τ) derived by Z & H provides more accurate results for small
τ rather than for larger τ .
The approach of B & J [60] and Z & H [97] was based on the condition
∂P
∂τ
(Sf (τ), τ) = 0,
which is derived from ∂P
∂S
(Sf (τ), τ) = −1 and P (Sf (τ), τ) = K − Sf (τ). However,
Frontczak [122] found an approximate formula directly using the smooth pasting
condition ∂P
∂S
(Sf (τ), τ) = −1.
4.2.3 Frontczak’s approach
By an application of the Mellin Transformation, Frontczak and Schöbel [100] derived
the formula (4.1.2) for the value of an American put option. In a later paper
by Frontczak [122], the formula was used to derive an analytical approximation
for Sf (τ), which we now explain in detail. Substituting (4.1.2) into the boundary
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condition (4.2.2) yields















where Q(w) = w2 + w(1 − k1) − k1. We note that as (4.2.23) stands, there are no
derivative of Sf (τ) terms. Letting ξ = τ −x, the right hand side (RHS) of the above














In order to calculate I(F ), Frontczak [122] made a similar assumption to B & J [60],














It is clear from (4.2.25) that the inner integral is independent of Sf (τ) and can be
calculated analytically by change of variables. By setting 1
2
σ2ξ = y and w = c+ iz,









































σ (1 + k1)
)2
. Therefore, substituting (4.2.27) into Eq.(4.2.23) and









N (d1 (Sf (τ) , K, τ))
. (4.2.28)
From the above derivation, it should be noted that in Frontczak’s [122] approx-
imation there is no mean value α involved. This is because of their assumption
Sf (τ − ξ)/Sf (τ) = 1, which simplifies the calculation and leads to a simple non-
iterative approximation for Sf (τ). It should be noted that the assumption is rela-
tively good for small τ , as the mean value would be close to 0, but loses applicability
when τ (or k1 = 2r/σ
2) is larger. Denoting λ = Sf (τ − ξ)/Sf (τ), a straightforward
improvement to Frontczak’s method would simply be to replace λ by a function of
τ or a constant, slightly greater than 1. We propose a new formula for λ in (4.4.10)
of Section 4.4 (New Approach 3). Comparisons and a discussion of the numerical
results for Sf (τ) obtained using Frontczak’s formula and our new formula (4.4.10)
are given in Section 4.5.2.
4.2.4 Tung’s approach
Recently, Tung [129] proposed a two-equation system for the determination of Sf (τ),
which needed to be solved iteratively. In Tung’s [129] approach, the iteration starts
at a point near expiry, and then generates a set of values between the expiry time
and a given time. This is unlike the previous reviewed approaches by B & J [60],
Z & H [97] and Frontczak [122], in which only one integral equation needed to be
solved. We now detail the derivation by Tung [129].
Tung [129] applied PS(Sf (τ), τ) = −1 to (4.1.1) to find
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where pS(Sf (τ), τ) is the delta of a European put option valued at (Sf (τ), τ), i.e.
∂p
∂S


































Now applying P (Sf (τ), τ) = K − Sf (τ) to Eq. (4.1.1) yielded







d2 (Sf (τ), Sf (τ − s) , s)√
2
)
ds = K − Sf (τ).
(4.2.32)
Using integration by parts and substituting the B-S formula for a European put






















2 (Sf (τ), Sf (τ − s), s)
2
)[




− ln (Sf (τ)/Sf (τ − s))
2σs3/2
+






Notice in particular that the above equation involves S ′f (τ − s)/Sf (τ − s). In order
to deal with this term, the condition Pτ (Sf (τ), τ) = 0 was imposed. Recalling
(4.2.4), it was found that the integrand term with S ′f (τ)/Sf (τ − s) from the square
brackets on the RHS of (4.2.33) was equivalent to the term in the integral of (4.2.4).
Therefore, substituting (4.2.4) and the theta for a European put option valued at
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(Sf (τ), τ), i.e.
∂p
∂τ



























































2 (Sf (τ), Sf (τ − s), s)
2
)[








Substituting (4.2.31) into the above equation then gave
1
4
(1 + k1)Sf (τ) erfc
(


























2 (Sf (τ), Sf (τ − s), s)
2
)
ln (Sf (τ)/Sf (τ − s))
σ3s3/2
ds.
It should be noted that (4.2.31) and (4.2.35) involve very similar singular inte-
grals. Both integrals involve singularities at the lower endpoint. Tung sought to
take advantage of this with an application of the mean value theorem. In (4.2.31),
Tung pulled out the second exponential term from the integrand using the mean













/z with mean value at z. The respective
remaining parts of the two integrals in (4.2.31) and (4.2.35) were the same, i.e.
exp(−rs)/
√
s, which was exactly integrable from 0 to τ . Due to the singularities
near the lower endpoint, Tung reasoned that both mean values x and z should be
closer to the lower endpoint. Thus, (4.2.31) and (4.2.35) were simplified as
(








W (Sf (τ), τ)
σ2x
, (4.2.36)
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where




































































2(Sf (τ), Sf (τ − z), z)
2
)










Equation (4.2.31) was used to derive (4.2.37). Equations (4.2.36) and (4.2.37) formed
Tung’s two-equation system to determine Sf (τ). However these two equations were
not immediately solvable as the mean values x and z as well as the term Ωt were
not known. Tung [129] crudely estimated z ' x so that Ωt = 0. However, given a τ ,
there were still 3 unknowns in the two-equation system: x, Sf (τ) and Sf (τ −x). To
get around this underdetermined feature, Tung solved the system numerically with
an iteration starting at a point near τ = 0 and using the asymptotic approximation
for Sf (τ) proposed by Chen et al. [99]. The process was to determine an earlier
point on the optimal exercise boundary given a later point, and iteratively use the
new point to determine an even earlier point. More specifically, suppose the two
equations, (4.2.36) and (4.2.37), are written as
1) F1(τm, Bτm , τ, Bτ ) = 0,
2) F2(τm, Bτm , τ, Bτ ) = 0.
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Then given τm, Bτm where τm  1 such that Bτm can be approximated by using
the asymptotic approximation formula proposed by Chen et al. [99], equations 1)
and 2) are solved to find τ and Bτ , which then become τm and Bτm to find new
τ , Bτ and so on. In this way, a set of critical prices are generated. It should be
remarked that for a fixed τ , Sf (τ) needs to be interpolated using the critical prices
at a point less than τ and at a point greater than τ (see Figure 4.1). Essentially,
Tung’s approach is an advanced Euler method, in which the integral interval [0, τ ]
is divided into unequal small pieces and such step sizes are determined through the
iteration. However, it lacks the attractiveness of B & J’s non-iterative feature which
does not require calculation of intermediate values (see Figure 4.2). On the plus
side, Tung’s method can yield very accurate results, but this accuracy of results is
at the expense of speed of calculation. A straightforward improvement on Tung’s
method to avoid the interpolation required to find Bτ would be to divide the interval
[0, τ ] into N subintervals and solve a system of 2N equations (see Figure 4.3). This
is discussed in Section 4.4.
time to expiryτ0 τ1 τ2 τ τ3
Figure 4.1: Tung’s approach
time to expiryτ0 τ
Figure 4.2: Bunch & Johnson’s approach
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time to expiryτm ' 0 τ1 τ2 τ3
· · ·
τN(= τ)
Figure 4.3: Generated multi-equation system: at τi, i = 0, 1, · · · , N , generate
two equations which are basically same as (4.2.36) and (4.2.37) so that a system
with 2N equations can be generated.
4.3 Asymptotic behaviour
In this section, the asymptotic behaviours of Sf (τ) obtained from the methods of B
& J [60], Z & H [97], Frontczak [122] and Tung [129] are analysed.
We begin by examining plots of the approximations for the optimal exercise
boundary using the methods of B & J, Z & H, Frontczak (FZ) and Tung (TN) with
the parameters: r = 0.02, σ = 0.2 and K = 1 for both short-term and long-term
American put options. The plots are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. The
horizontal axes in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are scaled time-to-expiry multiplied by the
square of volatility. The line ‘BN’ in Figure 4.4 represents the results obtained using
the Binomial Method (1000 steps), which is chosen as the benchmark for the short
times-to-expiry case. It is clear that all the results obtained via B & J, Z & H, FZ
and TN in the short-term case are very close to the benchmark. However, for the
long-term case, from Figure 4.5 it can be seen that while the curves ‘FZ’ and ‘TN’
approach the perpetual OEB, i.e. k1
1+k1
K, the curves ‘BJ’ and ‘ZH’ fall below the
perpetual OEB.
We now examine the behaviours of the approximations for the OEB by B & J
and Z & H as τ tends to infinity.
4.3.1 Long-term limit of B & J’s approximation













− 2y − 2 ln (y) + 1
4
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Figure 4.4: Optimal exercise boundary of American put options for small τ .
Parameters: r = 0.02, σ = 0.2,K = 1. ‘BJ’ represents Bunch and Johnson’s [60]
approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.8), (4.2.9) and (4.2.13); ‘ZH’ represents Zhu an He’s
[97] approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.14), (4.2.17), (4.2.18) and (4.2.22) with m = 0;
‘FZ’ represents Frontczak’s [122] approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.28); ‘TN’ represents
Tung’s [129] approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.36) and (4.2.37); ‘BN’ represents the




σ2 (k1 + 1)









It should be noted that as τ → ∞ the term y2/(σ2τ) on the right hand side of







σ2 (k1 + 1)







[(k1 − 1) y − 2 ln (y)] . (4.3.2)
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Figure 4.5: Optimal exercise boundary of longer-term American put options.
Parameters used are: r = 0.02, σ = 0.2,K = 1. ‘BJ’ represents Bunch and John-
son’s [60] approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.8), (4.2.9) and (4.2.13); ‘ZH’ represents
Zhu an He’s [97] approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.14), (4.2.17), (4.2.18) and (4.2.22)
with m = 0; ‘FZ’ represents Frontczak’s [122] approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.28);
‘TN’ represents Tung’s [129] approximation, i.e. Eq. (4.2.36) and (4.2.37).






























and thus we find
lim
τ→∞
















For k 6= 1, we use the result that for an equation of the form
Ax+B ln(x) = C,
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4.3.2 Long-term limit of Z & H’s approximation









=(k1 − 1)y − 2 ln(y) (4.3.6)
+ α(zh)τ
[






where α(zh) is given in (4.2.18), and Q is Z & H’s approximation for S ′f (τ) using











τe−Aτ = 0, for A > 0,
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which can be proven by using L’Hospital’s rule, it is clear that as τ → ∞, α(zh)














[(k1 − 1)y − 2 ln(y)] , (4.3.7)























































































4.3.3 Long-term limit of Frontczak’s approximation
Finding the limit when τ tends to infinity of the approximation for the OEB by
Frontczak shown in (4.2.28) is quite straightforward. Taking the limit on both sides
of (4.2.28) and using lim
X→∞
N(X) = 1 where N(·) is the cumulative distribution
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function of the standard normal distribution, yields
lim
τ→∞






















4.3.4 Long & short-term limit of Tung’s approximation
We now see what (4.2.37) reveals about the behaviours of Sf (τ) as τ → ∞ and as
τ → 0. We begin with the long-term limit.
Long-term limit When τ →∞,

















→ 2 and exp (−d21 (Sf (τ), K, τ) /2)→ 0. Recall-
ing (4.2.37), we expand ln(Sf (τ − x)) as









































It should be noted that S ′f (τ)→ 0 as τ →∞ and Ωt ' 0 (with the assumption that
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Wσ2τ, for αT 6= 0. (4.3.12)






(k1 − 1)σ2τ − ln
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should be noted that as τ → 0, G(τ) → ∞. From ταT = x, we have (1 − αT )τ =
τ − x. Thus, (4.3.13) can be rewritten as
WαT ∼
[√




1− αT (G(τ) + ε(τ))−G(τ)
]2
. (4.3.15)
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Now u =
√
1− αT , so αT = 1− u2 to find
W (1− u2) ∼ [G(τ) (u− 1) + uε(τ)]2
=(u− 1)2G2(τ) + 2u(u− 1)G(τ)ε(τ) +O(ε2). (4.3.16)
Dividing by 1− u both sides of (4.3.16) yields
W (1 + u) ∼ (1− u)G2(τ)− 2uG(τ)ε(τ), (4.3.17)
and putting u =
√




















G2(τ) +W + 2G(τ)ε(τ) ∼ G2(τ)−W
]
.
















[G2(τ)−W ]2 / [G2(τ) +W ]2
1 + 4G(τ)ε(τ)/[G2(τ) +W ]
.






















Substituting ε(τ) = −xG′(τ) + O(x2) = −αT τG′(τ) + O(x2) into the above and
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It should be noted that d1(Sf (τ), K, τ) ' −G(τ) → −∞ and Sf (τ)/K → 1 as
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Substituting (4.3.15) and (4.3.18) into the above yields


























































τ), we find the asymptotic be-
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It should be remarked that as τ → 0, G2 →∞ and Q, Ωt are sufficiently small, and
so we get w → 1.
In the next section, we propose five modifications to the approaches of B & J,
Frontczak and Tung to arrive at new analytical, non-iterative approximations for
the OEB of an American put option.
4.4 New approaches to find the OEB of American
put options
New Approach 1 (based on B & J’s approximation)
From the previous section we saw that for an American put option written on
a non-dividend-paying stock, B & J’s approximation leads to large errors for the
critical prices when τ is large. Specifically, the critical prices obtained from B & J’s







and in fact are always less than k1
1+k1
K. This inspires us to investigate an improved
approximation that can capture the long-term property of Sf (τ) and still maintain
the non-iterative feature of B & J’s original approach.
From the discussion in Subsection 4.2.1, it was found that the estimate of the
mean value α plays a very important role in B & J’s approximation. Our first new
approach is to provide an alternative way to approximate the α value. Recalling
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Eq.(4.2.7) in Section 4.2, it should be remarked that (4.2.7) is exact without any
approximations. It is true that α should satisfy Eq.(4.2.7) for a given τ . Therefore,





















In this case, we approximate Sf (τ(1− αL)) ≈ Sf (τ) as the free boundary tends to


















where C = (r + 1
2
σ2)2/(2σ2). Unlike B & J [60], we obtain our α value by solving
Eq.(4.4.2) numerically. This way the mean value contains information on Sf for
long-term cases and ensures the perpetual behaviour of Sf is correct. For very small
τ , B & J’s formula Eq.(4.2.13) gives a good approximation for α, and we denote this
formula as αs. Our proposed formula for α then is a combination of αL and αs as
follows:
α = e−k1ταs + (1− e−k1τ )αL. (4.4.3)
Substituting (4.4.3) into the original B & J’s approximation for Sf (τ), i.e. (4.2.8),
yields a non-iterative algebraic equation, which can be solved numerically to give a
good approximation for Sf (τ). The numerical results for our first new approach is
presented in Section 4.5.
New Approach 2 (based on B & J’s approximation)
In Section 4.2, it was shown that the optimal exercise boundary Sf (τ) should satisfy
the integral equation (4.2.35). Our second new approximation is valid for short and
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mid-term times to expiry. The idea we use, is to approximate the integral part of
(4.2.35) analytically so that (4.2.35) reduces to an algebraic equation that can be










































Expanding g(τ − s)
√









































From (4.4.4), we find
g(τ) = − [ln (Sf (τ)/K) + σ
2 (k1 + 1) τ/2]√
τ
,
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2 (Sf (τ), Sf (τ − s), s)
2
)




































where Q = k1σ
2 + [ln x/ (2στ) + σ (k1 − 3) /4]2 and x = Sf (τ)/K. Hence (4.2.35)
becomes an algebraic equation with unknown x, i.e.
1
2


















































Solving (4.4.8) numerically, we obtain our first round approximation for x. It should
be noted that in this new approach there is no mean value that needs to be estimated.
The x obtained from (4.4.8) will overestimate the true x. From the nature of the
approximation used we assume an error correction term of the form e−(ar+bσ
2)τ .
Through numerical experiments we find that a = 1/2 and b = 1/16 give good











where x satisfies (4.4.8). Numerical results of this approximation for Sf (τ) using
(4.4.9) are given in Section 4.5.
New Approach 3 (based on Frontczak’s approximation)
In Subsection 4.2.3, we reviewed the approximation for the OEB for an American put
option developed by Frontczak [122], where the assumption λ = Sf (τ−ξ)/Sf (τ) = 1
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was made by the author to calculate the integral given in (4.2.24). However, the
assumption loses applicability especially for medium to long-term American put
options. As λ increases with σ, a simple improvement on Frontczak’s approach
would be to replace λ by a slightly decreasing function of k1, and so we offer the
following formula for λ as
























N (d1 (Sf (τ) , K, τ))
, (4.4.11)
where λnew is given in (4.4.10). Note that as τ → ∞, λnew → 1 and so, as for
Frontczak’s method, this method will give the correct long-term behaviour of Sf (τ).
Numerical results of this approximation for Sf are given in Section 4.5.2.
New Approach 4 (based on Tung’s approximation)
The previous three approaches focus on solving only one integral equation, while
our next, fourth new approach is based on Tung’s method [129] where two integral
equations need to be solved simultaneously. However, unlike Tung [129], we provide
a non-iterative system here. The aim of our new approach is to reduce computational
time at a possible cost of accuracy. We apply a modified form of the mean value
theorem, which is detailed in Appendix B.1, to simplify the integral parts of (4.2.31)
and (4.2.35). As two integral equations are involved with two different mean values
we have more unknowns than equations. We provide an approximate relationship
between the two mean values involved to find a consistent system.
Let I1 be the integral part of (4.2.31) and I2 be the integral part of (4.2.35).
From the modified mean value theorem, there exists a mean value x ∈ (0, τ) such












































where Sf (τ)/Sf (τ−x) = λ1. This means that for a given τ , λ1 contains information
about the mean value of I1. Letting u = s
















































where A = σ2(1 + k1)
2/8, B = ln (λ1)
2 / (2σ2) and thus
√
AB = (1 + k1) lnλ1/4.








































Ideally we could apply a similar technique to I2 and then substitute it into (4.2.35)
to give us a second equation involving unknowns Sf (τ) and λ1 so that we have a
two-equation system for Sf (τ) and λ1 that can be solved simultaneously. However,
it should be noted that applying the modified mean value theorem to I2 introduces
a new unknown, i.e. a mean value, say ξ ∈ (0, τ) or a ratio λ2 = Sf (τ)/Sf (τ − ξ).
The two-equation system will be closed if we introduce another equation, e.g. we
assume a relationship between λ1 and λ2. However, there is no reason to expect that
λ1 ' λ2. Noting that the integrands of both I1 and I2 are singular near s = 0, in
particular, due to the s−1/2 in I1 and the s
−3/2 in I2, our new approach is to pull out
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the 1/s factor in I2 so that the integrands of both I1 and I2 have the same singular






















































































































































































































Substituting (4.4.15) into (4.2.35) yields an algebraic equation
1
4
(1 + k1)Sf (τ) erfc
(
















































Through numerical experiments we find that the error in the approximation of w
depends largely on k1 and τ . Analysing the error we arrive at the following correction
term R, and thus the corrected formula for w is given as
w̃ = w +R, (4.4.18)








)(k1−1)2 , τ ≥ 0.5, k1 6= 1
R1(τ), τ < 0.5,
and R1(τ) = −0.00085 + 0.06321τ − 0.00201τ 2.
The system consisting of (4.4.14) and (4.4.17) with (4.4.18) gives our fourth
approximation method for Sf (τ). It should be remarked that the system provided
here is closed and non-iterative, and gives directly the approximation for Sf (τ)
without the need to generate previous values of Sf (τ). This is the essential difference
to Tung’s method [129].
New Approach 5 (based on Tung’s approximation)
To avoid the interpolation required to find Sf (τ) in Tung’s method, we present
an adaptation to the method by dividing the interval [0, τ ] into N subintervals (see
Figure 4.3 in Section 4.2.4). Recalling the definitions of F1, F2, τm and Bτ in Section
4.2.4, we then generate 2N equations with 2N + 2 unknowns:

F1(τm, Bτm , τ1, Bτ1) = 0,
F2(τm, Bτm , τ1, Bτ1) = 0,
F1(τ1, Bτ1 , τ2, Bτ2) = 0,
F2(τ1, Bτ1 , τ2, Bτ2) = 0,
...
F1(τN−1, BτN−1 , τN , BτN ) = 0,
F2(τN−1, BτN−1 , τN , BτN ) = 0.
Given a τm close to 0 and a τN = τ , the 2N -equation system above is solvable using
any mathematical software such as MAPLE and MATLAB. Solving the system gives
us the value of (τ1, τ2, · · · , τN−1, Bτm , Bτ1 , · · · , BτN ), where BτN = Sf (τ). Compar-
isons of the values for Sf (τ) obtained using Tung’s method with our new approaches
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4 and 5, with the true values, are given in Section 4.5.3.
4.5 Numerical examples
We now compare numerically the results obtained from all new approaches with
those methods on which they were based and other methods reviewed. In Subsection
4.5.1 we make numerical comparisons of the optimal exercise boundaries (OEBs) for
American put options obtained using New Approach 1 (NA1) and New Approach
2 (NA2) with those obtianed using B & J’s method [60], Z & H’s method [97] and
Frontczak’s method [122]. In Subsection 4.5.2 we show numerical results obtained
using New Approach 3 (NA3) with those obtained using Frontczak’s method. In
Subsection 4.5.3, our results from New Approach 4 (NA4) and New Approach 5
(NA5) are compared with those obtained using Tung’s method [129].
4.5.1 Adaptive Bunch & Johnson (new approaches 1 and 2)
Our first and second new approaches discussed in Section 4.4 are based on the classic
B & J’s method [60]. In this subsection, we compare the numerical results of the
OEBs for American put options obtained from the two new approaches (NA 1, NA
2) with those obtained from B & J [60], Z & H [97] and Frontczak [122].
In our first example, the parameters used are: r = 0.05, σ = 0.3 and K = 100.
As NA2 was formulated for shorter term options, we are particularly interested in
the performance of the approximation NA2 for small values of τ . However we will
test both new methods for a range of τ . Firstly, the results for the OEBs with τ
varying from 0.05 years to 0.95 years are listed in Table 4.1. The values listed in
Column ‘BM’ are our benchmarks obtained from the Binomial Method with 5000
steps. The columns ‘BJ’, ‘ZH’, ‘FZ’, ‘NA1’ and ‘NA2’ represent the methods by
B & J [60], Z & H [97], Frontczak [122], our first new approach and second new
approach, respectively. From the table, we see that our ‘NA2’ outperforms with
regards to accuracy all the other approaches, with an average percentage error (APE)
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of only 0.126% and a maximum percentage error (MPE) of 0.212%. Our ‘NA1’ gives
the second best result with an APE of 0.530% and an MPE of 0.806%. For the
particular cases considered in the table, it is clear that both improvements ‘NA1’
and ‘NA2’ have provided more accurate OEBs values compared with the classical B
& J’s method and even better than the methods of Z & H and Frontczak for these
small-term American put options.
Table 4.1: Comparison of the optimal exercise boundary of American put op-
tions with short times to expiry
τ BM BJ ZH FZ NA1 NA2
0.05 87.729 87.834 88.176 88.038 87.837 87.656
(0.120%) (0.510%) (0.352%) (0.123%) (0.083%)
0.1 84.334 84.380 84.862 84.709 84.388 84.251
(0.055%) (0.627%) (0.445%) (0.064%) (0.098%)
0.2 80.397 80.241 80.911 80.761 80.263 80.239
(0.193%) (0.639%) (0.454%) (0.166%) (0.196%)
0.3 77.805 77.510 78.312 78.184 77.549 77.640
(0.379%) (0.652%) (0.487%) (0.328%) (0.212%)
0.4 75.853 75.444 76.351 76.250 75.504 75.703
(0.539%) (0.657%) (0.524%) (0.459%) (0.197%)
0.5 74.304 73.776 74.769 74.700 73.860 74.161
(0.711%) (0.625%) (0.532%) (0.599%) (0.193%)
0.55 73.466 73.048 74.079 74.026 73.144 73.494
(0.569%) (0.835%) (0.763%) (0.438%) (0.039%)
0.6 72.943 72.375 73.442 73.406 72.485 72.883
(0.778%) (0.684%) (0.635%) (0.629%) (0.083%)
0.65 72.256 71.751 72.850 72.832 71.874 72.318
(0.699%) (0.822%) (0.797%) (0.529%) (0.085%)
0.7 71.884 71.168 72.298 72.297 71.305 71.794
(0.996%) (0.577%) (0.575%) (0.806%) (0.126%)
0.75 71.317 70.622 71.781 71.798 70.773 71.305
(0.975%) (0.650%) (0.674%) (0.764%) (0.017%)
0.8 70.799 70.108 71.294 71.329 70.273 70.848
(0.977%) (0.699%) (0.748%) (0.743%) (0.068%)
0.85 70.325 69.622 70.834 70.887 69.803 70.418
(1.000%) (0.723%) (0.799%) (0.743%) (0.132%)
0.9 69.892 69.162 70.399 70.470 69.359 70.013
(1.044%) (0.725%) (0.827%) (0.763%) (0.174%)
0.95 69.496 68.726 69.985 70.075 68.938 69.631
(1.108%) (0.704%) (0.833%) (0.803%) (0.195%)
APE 0.676% 0.675% 0.630% 0.530% 0.126%
MPE 1.108% 0.835% 0.833% 0.806% 0.212%
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To examine the performance of NA1 and NA2 with different parameters, Table
4.2 lists the results for the OEBs for American put options with time to expiries
τ = 1, 2, 3 years, σ = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, r = 0.02 and K = 100. Unexpectedly, as it
was formulated for short times to expiry, our ‘NA2’ outperforms overwhelmingly all
other approaches listed in Table 4.2 with an APE of 0.240% and an MPE of 0.792%.
Our ‘NA1’ gives the second best result with an APE of 0.430% and an MPE of
1.021%. It should be noted that the results obtained using Frontczak’s approach
with the parameters used in Table 4.2 are the least accurate. This indicates that the
assumption λ = Sf (τ − ξ)/Sf (τ) = 1 is definitely not appropriate for medium-term
American put options. It will be interesting to see how our NA3 compares with
Frontczak’s method in Subsection 4.5.2.
Table 4.2: Comparison of the optimal exercise boundary of American put op-
tions with medium-to-long maturities
τ σ BM BJ ZH FZ NA1 NA2
1 0.2 74.305 73.996 74.880 74.847 74.058 74.252
(0.416%) (0.774%) (0.728%) (0.333%) (0.071%)
1 0.3 61.131 61.026 61.615 62.086 61.097 61.090
(0.172%) (0.792%) (1.563%) (0.057%) (0.068%)
1 0.4 50.150 50.152 50.438 51.180 50.226 49.890
(0.003%) (0.572%) (2.053%) (0.151%) (0.520%)
2 0.2 69.211 68.396 69.536 69.666 68.565 69.122
(1.178%) (0.468%) (0.656%) (0.935%) (0.129%)
2 0.3 53.902 53.545 54.152 54.965 53.726 53.930
(0.662%) (0.465%) (1.972%) (0.326%) (0.052%)
2 0.4 41.811 41.830 41.932 43.090 42.011 41.738
(0.047%) (0.290%) (3.060%) (0.480%) (0.173%)
3 0.2 65.940 64.966 66.257 66.554 65.267 66.101
(1.477%) (0.480%) (0.931%) (1.021%) (0.243%)
3 0.3 49.752 49.181 49.724 50.839 49.491 49.809
(1.148%) (0.057%) (2.185%) (0.524%) (0.114%)
3 0.4 37.538 37.221 37.093 38.615 37.522 37.241
(0.843%) (1.186%) (2.869%) (0.043%) (0.792%)
APE 0.661% 0.565% 1.780% 0.430% 0.240%
MPE 1.477% 1.186% 3.060% 1.021% 0.792%
As mentioned previously, American options with very long times to expiry, such
as more than 5 years, are rarely traded. However, as the motivation for NA1 was to
address the large τ values from B & J’s approximations we now consider such large
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τ values. As ‘NA2’ was not proposed for very large τ , we omit NA2 in the discussion
below.
In Figure 4.6, the OEB obtained using our NA1 and FZ is plotted in two cases:
the case k1 = 1 in Subfigure 4.6(a) and the case k1 = 10 in Subfigure 4.6(b). In both
cases, our NA1 captures the correct asymptotic behaviour of Sf (τ) as τ increases.
In particular, from Subfigure 4.6(b) it can be observed that the curve ‘FZ’ is slightly
below the line ‘Perpetual’ when 0.1 < σ2(T − t) < 0.25 where the assumption
λ = 1 made in Frontczak [122] is misspecified. For further comparisons, we list the
numerical results of the OEBs in Table 4.3 with parameter values: r = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
σ = 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, and τ = 5, 7. Our NA1 approach outperforms the other approaches
listed in Table 4.3 with an APE of 0.399% and an MPE of 0.987%.
4.5.2 Adaptive Frontczak (new approach 3)
We firstly consider the short times-to-expiry case. In Table 4.4 we compare the
results obtained from Frontczak’s (‘FZ’) method with our modification (‘NA3’) using
(4.4.10) for the short times to expiry, τ = 0.1 and 0.5. The true values of the OEBs
are obtained from the Binomial Method (‘BM’) with 5000 time steps. Relative
percentage errors of the results via ‘FZ’ and ‘NA3’ are listed in brackets below each
OEB. The row ‘APE’ lists the average percentage error of each method, and the row
‘MPE’ lists the maximum percentage error. It is clear that our NA3 improves the
average accuracy, especially for smaller k1. When k1 is large, from (4.4.10), λnew ≈ 1
and so the two approaches yield similar results. Otherwise, our modification gives
significantly more accurate OEBs for the short-term American put options tested in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.5 lists the results of the OEBs for American put options with longer
maturities, i.e. τ = 1 and 2 years. For the cases with τ = 1, the APE of the results
in Column ‘FZ’ (0.885%) is twice as large as that of the results in Column ‘NA3’
(0.328%), and for the cases τ = 2, the APE of the results in Column ‘FZ’ (1.153%) is
four times as large as the APE of the results from Column ‘NA3’ (0.250%). Moreover,
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(a) The case k1 = 1
(b) The case k1 = 10
Figure 4.6: Comparison of Fronczak’s and our new approximation for the opti-
mal exercise boundary of American put options for very large τ
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the optimal exercise boundary of American put op-
tions with very large τ
τ r σ BM BJ ZH FZ NA1
5 0.1 0.3 70.394 65.522 69.101 70.059 69.875
(6.921%) (1.838%) (0.476%) (0.738%)
5 0.2 0.3 81.931 75.324 78.484 81.340 81.779
(8.064%) (4.207%) (0.722%) (0.185%)
5 0.3 0.3 86.728 80.365 83.519 86.866 87.102
(7.337%) (3.699%) (0.160%) (0.432%)
5 0.1 0.35 64.225 59.234 62.605 63.901 63.688
(7.772%) (2.524%) (0.505%) (0.837%)
5 0.2 0.35 76.666 70.012 73.439 76.352 77.002
(8.680%) (4.209%) (0.410%) (0.438%)
5 0.3 0.35 82.840 75.842 79.250 82.901 83.352
(8.447%) (4.333%) (0.074%) (0.617%)
5 0.1 0.4 58.044 53.476 56.409 58.131 57.915
(7.870%) (2.816%) (0.150%) (0.222%)
5 0.2 0.4 71.967 64.877 68.466 71.408 72.218
(9.851%) (4.864%) (0.777%) (0.348%)
5 0.3 0.4 78.628 71.332 74.933 78.781 78.451
(9.279%) (4.699%) (0.195%) (0.225%)
7 0.1 0.3 69.819 63.949 67.553 69.433 69.812
(8.408%) (3.245%) (0.554%) (0.011%)
7 0.2 0.3 81.698 74.432 77.855 81.452 81.980
(8.894%) (4.703%) (0.300%) (0.345%)
7 0.3 0.3 87.387 79.751 83.209 86.933 87.171
(8.738%) (4.781%) (0.519%) (0.247%)
7 0.1 0.35 63.228 57.493 60.986 63.043 63.470
(9.070%) (3.545%) (0.292%) (0.384%)
7 0.2 0.35 76.949 68.980 72.610 76.380 77.166
(10.357%) (5.640%) (0.740%) (0.281%)
7 0.3 0.35 83.237 75.133 78.834 82.994 83.401
(9.735%) (5.289%) (0.291%) (0.197%)
7 0.1 0.4 57.473 51.628 54.775 57.086 57.553
(10.170%) (4.695%) (0.674%) (0.139%)
7 0.2 0.4 71.937 63.732 67.466 71.326 72.327
(11.405%) (6.214%) (0.849%) (0.542%)
7 0.3 0.4 78.693 70.534 74.411 78.874 79.469
(10.368%) (5.440%) (0.230%) (0.987%)
APE 8.965% 4.263% 0.440% 0.399%
MPE 11.405% 6.214% 0.849% 0.987%
the MPEs of the results obtained from our NA3 are significantly smaller than the
corresponding MPEs of the results obtained from Frontczak’s method.
In Table 4.6 the results of the OEBs for long-term American put options with
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Table 4.4: Comparisons of Sf (τ) for short-term American put options
τ = 0.1 τ = 0.5
r σ k1 BM FZ NA3 BM FZ NA3
0.01 0.1 2 93.763 93.940 93.875 88.870 89.086 88.890
(0.189%) (0.120%) (0.243%) (0.023%)
0.03 0.1 6 95.200 95.305 95.305 92.127 92.151 92.146
(0.110%) (0.110%) (0.026%) (0.020%)
0.05 0.1 10 95.926 95.983 95.983 93.707 93.629 93.629
(0.059%) (0.059%) (0.083%) (0.083%)
0.01 0.2 0.5 86.511 86.844 86.242 75.881 76.491 75.710
(0.385%) (0.311%) (0.804%) (0.226%)
0.03 0.2 1.5 88.943 89.224 88.989 81.221 81.572 81.247
(0.315%) (0.052%) (0.433%) (0.032%)
0.05 0.2 2.5 90.225 90.436 90.416 84.030 84.175 84.051
(0.234%) (0.212%) (0.174%) (0.026%)
0.01 0.4 0.125 72.730 73.317 72.371 54.010 55.052 53.268
(0.808%) (0.494%) (1.929%) (1.373%)
0.03 0.4 0.375 76.603 77.106 76.490 61.140 62.053 61.176
(0.658%) (0.147%) (1.493%) (0.058%)
0.05 0.4 0.625 78.545 79.079 78.501 65.181 65.852 65.198
(0.680%) (0.056%) (1.029%) (0.026%)
APE 0.382% 0.173% 0.690% 0.208%
MPE 0.808% 0.494% 1.929% 1.373%
τ = 5, 7 are listed. In general, our NA3 provides more accurate values for the OEB
as the APEs of ‘FZ’ for both the cases τ = 5 and τ = 7 are more than twice as
large as that from ‘NA3’. For very large values of k1, as mentioned previously the
errors of the OEBs via ‘FZ’ and ‘NA3’ are equivalent as expected. We emphasise
again that although American options written on very long times to expiry, such as
5 or 7 years, are very rarely traded in real financial markets, we consider these very
long-term expiries here for theoretical purposes.
In conclusion, Frontczak’s approach can be improved by using the new formula
(4.4.10) for λnew. Our modification significantly improves the overall accuracy of
the OEBs for American put options, especially for short and medium τ with k1 < 2.
As k1 increases, the value of λnew tends to 1 so our modification approaches that of
Frontczak’s method.
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Table 4.5: Comparisons of Sf (τ) for medium-term American put options
τ = 1 τ = 2
r σ k1 BM FZ NA3 BM FZ NA3
0.01 0.1 2 85.957 86.263 85.988 82.696 83.022 82.810
(0.356%) (0.036%) (0.395%) (0.138%)
0.03 0.1 6 90.575 90.520 90.405 89.047 88.833 88.832
(0.061%) (0.187%) (0.240%) (0.242%)
0.05 0.1 10 92.778 92.528 92.451 91.943 91.505 91.505
(0.270%) (0.352%) (0.476%) (0.476%)
0.01 0.2 0.5 70.020 70.652 69.822 63.381 64.148 63.412
(0.902%) (0.284%) (1.209%) (0.049%)
0.03 0.2 1.5 77.088 77.502 77.143 72.906 73.183 72.851
(0.536%) (0.070%) (0.381%) (0.075%)
0.05 0.2 2.5 80.886 81.022 80.777 78.035 77.846 77.696
(0.168%) (0.134%) (0.242%) (0.435%)
0.01 0.4 0.125 44.786 45.991 43.981 35.629 36.995 35.603
(2.692%) (1.796%) (3.835%) (0.072%)
0.03 0.4 0.375 53.673 54.633 53.690 46.393 47.262 46.489
(1.789%) (0.032%) (1.873%) (0.205%)
0.05 0.4 0.625 58.758 59.457 58.791 52.308 53.212 52.599
(1.191%) (0.056%) (1.727%) (0.555%)
APE 0.885% 0.328% 1.153% 0.250%
MPE 2.692% 1.796% 3.835% 0.555%
4.5.3 Adaptive Tung (new approaches 4 and 5)
Our NA4 and NA5 are based on the method by Tung [129], in which unlike B & J [60]
and Frontczak [122] a two-equation system needs to be solved. One key motivation
for our NA4 was to improve the efficiency of solving the system while maintaining
reasonable accuracy. Therefore, in this subsection, we compare the numerical results
obtained from our NA4 and NA5 with Tung’s method with regards to both accuracy
and efficiency.
In Table 4.7, numerical results for the OEBs of American put options with
τ = 0.1 and 0.5 years are listed. As we mentioned in Section 4.2.4 (see Figure 4.3),
our NA5 based on Tung’s approach was formulated by solving a multi-equation
system, in which the interval between 0 and τ was divided into N subintervals.
In our numerical tests, we chose N = 10 in order to balance the efficiency and
accuracy of our method. The results are listed in the column ‘NA5’. Comparing the
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Table 4.6: Comparisons of Sf (τ) for long-term American put options
τ = 5 τ = 7
r σ k1 BM FZ NA3 BM FZ NA3
0.01 0.1 2 78.141 78.280 78.131 76.383 76.490 76.381
(0.179%) (0.012%) (0.139%) (0.003%)
0.03 0.1 6 87.285 86.786 86.786 86.745 86.182 86.182
(0.572%) (0.572%) (0.649%) (0.649%)
0.05 0.1 10 91.236 90.563 90.563 91.068 90.435 90.435
(0.738%) (0.738%) (0.695%) (0.695%)
0.01 0.2 0.5 54.146 55.070 54.425 50.991 51.788 51.203
(1.706%) (0.516%) (1.561%) (0.415%)
0.03 0.2 1.5 67.561 67.622 67.310 65.765 65.793 65.501
(0.090%) (0.372%) (0.043%) (0.401%)
0.05 0.2 2.5 74.755 74.152 74.094 73.577 73.102 73.074
(0.807%) (0.885%) (0.644%) (0.683%)
0.01 0.4 0.125 25.188 26.400 25.545 22.053 23.133 22.515
(4.810%) (1.417%) (4.895%) (2.093%)
0.03 0.4 0.375 37.756 38.569 37.945 35.073 35.900 35.365
(2.153%) (0.501%) (2.359%) (0.832%)
0.05 0.4 0.625 45.644 46.081 45.516 43.248 43.991 43.454
(0.958%) (0.280%) (1.718%) (0.475%)
APE 1.335% 0.588% 1.411% 0.694%
MPE 4.810% 1.417% 4.895% 2.093%
true values which are obtained using the Binomial Method with 5000 time steps, it
can be seen that when k1 = 10, the relative errors of the results in Column ‘NA5’ are
the smallest. In general, the average percentage errors of the results obtained using
‘Tung’, ‘NA5’ and ‘NA4’ are all very small: 0.102%, 0.237% and 0.260%, respectively.
For American put options with longer times to expiries, the numerical results for
the OEBs are listed in Table 4.8. The average percentage errors of the results
obtained using ‘Tung’, ‘NA5’ and ‘NA4’ increase slightly but still remain very small,
being 0.221%, 0.351% and 0.458%, respectively. However, the significant difference
in performance between Tung’s method and ‘NA4’, ‘NA5’ is the computation time.
For instance, the CPUs of running the examples in Table 4.8 using Tung’s method,
‘NA4’ and ‘NA5’ are 491.074 seconds, 1.497 seconds and 2.101 seconds, respectively.
We conclude this section by summarising the performance of all the approaches
tested in Tables 4.1 - 4.8 with regards to average percentage errors and CPU times.
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Table 4.7: Comparison of Sf (τ) of American put options with short τ
τ r σ k1 BM Tung NA5 NA4
0.1 0.01 0.4 0.125 72.730 72.536 72.329 72.155
(0.266%) (0.552%) (0.790%)
0.1 0.03 0.4 0.375 76.603 76.466 76.332 76.236
(0.178%) (0.354%) (0.478%)
0.1 0.01 0.2 0.5 86.511 86.449 86.365 86.261
(0.071%) (0.169%) (0.289%)
0.1 0.01 0.1 2 93.763 93.768 93.727 93.697
(0.005%) (0.039%) (0.070%)
0.1 0.05 0.1 10 95.926 95.965 95.929 95.891
(0.041%) (0.003%) (0.036%)
0.5 0.01 0.4 0.125 54.010 53.939 53.719 53.848
(0.131%) (0.539%) (0.300%)
0.5 0.03 0.4 0.375 61.140 61.044 60.883 61.166
(0.157%) (0.420%) (0.043%)
0.5 0.01 0.2 0.5 75.881 75.940 75.745 75.718
(0.078%) (0.179%) (0.215%)
0.5 0.01 0.1 2 88.870 88.842 88.774 88.877
(0.032%) (0.107%) (0.008%)
0.5 0.05 0.1 10 93.707 93.765 93.716 93.629
(0.062%) (0.010%) (0.083%)
APE 0.102% 0.237% 0.231%
MPE 0.266% 0.552% 0.790%
CPU (seconds) 184.674 2.017 1.435
The results are listed in Table 4.9. The CPU time for each method used is the total
calculation time for both short-term and long-term cases, and the APE is the average
of the errors for both short-term and long-term cases. We see that all the approaches
provide reasonably accurate OEBs (the APEs are less than 1.3%) compared with
the true values (obtained using the Binomial Method with 5000 time steps). Tung’s
answers compared with the other approaches give the smallest APE, but it takes
significantly longer to calculate. In comparison, NA2 was almost as accurate and yet
was 100 times faster in calculating the answers. It should be remarked that our NA1
and NA2 not only improve the accuracy of OEBs compared with the original BJ but
also the computation time. Similarly, our NA4 and NA5 significantly improve the
calculation speed with only slight sacrifices in accuracy compared with the original
method by Tung [129].
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Table 4.8: Comparison of Sf (τ) of American put options with large τ
τ r σ k1 BM Tung NA5 NA4
1 0.01 0.4 0.125 44.786 44.886 44.565 44.863
(0.224%) (0.493%) (0.172%)
1 0.03 0.4 0.375 53.673 53.865 53.381 53.788
(0.357%) (0.545%) (0.214%)
1 0.01 0.2 0.5 70.020 69.844 69.700 69.835
(0.252%) (0.458%) (0.265%)
1 0.01 0.1 2 85.957 85.982 85.935 86.047
(0.029%) (0.026%) (0.105%)
1 0.05 0.1 10 92.778 92.738 92.892 92.528
(0.043%) (0.123%) (0.270%)
2 0.01 0.4 0.125 35.629 35.838 35.496 35.941
(0.588%) (0.372%) (0.876%)
2 0.03 0.4 0.375 46.393 46.517 45.986 46.516
(0.266%) (0.879%) (0.263%)
2 0.01 0.2 0.5 63.381 63.467 63.100 63.339
(0.135%) (0.444%) (0.066%)
2 0.01 0.1 2 82.696 82.867 82.690 82.808
(0.208%) (0.006%) (0.136%)
2 0.05 0.1 10 91.943 91.844 91.791 91.505
(0.107%) (0.165%) (0.476%)
APE 0.221% 0.351% 0.284%
MPE 0.588% 0.879% 0.876%
CPU (seconds) 491.074 2.101 1.497
Table 4.9: Comparisons of the CPU time (in second) and av-
erage percentage error (APE)
Methods CPU a APE b Methods CPU a APE b
BJ 0.516 0.669% NA1 0.453 0.480%
ZH 0.437 0.620% NA2 0.485 0.183%
FZ 0.406 1.205% NA3 0.422 0.240%
Tung 337.874 0.162% NA4 1.466 0.257%
NA5 2.059 0.294%
a It is timed in second for both short-term and medium-term
cases listed in Table 4.1 - 4.8.
b It is an average of the APEs for short-term and medium-
term cases Table 4.1 - 4.8.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we focused on analytical approximations for the optimal exercise
boundary (OEB) of American put options by solving integral equations. Some
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popular and well-known approaches that fall into this category were reviewed in
Section 4.2. Driven by the non-iterative feature of the method by Bunch and Johnson
[60] and the ideas behind the methods by Frontczak [122] and Tung [129], five new
approaches were proposed in Section 4.5. In particular, New Approach 1 focused
on addressing the limit of the OEB as τ tends to infinity. New Approach 2 was
formulated for short-to-mid-term options and was inspired by the form of Bunch
and Johnson’s approximation formula for the OEB. New Approach 3 was based on
the method by Frontczak [122], and provided a new formula for λ = Sf (τ−ξ)/Sf (τ)
that led to more accurate OEB values. New Approaches 4 & 5 were designed
to improve the computational speed of Tung’s method [129] for a possibly small
sacrifice in accuracy. Numerical discussions in Section 4.5 show that most of our
new approaches not only give very accurate values for the OEBs but outperform the
methods on which they were based in both accuracy and efficiency.
Chapter 5
Quadratic approximation for the
optimal exercise boundary of
American options
In Chapter 4, we have discussed the valuation of American options based on solving
integral equations. In this chapter, we focus on another popular analytical ap-
proximation method for American option pricing, which is known as the ‘quadratic
approximation’. It was first proposed by MacMillan [25] and Barone-Adesi and
Whaley [26] in the 1980s, and then developed by many other researchers, such as
Ju and Zhong [59], Li [105] and more recently Fatone et al. [127].
This chapter is organised as follows. An introduction of the quadratic approx-
imation method is given in Section 5.1. We review the classic method in detail
in Section 5.2 and then some modifications of the method by other researchers in
Section 5.3. We then present our alternative improvement on the method in Section
5.4 and provide numerical results in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6, we present our
conclusions.
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5.1 Introduction
Pricing American options is not as straightforward as pricing European options
even under the Black-Scholes (BS) framework because of the complexity involved
with the early exercise right associated with American options [53]. The time-
dependent optimal exercise price Sf (τ), which is unknown as a priori, makes the
pricing problem become highly non-linear as the domain of the solution varies with
time. The valuation of American options is therefore known a ‘free boundary prob-
lem’. Considering an American put option, the optimal exercise boundary divides
the domain of the underlying asset into two regions: a continuation region, i.e.
Σc = {(S, τ)|Sf (τ) < S <∞, 0 ≤ τ ≤ T}, in which the American put option should
be held, and an exercise region, i.e. Σs = {(S, τ)|0 < S ≤ Sf (τ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ T},
in which the option should be optimally exercised. In the continuation region, the
value of the American put option P (S, τ) satisfies the BS PDE, while in the exer-
cise region, P (S, τ) = K − S. For a long time, it was believed that ‘an analytical
formula does not exist for the value of an American option where an early exer-
cise may be optimal’ [51]. Even so, Zhu [90] found a formula for the value of an
American put option in the form of an infinite series using the so-called homotopy-
analysis method. However, the convergence of this formula is rather slow so that
is lose attractiveness comparing with some fast analytical approximation method
from a computational point of view. Driven by the need to simplify computational
costs, many researchers have made efforts to seek analytical approximations to the
problem of pricing American options. Geske and Johnson [23] derived an analytical
approximate formula using a technique to decompose an American option into a se-
quence of Bermuda options (which can only be exercised on predetermined dates),
with the number of exercise dates increasing to the American option’s expiry date.
Johnson [19] proposed an approximation for an American put option price by lin-
early combining a lower bound, which was the value of the corresponding European
put option, and an upper bound, which was the value of a European put option
with an exercise price that is constant in present value terms.
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A popular analytical approximation is the quadratic approximation. With the
quadratic approximation, the early exercise premium, which is the difference be-
tween the price of an American option and its corresponding European option, i.e.
%(S, τ) = P (S, τ)− p(S, τ) (or C(S, τ)− c(S, τ)), (5.1.1)
is assumed to take a specific form. Substituting this form into the BS PDE and
ignoring one term in the resultant PDE yields an approximate ODE for the exercise
premium. The idea behind the quadratic approximation method is simple and
reasonably credible so that this technique has been used to approximate many other
kinds of financial derivatives which have no closed-form formulae for their prices. For
example, Chang et al. [93] applied the quadratic approximation method to pricing
American barrier (knock-out) and floating-strike lookback options; Chang and Tsao
[110] applied the quadratic approximation method to valuating Asian strike options,
the payoffs of which are dependent on the geometrical or arithmetical average price
of the underlying assets over a fixed time horizon.
There have now been many modifications proposed to the quadratic approxi-
mation method mostly for the purpose of addressing the inaccuracy of the method
for long maturity options. Some of the modifications and developments of the orig-
inal quadratic approximation method have been reviewed in detail in Section 5.3.
The aim of this chapter is to extend the quadratic method to lead more accurate
option prices with any times to expiry. Not only do we demonstrate how this can
be done, we also compare our results in terms of accuracy and efficiency with those
of previous approaches.
5.2 A classic method
Barone-Adesi and Whaley [26] assumed that the premium (5.1.1) took the form
%(S, τ) = h(τ)f(S, h) and chose h(τ) = 1− e−rτ , and then derived an approximate
solution for the price of American options. In detail, substituting %(S, τ) = (1 −
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where k1 = 2r/σ
2 and k2 = 2(r− q)/σ2. It should be noted that (5.2.1) is only valid
in the continuation region of the American option. To further simplify the problem,
they argued that the last term on the left-hand side of (5.2.1) was small so that
could be ignored, as for very short times to expiry the term 1− h is obviously close
to 0, and for very long times to expiry the term ∂f/∂h is close to 0. Indeed, when
τ tends to ∞, h converges to a constant, and so the derivative term approaches 0.
Hence they ignored the last term and approximated Eq. (5.2.1) as a second-order









f = 0. (5.2.2)
The above equation can be solved as an ODE, specifically as an Euler equation and




where a1, a2 are to be determined and q1, q2 are the roots of the quadratic equation
q2 + (k2 − 1)q − k1/h = 0. (5.2.4)
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with the term k1/h > 0. To determine a1, a2 and Sf (τ), the appropriate boundary
conditions at S = Sf (τ) and as S →∞ are applied.
In the following, the detailed derivation of applying the boundary conditions for
American put options is reviewed. First, it is known that when S → ∞, the price
of both the American and European put options approaches 0 as the options will
expire worthless. Hence for the early exercise premium
lim
S→∞
%(S, τ) = 0.
From Eqs. (5.2.3), (5.2.5), (5.2.6), with
lim
S→∞
f(S, τ) = 0, (5.2.7)
it is found that a2 = 0 so that the approximate value of the American put option is
simplified as
P (S, τ) = p(S, τ) + a1hS
q1 . (5.2.8)
To determine a1, the boundary condition, i.e.
∂P
∂S
(Sf (τ), τ) = −1, is applied to find
− 1 = ∂p
∂S











(Sf (τ), τ) represents the delta of European put options at S = Sf (τ). With





It is worth noting that a1 > 0 for τ > 0 as q1 < 0 and N(−d1(Sf (τ))e−qτ < 1.
It should be remarked that there still remains the unknown free boundary Sf (τ)
in a1 to be determined. To obtain this free boundary, the condition of the value of
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the American put option at the free boundary is applied, i.e.
K − Sf (τ) = p(Sf (τ), τ) + a1hSf (τ)q1 , (5.2.12)
and substituting Eq. (5.2.11) into the above equation we get






Eq. (5.2.13) is a transcendental equation which can be solved for Sf (τ) as its root.
For a given time to expiry τ , numerically solving Eq. (5.2.13) gives the value of the
free boundary at τ . Once Sf (τ) is found, it can be substituted into Eq. (5.2.11) to get
a1 so that the approximate American put option value Eq. (5.2.8) for S > Sf (τ) can
be found. For S ≤ Sf (τ), the American put option should be exercised immediately,
so P (S, τ) = K − S. Therefore,
P (S, τ) =





q1 , for S > Sf (τ), and
K − S, for S ≤ Sf (τ),
(5.2.14)
where Sf (τ) is obtained from Eq. (5.2.13).
This simple and yet elegant approach has been widely used to evaluate American
options with either short times to expiry (less than 1 year) or very long times
to expiry (more than 5 years). In other cases, the neglected term in (5.2.1), i.e.
(1− h)k1(∂f/∂h), will not be small, and so the approximation formula (5.2.14) will
lead to significant errors in the valuation [65].
5.3 Modifications to the quadratic approximation
The classic quadratic method outlined in the previous section suffers many draw-
backs as noted by researchers, such as Ju and Zhong [59], Andrikopoulos [91] and
Li [105]. In this section, we shall review some proposed modifications of the clas-
sic quadratic approximation in detail. In particular, we focus on the valuation of
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American put options.
One of the important modifications was proposed by Barone-Adesi and El-
liott [32], who assumed that the early exercise premium was of the form %(S, τ) =
A(τ) (S/Sf (τ))
m(τ), where A > 0 and m < 0 are two functions of τ that need to
be determined. Substituting this particular form of the early exercise premium into


























Dividing both sides by A (S/Sf )
m in Eq. (5.3.1) yields
1
2















In order to obtain a solution, in which A and m are independent of S, the last term
on the LHS of (5.3.2) is assumed to be small so that it can be omitted. This then
leads to a quadratic equation,














where k1 = 2r/σ
2 and k2 = 2(r − q)/σ2. However, one should be aware that
their resultant approximation could cause mispricings when S is far from the free
boundary or when dm/dτ is large. At the boundary S = Sf (τ), they found
P (Sf (τ), τ) = K − Sf (τ) = p(Sf (τ), τ) + A(τ), (5.3.4)
∂P
∂S






(Sf (τ), τ) = 0 =
∂p
∂τ
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and hence




















(Sf (τ), τ). (5.3.9)
To find the unknown free boundary Sf (τ), Eq. (5.3.9) was then substituted into
(5.3.3) to get







(Sf (τ), τ) = 0. (5.3.10)



















Equating Eq. (5.3.8) and (5.3.11) gave
2Sf
[



















Using (5.3.7) and rearranging (5.3.12) led to















− (k2 − 1)−
√












and A was given in Eq. (5.3.7).
Once Sf (τ) was found by numerically solving (5.3.13), the value of A(τ) and
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m(τ) could be found so that an approximate value of the American put option could
be determined. It should be noted that Eq.(5.3.13) is in fact the same as Eq.(5.2.13)
except that q1 in Eq. (5.2.13) is now replaced by q
(BE)
1 defined in Eq.(5.3.14). This
is why this method is often known as the ‘refined quadratic approximation’.
Another modification was proposed by Allegretto et al. [43] in 1995, which is in
fact an improvement of Barone-Adesi and Elliott [32]. As the last term on the LHS
of Eq. (5.3.1) was neglected, rather than adding a correction term they introduced
a factor ρ ∈ [1, 2] so that the effect of dm
d τ
was not completely ignored. Therefore, in
their approach, Eq.(5.3.3) became







(Sf (τ), τ) = 0. (5.3.15)
However, ρ still needed to be determined a priori. As their way of approximation
the value of ρ was chosen such that %(Sf (τ), τ) = A. Three cases were considered to
determine empirically the formula for ρ: r = q, r = q/2 and q = 0. In each case σ
varied from 0.2 to 0.4 and r from 0.04 to 0.2. The empirical formula for ρ was then
given by:
in the case of r = q,
ρ = 1.2952 + 4.3338× 10−2k1 − 4.6591× 10−3k21 + 2.1452× 10−4k31; (5.3.16)
in the case of r = q/2 ,
ρ = 1.227 + 0.12066k1 − 4.2737× 10−2k21 + 5.453× 10−3k31; (5.3.17)
in the case of q = 0,
ρ = 1.2495− 4.15× 10−2σ. (5.3.18)
However, there are more general cases, such as r > q (q 6= 0), that can occur in
the financial markets, which indicate that Eqs. (5.3.16) - (5.3.18) are not sufficient.
Therefore, a further modification is needed for more general option pricing problems.
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Ju and Zhong [59] modified the classic quadratic method by adding a correction




2 ). They assumed
f
(Ju)





1 , where λ was independent of h, i.e. ∂λ/∂h =
0. The term f
(Ju)
1 satisfied Eq. (5.2.2) and the second term f
(Ju)





+ (2q1 + k2)S
∂λ
∂S










In order to solve the above equation without knowing an explicit formula of f
(Ju)
1 ,
they made their second approximation by treating the third term in Eq. (5.3.19) as
a constant. Thus, Eq. (5.3.19) was in fact treated as a second-order inhomogeneous
ODE. After solving and simplifying (5.3.19), they obtained the value of American
put options in the continuous region (i.e. S > Sf (τ)) as
P (S, τ) = p(S, τ) +
K − Sf − p(Sf , τ)






where X = ln(S/Sf ),
b =
(1− h)k1q(Ju)
2 (2q(Ju) + k2 − 1)
, (5.3.21)
c = c0 −
(1− h)k1
2q(Ju) + k2 − 1
(
1 + pS(Sf , τ)














− pτ (Sf , τ)












(k2 − 1)2 + 4k1/h
. (5.3.24)
The free boundary Sf was found by solving the equation,
(1 + pS (Sf , τ))Sf + q1 (K − Sf − p (Sf , τ)) = 0, (5.3.25)
which was obtained by applying the boundary condition PS(Sf , τ) = −1 into Eq.
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(5.3.20). Once Sf was calculated, it could be substituted into Eqs. (5.3.20) - (5.3.23)
to compute the value of the American put option. It should be remarked that Ju
and Zhong [59] omitted the term
d ln(Sf )
dh
in (5.3.23), i.e. letting c ∼ c0, during their
computation. From Eq. (5.3.22), c includes the term
d ln(Sf )
dh
, which is unknown and
more complicated than Sf . In order to keep the feature of solving for Sf and the
option value non-iteratively, assuming that ln(Sf ) is independent from h seems to
be straightforward. In fact, it is clear that the approximation for the free boundary
of the American option given by Eq. (5.3.25) is actually the same as Barone-Adesi
and Whaley [26], but the approximation for the value of American options differs
from Barone-Adesi and Whaley [26].
An interesting modification was proposed by Andrikopoulos [91], who replaced
the term h(τ) = 1 − e−rτ in the classic quadratic method of Barone-Adesi and
Whaley [26] with ĥ(τ) = 1− e−zτ , where z was an unknown positive constant to be


















and so was the q1 in (5.2.13). As the variable z was introduced, there were two
unknowns (i.e. Sf (τ) and z) in the resultant equation. Therefore, they found











in which they treated Sf (τ) as a variable. They argued that as the price of a
European option was independent from the free boundary of the the American
put option that ∂p
∂Sf
= 0. However, the condition (5.3.27) has not been proven
by the author or by any other researcher that we have found. As we shall see in
our numerical study in Section 5.5, the results obtained from this approach show
relatively large errors in the critical stock price.
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For a comparison study, Li [105] reviewed several approximations for the free
boundary of American put options, e.g. [47, 60, 89], and proposed two approxi-
mations. Their approximations were based on the approach by Ju and Zhong [59].
Noticing that Eq. (5.3.25) excluded the effect of c, their first approximation was to
modify Eq. (5.3.25) to
(1 + pS (Sf , τ))Sf + (q1 + c0) (K − Sf − p (Sf , τ)) = 0. (5.3.28)
Their second approximation was given by
(1 + pS (Sf , τ))Sf + (q1 + c) (K − Sf − p (Sf , τ)) = 0, (5.3.29)
where c and c0 were given in Eqs. (5.3.22) and (5.3.23) respectively. The term
d ln(Sf )
dh
in Eq. (5.3.22) needed to be approximated before using Eq. (5.3.29). They gave an
approximate formula for the term based on the implicit function theorem given that
Eq.(5.3.25) defined the free boundary as a function of h implicitly. For convenience,
let the LHS of (5.3.25) be denoted F (Sf , h) and then they differentiated with respect
to h both sides of Eq. (5.3.25) to find
∂F
∂h









= − ∂F (Sf , h)/∂h












∂F (Sf , h)/∂h
∂F (Sf , h)/∂Sf
. (5.3.31)
For simplification, let ∂F (Sf , h)/∂h = H1 and ∂F (Sf , h)/∂Sf = H2, and then
H1 =
q1pτ (Sf , τ)
r(1− h)












− d1 (Sf , K, τ)
)
,
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and
H2 = (1− q1) (1 + pS(Sf , τ)) +





As Eq. (5.3.29) was proposed to provide a more accurate approximation for Sf
than Eq. (5.3.25), it was natural to ask whether a more accurate approximation for
d ln(Sf )
d h
could be obtained by using Eq. (5.3.29). However, the author argued that
using Eq.(5.3.29) would make the algebra complicated and unmanageable [105].
More recently, Fatone et al. [127] constructed a series solution for Eq. (5.2.1)
where f =
∑∞









f̂0 = 0, (5.3.34)
with conditions
























f̂0(S, h) = 0, (5.3.37)



















































f̂n(S, h) = 0. (5.3.41)
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The zero-th order problem was in fact the classic method illustrated in the Section
5.2, and thus f̂0 = a1hS
q1 , where a1 was given in Eq. (5.2.11) where Sf was replaced
by Ŝf 0, and q1 was given in Eq. (5.2.5). To produce the right hand side of Eq.
(5.3.38) for n = 1, a new unknown term ∂Ŝf 0/∂h (or ∂Ŝf 0/∂τ) made the problem
unsolvable, as a1 was represented by Ŝf 0. In order to address this problem, they
omitted the term that included the dependence of Ŝfn on τ in their calculation.
5.4 A new approximation
In the previous section, some major modifications on the classic quadratic approxi-
mation have been reviewed. In this section we shall describe an alternative way to
improve the classic method to provide more accurate results for Sf (τ) for American
put options with medium times to expiry (i.e. 1 to 5 years).
Reviewing the classic quadratic approximation method presented in Section 5.2,
one can see that the method hinges on omitting the last term in the right hand side of
Eq. (5.2.1) which then leads to a homogeneous ODE (see Eq. (5.2.2)). As mentioned
in Section 5.2, the omitted term (1−h)k1 ∂f∂h is close to 0 when τ approaches 0 or∞.
However for medium times to expiry, the magnitude of this term is not so obvious.
In Figure 5.1, we illustrate the approximate size of the term (1−h)k1 ∂f∂h for different
τ = 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 3 years by using the integral representation of the early exercise
premium given in Kim [31]. From Figure 5.1, we can see that the assumption of
letting (1 − h)k1 ∂f∂h = 0 for all times to expiry is not reasonable and will lead to
serious mispricings for options with medium times to expiry, such as τ = 1 and
τ = 3. Therefore, in our new approximation we focus on dealing with this neglect.
Let (1− h)k1 ∂f∂h = g(S, h), where g(S, h) 6= 0 is a known function (which will be









f = g, (5.4.1)
which is in fact a non-homogeneous ODE. The solution to Eq. (5.4.1) is the sum of
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Figure 5.1: Plots of the omitted term in the classic quadratic approximation for
different τ = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 3 year. Other parameters: r = 0.02, σ = 0.2,K = 100
the complementary solution, i.e. general solution f1 to the corresponding homoge-





where q1 and q2 are defined as in Eq.(5.2.5) - (5.2.6), and the two functions of h, a1











W (ξq1 , ξq2)
dξ, (5.4.3)
where W (Sq1 , Sq2) is the Wronskian of the two linearly independent functions, so






∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = q2ξq1+q2−1 − q1ξq2+q1−1 = (q2 − q1)ξq1+q2−1.
(5.4.4)
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In order to satisfy the boundary condition lim
S→∞













































Using P (Sf (τ), τ) = K − Sf (τ), we have
f(Sf (τ), τ) =
K − Sf (τ)− p(Sf (τ), τ)
h
= a1Sf (τ)
q1 + a2Sf (τ)
q2 . (5.4.11)
Substituting the expressions for a1 and a2 into Eq. (5.4.11) gives an equation which
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has only one unknown variable Sf (τ),





















= −e−qτN (−d1 (Sf (τ))). It should be noted that the difference
between Eq. (5.4.12) in our method with Eq. (5.2.13) of the classic method is the
non-zero term on the right hand side of the above equation. It is obvious that the
integral in Eq. (5.4.12) may increase the computational expense in calculating Sf (τ)
to some degree; however, our goal is to sacrifice some reasonable efficiency to achieve
higher accuracy for pricing options with any expiry times.
Now we consider the term g(S, h). Recalling the definition of g(S, h) and using
the chain rule, we have































(P − p) , (5.4.13)
where dτ
dh
= 1/ (r (1− h)). Hence, if we have an approximate formula for the price
of American put options, an approximation of g(S, h) can be obtained. There are
several analytical approximations for the value of American options that have been
found by other researchers such as Zhu [89] and Wang [96] that could be used for
P (S, τ) in Eq. (5.4.13). In the following we use the approximation for P as given
by Wang [96].
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5.5 Numerical examples
In this section, we compare our approach with that of the classic method reviewed in
Section 5.2. To obtain the function g on the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (5.4.12),
we use the approximation for American put option prices provided by Wang [96].
Wang’s approximation is in the form of a weighted average of the prices of two
European put options with different strike prices (i.e. K and Kerτ respectively).
That is





























where δ = p(S, τ ;Kerτ ) − p(S, τ ;K). Eq. (5.4.12) now has only one unknown
variable, namely Sf (τ) which can be solved for numerically for a given τ .
Figure 5.2 shows plots of the integrand g(S, h)/Sq2+1 in the integral on the RHS
of (5.4.12) using Eq. (5.5.3). It can be seen that it is integrable and that when S
approaches infinity, the integrand tends to 0. Hence in practice, we set the upper
limit of the integration to SMAX = 500. It should be noted that SMAX differs for
different strike prices K. We use Simpson’s rule to calculate the integration with
100 partitions when we solve (5.4.12) numerically for Sf (τ).
We focus our numerical test on the optimal exercise boundary Sf (τ) for Amer-
ican put options, as once Sf (τ) is obtained, the value of American puts is easy to
calculate using Kim’s [31] formula (or any other approximate formula). We test
two groups of American put options: short-term and long to medium-term. The
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(a) τ = 0.1, σ = 0.4, r = 0.08 (b) τ = 0.25, σ = 0.2, r = 0.12
(c) τ = 0.5, σ = 0.4, r = 0.12 (d) τ = 1, σ = 0.2, r = 0.04
(e) τ = 2, σ = 0.4, r = 0.04 (f) τ = 3, σ = 0.4, r = 0.12
Figure 5.2: Plots of the integrand in the integral of (5.4.12) for several special
cases: K = 100 and g as in (5.5.3).
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short-term group includes three times to expiry values: τ = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 year, and
for each τ , six cases are considered with various r and σ. Similarly, the medium to
long group includes expiries τ = 1, 2, and 3 years. The results are shown in Tables
5.1 and 5.2 where our approach is denoted as ‘New’, and the classic approach [26] is
denoted as ‘BW’. The solutions via the Binomial Method with 5000 steps is denoted
as ‘BT 5K’ and is taken to be the ‘exact solutions’. The absolute percentage errors
from each approach are shown in Columns ‘Error(New)’ and ‘Error(BW)’, respec-
tively. It can be observed from both Tables 5.1 and 5.2 that our new approach
improves the accuracy of the free boundary values regardless of times to expiry for
all the cases that we have tested. Overall, the average absolute percentage error
(denoted as ‘APE’) with our new approach is 0.23% for short-term cases and 0.32%
for long-medium-term cases, while that of the classic approach is 1.07% and 1.09%
respectively.
Table 5.1: The optimal exercise boundary of short-term American put options:
K = 100
τ σ r BT 5K New Error(New) BW Error(BW)
0.10 0.2 0.04 89.662 89.814 0.17% 90.223 0.63%
0.10 0.2 0.08 91.444 91.482 0.04% 91.923 0.52%
0.10 0.2 0.12 92.596 92.536 0.06% 92.967 0.40%
0.10 0.4 0.04 77.707 78.172 0.60% 78.739 1.33%
0.10 0.4 0.08 80.537 80.856 0.40% 81.548 1.26%
0.10 0.4 0.12 82.432 82.571 0.17% 83.316 1.07%
0.25 0.2 0.04 85.957 86.075 0.14% 86.711 0.88%
0.25 0.2 0.08 88.799 88.739 0.07% 89.369 0.64%
0.25 0.2 0.12 90.575 90.426 0.16% 90.992 0.46%
0.25 0.4 0.04 70.020 70.469 0.64% 71.302 1.83%
0.25 0.4 0.08 74.305 74.518 0.29% 75.486 1.59%
0.25 0.4 0.12 77.088 77.154 0.08% 78.144 1.37%
0.50 0.2 0.04 82.696 82.752 0.07% 83.573 1.06%
0.50 0.2 0.08 86.762 86.514 0.29% 87.248 0.56%
0.50 0.2 0.12 89.047 88.874 0.19% 89.476 0.48%
0.50 0.4 0.04 63.381 63.806 0.67% 64.822 2.27%
0.50 0.4 0.08 69.211 69.230 0.03% 70.340 1.63%
0.50 0.4 0.12 72.906 72.818 0.12% 73.883 1.34%
APE 0.23% 1.07%
In Table 5.3, we see a comparison of the average processing times and absolute
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Table 5.2: The optimal exercise boundary of long-medium term American put
options: K = 100
τ σ r BT 5K New Error(New) BW Error(BW)
1 0.2 0.04 79.300 79.153 0.18% 80.118 1.03%
1 0.2 0.08 84.630 84.378 0.30% 85.118 0.58%
1 0.2 0.12 87.800 87.580 0.25% 88.115 0.36%
1 0.4 0.04 56.476 56.786 0.55% 57.878 2.48%
1 0.4 0.08 63.961 63.919 0.07% 64.982 1.60%
1 0.4 0.12 68.842 68.714 0.19% 69.609 1.12%
2 0.2 0.04 75.578 75.554 0.03% 76.525 1.25%
2 0.2 0.08 82.530 82.622 0.11% 83.199 0.81%
2 0.2 0.12 86.588 86.768 0.21% 87.096 0.59%
2 0.4 0.04 49.459 49.942 0.98% 50.866 2.84%
2 0.4 0.08 58.977 59.132 0.26% 59.787 1.37%
2 0.4 0.12 64.919 65.387 0.72% 65.703 1.21%
3 0.2 0.04 73.805 73.609 0.27% 74.468 0.90%
3 0.2 0.08 81.802 81.902 0.12% 82.276 0.58%
3 0.2 0.12 86.330 86.583 0.29% 86.706 0.44%
3 0.4 0.04 46.113 46.283 0.37% 46.934 1.78%
3 0.4 0.08 56.648 56.840 0.34% 57.012 0.64%
3 0.4 0.12 63.715 64.046 0.52% 63.770 0.09%
APE 0.32% 1.09%
relative errors between our new approach and the the classic approach for each
τ = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3. The Column ‘BT 5K’ shows that for each τ setting it takes
on average 5.938 seconds for an Intel Core(TM) 2, 3.16 GHz machine to run the
Binomial Method (BM). Our approach which on average takes 1.374 seconds, is
faster than the BM but slower than the classic method which takes on average 0.008
second. This is to be expected as our new approach includes a correction term in
the form of an integral to be calculated numerically. In other words, we sacrifice
some reasonable degree of efficiency to achieve higher accuracy. As is the usual
case, higher accuracy demands more computation. Our approach involves a balance
such that the accuracy of the original approach can be improved with an acceptable
sacrifice in efficiency.
We now compare our new approach with the approaches that were reviewed in
Section 5.3, and the results for the free boundary of American put options are listed
in Table 5.4. As mentioned in Section 5.3, Ju and Zhong’s [59] approach gives the
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Table 5.3: The comparison of average processing time (seconds) and average
absolute relative error of our new method with other methods
τ
BT 5K New BW
APT(secs) ARE APT(secs) ARE APT(secs)
0.1 5.925 0.24% 1.560 0.87% 0.013
0.25 5.928 0.23% 1.417 1.13% 0.008
0.5 5.931 0.23% 1.331 1.22% 0.005
1 5.949 0.26% 1.380 1.19% 0.008
2 5.946 0.39% 1.284 1.35% 0.005
3 5.946 0.32% 1.274 0.74% 0.008
Table 5.4: The comparison of the results of the free boundary using our new
approach in the column ‘New’ and the reviewed researches: Barone-Adesi and
Whaley [26] in the column ‘BW’, Barone-Adesi and Elliott [32] in the column
‘BAE’, Allegretto et al.[43] in the column‘ABE’, Andrikopoulos [91] in the column
‘ADK’, and Li [105] in the column ‘Li’. K = 100 for all tests.
τ σ r BT 5K New BW BAE ADK Li ABE
1 0.2 0.02 74.305 74.518 75.486 73.636 65.594 74.545 74.000
(0.286%) (1.589%) (0.901%) (11.724%) (0.323%) (0.411%)
1 0.2 0.04 79.300 79.153 80.118 78.547 72.253 79.413 78.967
(0.185%) (1.032%) (0.950%) (8.886%) (0.143%) (0.420%)
2 0.4 0.04 49.459 49.942 50.866 48.455 37.256 49.901 49.251
(0.976%) (2.844%) (2.031%) (24.673%) (0.894%) (0.421%)
2 0.4 0.08 58.977 59.132 59.787 57.718 48.771 59.178 58.610
(0.263%) (1.373%) (2.135%) (17.305%) (0.341%) (0.623%)
3 0.2 0.02 65.940 66.094 67.210 65.057 55.898 66.283 65.689
(0.233%) (1.926%) (1.340%) (15.230%) (0.520%) (0.382%)
3 0.3 0.04 58.482 58.625 59.484 57.297 71.266 58.736 58.147
(0.244%) (1.714%) (2.026%) (21.860%) (0.435%) (0.572%)
0.1 0.4 0.04 77.707 78.172 78.739 77.144 69.615 77.823 77.315
(0.599%) (1.328%) (0.724%) (10.413%) (0.150%) (0.503%)
0.1 0.4 0.08 80.537 80.856 81.548 80.076 73.467 80.747 80.286
(0.396%) (1.255%) (0.573%) (8.778%) (0.260%) (0.311%)
0.25 0.2 0.04 85.957 86.073 86.711 85.575 80.691 86.120 85.774
(0.135%) (0.877%) (0.444%) (6.126%) (0.190%) (0.213%)
0.25 0.2 0.08 88.799 88.736 89.369 88.424 84.725 88.927 88.652
(0.071%) (0.642%) (0.422%) (4.588%) (0.144%) (0.166%)
0.5 0.4 0.04 63.381 63.806 64.822 62.509 52.094 63.611 62.926
(0.670%) (2.274%) (1.377%) (17.808%) (0.362%) (0.718%)
0.5 0.4 0.08 69.211 69.230 70.340 68.265 59.395 69.374 68.770
(0.026%) (1.631%) (1.368%) (14.183%) (0.235%) (0.638%)
APE(1− 3 years) 0.36% 1.75% 1.56% 16.61% 0.44% 0.47%
APE(0.1− 0.5 year) 0.32% 1.33% 0.82% 10.32% 0.22% 0.42%
APE(overall) 0.34% 1.54% 1.19% 13.46% 0.33% 0.45%
same approximation for the free boundary as that of the classic method provided
by Barone-Adesi and Whaley [26], but give different approximations for the value
of American options. Therefore, for the results obtained via Ju and Zhong’s [59]
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approach, one can refer to those obtained from Barone-Adesi and Whaley’s [26]
method, which are shown in Column ‘BW’ of Table 5.4. The results obtained via
the reviewed approaches are listed in Table 5.4: Barone-Adesi and Elliott [32] in
the column ‘BAE’, Allegretto et al.[43] in the column ‘ABE’, Andrikopoulos [91]
in the column ‘ADK’, and Li [105] in the column ‘Li’. The APE is calculated by
considering both shorter and long times to expiry. From the APEs, it can be seen
that our new approach provides more accurate free boundary values than most of the
reviewed approaches. However, from the results obtained (at least for the specific
cases tested in Table 5.4), it seems that the ADK method made little improvements
on the classic method of the approximations for the free boundary. The ‘boundary
optimality condition’ they used may be the cause of this inaccuracy.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we reviewed the widely-used quadratic approximation method [26]
as well as some documented extensions of the method, such as those by Barone-
Adesil and Elliott [32], Allegretto et al. [43], Ju and Zhong [59], Li [105] and Fatone
et al. [127]. We then proposed a new improvement of the classic method focusing
on improving results for medium to long times to expiry (e.g. 1 − 3 year). Our
correction term for the free boundary is in the form of an integral involving the
American put option price. In this chapter, we used the approximation formula for
the price by Wang [96], but other formulae can also be used. As we need to solve
an integral equation, the computational expense is higher than that of the original
approach. However, our aim was to improve the accuracy, and as is often the case,
the higher accuracy is achieved with a sacrifice in efficiency. The numerical results
shown in Section 5.5 demonstrate that not only does our approach provide more
accurate results for the optimal exercise boundary of American put options than




In this thesis, some popular approaches applied to option pricing under the Black-
Scholes (BS) framework have been studied and further developed. New approaches
aimed to improve either the accuracy or efficiency (or both) of current approaches
have been proposed and tested. The majority of the thesis is investigates analytical
approximation methods for American option pricing. Additionally, however, an
interesting problem of using the Adomian decomposition method (ADM) to pricing
European-style option was also discussed.
Firstly, we proposed a new approach to applying the ADM to solve the BS
model for European options, which overcame the difficulty caused by the non-
differentiability of the payoffs of European options. The idea behind our approach
was to shift the singular point of the payoff function to infinity through a coordinate
transformation. In our approach, the non-smooth payoff function did not need to be
estimated by a differentiable function and did not need to have its form changed, as
has been the approaches by other researchers. In addition, we successfully extended
our technique to pricing digital options and European options with a stochastic
interest rate (a (2 + 1)-dimensional problem). Numerical results show that our ap-
proach succeeds in addressing the issue of directly dealing with the singularity with
the ADM and gives very accurate option prices.
We then considered the more challenging problem of pricing American-style
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options and provided in-depth discussions on three popular sets of analytic approx-
imation approaches, i.e. valuation near expiry based on asymptotic behaviours of
the optimal exercise boundary (OEB), approximations for the OEB based on inte-
gral equation approaches, and quadratic approximation approaches for the OEB, in
Chapters 3 - 5 respectively.
In Chapter 3, the valuation of a penalty American option was discussed. We
firstly derived the value of the OEBs at expiry date for the penalty American put
and call options respectively, then proved that the value of a penalty American
option was greater than that of a corresponding vanilla European option but less
than that of a vanilla American option. Further, we stated and proved two types
of relationships between the value of a penalty American call option and a put op-
tion as well as their OEBs. All these properties are essential in understanding and
pricing the penalty American option. As most options that are traded in the mar-
ket have short maturities, we valued short-term penalty American options written
on a dividend-paying asset. Analytic series approximations both for the value of
a penalty American put option and its OEB have been derived. Numerical exper-
iments indicates that our approximations both for the optimal exercise boundary
and option value provide very accurate results for penalty American options with
small times to expiry up to 3 months.
In Chapter 4, we were intent to obtain non-iterative analytical approximations
for the OEB of a vanilla American put option by solving integral equations. It
should be emphasised again that here the term ‘non-iterative’ means that finding
the value of the OEB at time t does not require the former or latter value near t.
Upon pointing out the limitations of some well-known approaches in this category,
we proposed five new approaches (NA), with each NA addressing one issue of the
method that it is based on. Numerical results show that our new approaches give
very accurate OEBs with significantly decreased computational time. In particular,
NA2 and NA3 provide results with sufficiently small average percentage errors, which
are 3 times and 6 times less than that of their corresponding original methods,
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respectively. However, the computational time of NA4 and NA5 are respectively
300 times and 150 times faster than that of the original method, with only 0.1%
decreases in the average percentage errors.
In Chapter 5, we proposed a new improvement of the classic quadratic approxi-
mation method focusing on improving results for medium to long-term options (e.g.
1 − 3 years). Our correction term for the OEB was in the form of an integral in-
volving the American put option price. Using the approximation formula for the
option price by Wang [96], our resultant formulation meant that we needed to solve
an integral equation. This of course implies that the computational expense would
be higher than that of the original approach, but was still deemed to be acceptable.
Nevertheless, our aim is to improve the accuracy, and as is often the case, the higher
accuracy is achieved with a sacrifice in efficiency. The numerical results demonstrate
that compared to the original method, our approach provides more accurate results
for the optimal exercise boundary of American put options for all expiries and also
outperforms most of the well-known modifications to the model.
For financial markets with a large number of trades, accurate, stable and fast
methods for options valuations are imperative. This thesis has investigated a num-
ber of analytical approximation methods for American option pricing and has con-
tributed to the study of American options by providing many new and improved
methods for its valuation. We remark that an in-depth investigation of approxi-
mation approaches applied to the valuation of American options under more com-
plicated models, such as stochastic volatility models, would be an important and





A.1 An alternative proof of the hand inequality
in (3.3.3)
Proof. We can prove the left hand inequality in (3.3.3) by considering the following





t ≥ 0 : S∗∗ < St < S∗
)
,
t2 = min (t ≥ 0 : St ≤ S∗∗) ,
where S∗ = K − K e−r (T−t) and S∗∗ = S∗ − Hput(t). Consider the strategy: if
t1 = min(t1, t2, T ), exercise the vanilla American put only and do not exercise the
penalty one; if t2 = min(t1, t2, T ), exercise both puts. So whichever time t comes
first, determines which put is exercised.
So if t1 = min(t1, t2, T ), we exercise the American put option and get
Π = K − St ≥ K e−r (T−t).
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If t2 = min (t1, t2, T ), exercise both puts, so
Π = (K − St)− (K − St −Hput(t)) = Hput(t) > 0.
If T = min (t1, t2, T ), hold both options to expiry, so
Π = 0.




Modified mean value theorem
B.1 Modified mean value theorem and its proof
Theorem (Modified mean value theorem). If F (f (x) , h (x)) : [a, b]→ R is contin-
uous and ∀x ∈ [a, b]
F (f (x1) , h (x)) ≤ F (f (x) , h (x)) ≤ F (f (x2) , h (x)) ,
where x1, x2 ∈ [a, b], and g : [a, b]→ R is an integrable function that does not change
sign on [a, b], then ∃c ∈ (a, b) such that
∫ b
a
F (f (x) , h (x)) g (x) dx =
∫ b
a
F (f (c) , h (x)) g (x) dx. (B.1.1)
Proof. Suppose F (f (x) , h (x)) is continuous and ∀x ∈ [a, b], g(x) ≥ 0 (as derivation
for the case of g(x) ≤ 0 is similar). Assuming F
F (f (x1) , h (x)) ≤ F (f (x) , h (x)) ≤ F (f (x2) , h (x)) , (B.1.2)
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F (f (a) , h (x)) g(x)dx ≤
∫ b
a












F (f (x) , h (x)) g(x)dx ≤ H(x2) (B.1.4)




F (f (x0) , h (x)) g (x) dx =
∫ b
a
F (f (x0) , h (x)) g (x) dx.
B.2 Analysis of the integral in (4.2.31)
Let I1 be the integral part of (4.2.31). We now prove that the modified mean value
































Sf (τ − s)
Sf (τ)
, h(s) = s−1,
hence,






The function g(s) ≥ 0 is integrable from 0 to τ ; the function F (f, h) is continuous;
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the function f(s) is monotonic increasing and continuous as well.
We now prove that F is bounded in the interval [0, τ ]. The first order derivative




































As Sf (τ − s) ≥ Sf (τ) we find ln f ≥ 0. If 1− k1 ≥ 0, then ∂F∂f ≤ 0. In this case, F
is monotonic decreasing. Thus, it is bounded in [0, τ ] and














s−1 ≤ F ≤ 1.
If 1− k1 < 0, then ∂F∂f changes sign at f = e
−(1−k1)σ2s/2 from positive to negative.
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